
A380 wake-upset pilots 
used clouds for recovery
by Gordon Gilbert

Were it not for a few clouds in 
an otherwise completely blue 
sky above a blue ocean, the 
outcome of the loss-of-control 
accident involving a German-
registered Bombardier Chal-
lenger 604 on January 7 this 

year could have been a plunge 
into the Arabian Sea. As it was, 
several passengers were seri-
ously injured from the gyrations 
of the aircraft after it encoun-
tered wake vortices from an Air-
bus A380 and the aircraft itself  

was severely damaged. Those 
clouds helped the crew regain 
control, preventing a crash that 
surely would have been fatal for 
all nine aboard.   

Germany’s BFU, lead inves-
tigator of the mishap, issued an 
interim report last month that 
shows just how close the Ger-
man-registered twinjet came to 
crashing after the pilots tempo-
rarily lost control following the 
encounter with wake turbulence 
from the passing A380. Accord-
ing to the report, the A380, 

flying southeast in the oppo-
site direction at FL350, passed 
1,000 feet overhead and slightly 
to the right of the Challenger, 
which was flying northwest. At 
this point, the aircraft was 500 
nm from the nearest land.

Forty eight seconds after the 
two aircraft passed each other 
and with the A380 some 15 
nm away, the Challenger suf-
fered an upset caused by the 
wake vortex from the larger 
aircraft and quickly went out  
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Dassault To Launch Another Falcon
The French airframer is preparing to launch 
another model by year-end. The effort 
is focusing on ‘enhanced comfort’ and 
reducing environmental footprint.  page 12

ATC 

DOD Reverses on ATC Reform
In a letter to the House of Representatives 
the Department of Defense said it is 
supportive of a proposal to privatize ATC, a 
change from its position in March.  page 10

Air Transport

New Widebodies
Airframers are preparing to deliver new 
and derivative models to a market that has 
seemingly lost its previous appetite for 
twin-aisle aircraft.  page 56

Improved Pirep process key to 
safer ops, finds NTSB study
by Sean Broderick

Aircraft operators and air traffic manage-
ment stakeholders can make U.S. airspace 
safer by improving weather reporting pro-
tocol and being more diligent about ensur-
ing the right people get clear, consistent 
data in a timely manner, an NTSB study on 
pilot weather reports (Pireps) found.

The report, “Improving Pilot Weather 
Report Submission and Dissemination 

to Benefit Safety in the National Air-
space System,” was prompted by find-
ings in 16 NTSB investigations from 
2012 to 2015 that spotlighted areas of 
concern. In two instances, the Board 
identified failure to deliver Pireps to 
flight crews as a contributing factor. 
In the other probes, the NTSB iden-
tified Pirep-related shortcomings but 

determined they did not play a promi-
nent role in the incidents and accidents.

“The prevalence of these issues across 
numerous investigations, as well as the 
similarities between these issues and the 
concerns voiced by Pirep user groups, sug-
gests that such problems are widespread,” 
the NTSB wrote in the report, which 
was adopted on March 29. “The NTSB 
believes that correcting these systemic 
Pirep-related issues can help reduce the 
occurrence of hazardous weather encoun-
ters in the NAS.”

The report focuses on three broad 
themes: pilots need to make more submis-
sions to bolster data quantity; submissions 

	 Continues on page 40  u 
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Securing adequate coverage and 
compliance with rules in all geographic 
areas of operation were among the key 
issues under discussion.  page 20

OPTIMISM AT EUROPE’S 2017 EBACE SHOW 
After “years of sluggishness” European business aviation is seeing signs of a resurgence, reported Brandon Mitchener, the European Business Aviation 
Association’s new CEO, at last month’s EBACE. Although the show was short on blockbuster news, OEMs signaled their commitment, with announcements about 
progress on in-development programs, as operators signed on for current products. The event attracted some 400 exhibitors and 60 aircraft on static display.
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AIN PUBLICATIONS APPOINTS MATT THURBER EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Matt Thurber became editor-in-chief of AIN Pub-
lications on June 1, with overall editorial respon-
sibility for all the group’s products: Aviation Inter-
national News, the monthly print publication; 
AINonline.com; the AINalerts, Air Transport 
Perspective and Defense Perspective e-news-
letters; AIN’s show daily editions; and Business 
Jet Traveler. He has worked for AIN for a total of 
17 years, most recently as senior editor based 
in Los Angeles, and has now relocated to the 
group’s headquarters in the New York City area.

Thurber is an award-winning aviation jour-
nalist and an experienced ATP/CFII-licensed 
pilot with more than 3,000 hours and is a quali-
fied A&P mechanic. He holds type ratings in the 
Cessna Citation 500 and Gulfstream G550.

AIN Publications managing director  Wilson 
Leach commented: “All of us are thrilled we 

were able to promote Matt into the editor-in-
chief position—only the fourth in AIN’s 45-year 
 history. What I particularly like is that Matt’s DNA 
is steeped in the editorial quality standards estab-
lished in 1972 under the direction of founding 
editor Jim Holahan, followed by Randy  Padfield 
and of course Charlie Alcock. Matt is home-
grown, so to speak, and we all just could not be 
happier Matt is stepping up. He will do a great job 
leading AIN’s established editorial team.”

Thurber takes over from Charlie Alcock, 
 editor-in-chief since 2012, having worked for 
the AIN group since 1990. “It has been an enor-
mous privilege to lead the AIN team, and I am 
extremely proud of our achievements in build-
ing this staunchly independent media group into 
a modern, digital-first news and information hub 
serving a growing audience of aviation profes-
sionals worldwide,” he commented. “But now 
the time is right for me to return to London to 
pursue a new career challenge. Matt Thurber 
epitomizes all that is great about AIN, which will 
thrive under his leadership.”

Thurber started flying back in 1975, and 
has been writing about aviation since 1978. He 
started his journalism career as an associate 
editor with Flying magazine, before having the 
first of his stints with AIN and then going on 
to be editor of Aviation Maintenance magazine. 
In addition to working as an A&P mechanic 
on multiple aircraft from Piper Cubs to turbo-
props, he taught flying at his father’s school in 
Plymouth, Mass., and later flew for a private 
aircraft owner.

“The best part of working for AIN is getting 
out in the field and meeting readers and the com-
panies that serve them,” Thurber commented. nD
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The Phenom 300 — the best-selling business jet in the world — is a clean-sheet-design light aircraft that delivers best-in-class speed, climb and field performance, next-generation avionics, 

a spacious cabin and a largest-in-class baggage compartment. Its comfortable, highly intuitive cockpit, with large displays and state-of-the-art avionics, enhances situational awareness. 

Delivering superior comfort and style, the OvalLite® cabin provides ample leg and head room and the largest galley and windows in its class, for abundant natural light. Up to 11 occupants also 

enjoy the best cabin altitude in the category. Contributing to its enviable presence on the ramp, the signature air stair leads to the largest entrance door in its class. The Phenom 300’s superior 

overall performance, combined with class-leading fuel efficiency, reinforce its breakthrough status and strong acceptance in the marketplace.

- Gary Sides, Phenom 300 Chief Pilot, Shamrock Capital Corporation 
Watch Gary’s story and request more information at

EmbraerExecutiveJets.com/Gary

“We looked at all different kinds of models, and there’s nothing that really jumped out and excited me until the Phenom 300 came 
along. The Phenom 300 won out, simply because of the reliability and its maintenance aspect.

The most frequent comment I’ve had with the people in the cabin is how quiet it is. They can carry on their conversations; they don’t 
have to yell over the engine or the wind noise. 

What the Phenom 300 will carry, weight wise and baggage wise, was the first thing that impressed me. I looked back there, and 
thought, ‘Man, I’ve got all kinds of room.’ And sure enough, on our golfing trips, we usually have been able to put in six guys. Usually I 
can put six golf bags, six suitcases, two more suitcases for the crew, eight suit bags, miscellaneous bags, shoes, umbrellas, and all the 
different accessories they want for their golf trip, and I still have room left over. It’s amazing.

From the very beginning to the very end of the purchase of the aircraft, it’s been just a really phenomenal experience.”

PHENOM 300: IT’S AMAZING
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As we go to press: News from EBACE JETNET: EUROPE COULD LEAD 
RECOVERY IN BIZJET MARKET
A glut of pre-owned business jets and 
low utilization levels has led to “significant 
oversupply” in the market, industry 
information provider JetNet said at EBACE. It 
believes that this trend will continue for about 
the next 18 months, with a “beginning of an 
uptick” expected in 2019. Europe could lead 
the recovery since the latest JetNet iQ survey 
shows buyer sentiment there is the most 
optimistic, with 61.8 percent saying that the 
business jet market is past the low point. 
Over the next decade, JetNet estimates 
that 7,489 business jets worth €193.5 billion 
($217 billion) will be delivered. 

AFBAA HOLDS FORUM AT EBACE
The African Business Aviation Association 
(AfBAA) held an “Access Africa” forum 
at EBACE to provide “tangible, practical 
information to support” European companies’ 
investment in the region. The association 
also announced that it has expanded the 
African Business Aviation Conference, now 
called AfBAC Expo. The event will take 
place in Johannesburg from November 29 
to December 1. It will have an aircraft static 
display and will be hosted at Execujet’s FBO.

ACJ SERIES EXPANDS  
WITH 330NEO
Airbus Corporate Jets is rounding out its 
new engine option (neo) offerings with the 
launch of the ACJ330neo, which can fly 25 
passengers 9,400 nm, capable of connecting 
Europe to Australia, nonstop. The ACJ330neo 
fills the gap in the ACJ line between the 
ACJ319neo and the ACJ350XWB, a product 
line that spans 860 to 3,230 sq ft (80 to 300 
sq m) of cabin space and range from 6,750 
to 10,800 nm. The first A330neos will be 
handed over to airlines next year, and Airbus 
Corporate Jets has reserved slots for the 
ACJ330neo in 2019. 

SKY MARK EXECUTIVE  
ACQUIRES TWO G450S
Dubai-based Sky Mark Executive announced 
at EBACE that it has secured two G450s for 
charter service. The aircraft were provided 
under agreements from FBO and handling 
company Executive Aircraft Services as well 
as Egyptian operator Smart Aviation.

VISTAJET JETTISONS  
AIRCRAFT POSITIONING FEES
Membership jet charter firm VistaJet 
eliminated hourly ferry flight fees for new 
program customers worldwide, it announced 
last month. Positioning fees have traditionally 
been a “frustrating and unexpected cost” 
for business aviation clients, VistaJet noted. 
Depending on location, this can add tens of 
thousands of dollars to the cost of a flight, 
it said. According to VistaJet, eliminating 
aircraft deadhead fees is made possible by 
investment of €2.25 billion ($2.5 billion) to 
expand its all-Bombardier fleet, as well as 
establishing a customer base through 10 
sales offices on five continents. VistaJet owns 
every aircraft it operates (70 Challenger 350s, 
650s and 850s and Global 5000s and 6000s). 

BOMBARDIER OPENS  
SERVICE CENTER AT BIGGIN HILL
Bombardier Business Aircraft opened a 
London service center at Biggin Hill Airport 
on the eve of EBACE. The former Rizon 
hangar and FBO now has Signature as FBO 
operator, while Bombardier is using the 
large hangar facility for maintaining clients’ 
aircraft. The company views the facility as a 
gateway to the rest of the continent, as well 
as to the Middle East, Russia and Africa. 
Bombardier has five service centers in the 
U.S. (Hartford, Conn.; Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; 
Dallas; Wichita; and Tucson, Ariz.) plus four 
international ones: Biggin Hill; Berlin (LBAS, 
a joint venture with Lufthansa Technik); 
Singapore; and Tianjin, China. There are also 
50 Bombardier-authorized facilities.

Aerion eyes AS2 launch with 
GE engines early next year
by Kerry Lynch

Selection of GE Aviation as the engine 
provider for the AS2 supersonic business 
jet marks the “final real piece” of tech-
nology to clear a path to formal launch, 
possibly early next year, a top Aerion 
executive said in Geneva late last month. 
Aerion and GE announced on May 21 
that the two organizations have launched 
a “formal and gated” process to define a 
potential AS2 engine.

“We have thoroughly evaluated two 
dozen civil and military engines from all 
leading engine producers over the past 
two years and believe that working with 
GE Aviation will help us meet the chal-
lenging specifications needed to meet 
our performance objectives, as well as 
the high expectations of our customers,” 
Aerion CEO Doug Nichols said.

Aerion was not seeking an off-the-
shelf  engine, but it did search for a 

candidate commercial core that could 
be “suitably adapted” for supersonic 
flight, Nichols said. Aerion found some 
interesting candidates among military 
engines but ruled them out because 
it did not want to run afoul of  U.S. 
export restrictions on military equip-
ment. The SSBJ developer further ruled 
out starting from scratch with a brand-
new engine, he added, saying that such 
an effort would have been a “massive 
undertaking” that would have raised 
development time and cost and intro-
duced more risk.

In the end, he said, “GE had the 
best engine to meet our needs. When we 
converge to launch point, which is not 
too far away, this aircraft will have GE 
engines on it.”

While Nichols notes that Aerion still 
has to clear a few more obstacles, the 

company hopes to pull the trigger on a 
formal launch early next year.

Aerion and GE have identified an in-
production commercial core that will 
be adapted with a lower bypass ratio 
than is currently used and a smaller-
diameter fan. Aerion is looking at the 
15,000- to 17,000-pound-thrust range, 
but Nichols said that will be hashed 
out over the next several months as 
definition continues. “All of  this will 
start to gel over the next three, four, five 
months,” he said, adding that the col-
laboration may have more details final-
ized by the NBAA Convention this fall. 
“We are at the stage now where we can 
move swiftly.”

The AS2 will be powered by three 
engines and cruise at up to Mach 
0.99 over land, accelerating to super-
sonic speeds of  up to Mach 1.5 for 
long-range cruise over water. This will 
make the airplane commercially viable 
and avoids the process of  persuading 
authorities to change the sonic-boom 
regulations. Nichols said that Aerion 
has been working with industry asso-
ciations and regulators on the possibil-
ity of  developing new regulations in the 
long term that could eventually open 
supersonic flight further.

Aerion’s plans call for first flight 
about five years after launch, with cer-
tification following two years later, esti-
mated at 2025.

With the aerodynamics of  the air-
frame already ironed out, Nichols under-
scored the importance of  the engine 
selection, calling it the most challenging 
technical hurdle. “The engine is the key 
technical piece…no engine, no airplane,” 
he said. “The challenges for Aerion are 
no longer technological.” o

The Aerion AS2 could be formally launched next year following the selection of GE Aviation as the engine 
provider for the supersonic business jet. 

Nextant chooses next model: 
upgrading the Challenger 604
by Chad Trautvetter

The Bombardier Challenger is Nextant 
Aerospace’s next remanufactured air-
craft program, company executive vice 
president Jay Heublein revealed last 
month at EBACE. However, unlike Nex-
tant’s 400XTi (Beechjet) and G90XT 

(King Air 90), which were launched as 
tip-to-tail remanufactured aircraft pro-
grams, the 604XT was announced first as 
an avionics retrofit package, with more 
details to come in October at the NBAA 
Convention about cabin, aerodynamic or 

engine upgrades that would be part of 
the remanufactured end-product.

According to Heublein, the decision 
to home in on avionics—in this case a 
Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion ret-
rofit done in coordination with the avi-
onics manufacturer and Bombardier—is 
driven by the need to provide a NextGen-
capable cockpit upgrade for Challenger 
604s in time to meet rapidly approach-
ing mandates, such as Fans, ADS-B out 
and Link 2000+.

“Many Challenger 604s are being used 
to fly North Atlantic routes, which means 
they will have to comply with the upcom-
ing Fans and Link 2000+ mandates to 
keep flying these routes,” said Heublein. 
“Considering normal maintenance costs 
for the Challenger’s CRT-based Collins 
Pro Line 4 system and these necessary 
avionics upgrades, we estimate that oper-
ators will have to spend about $680,000 
over the next three to five years.

“We’re offering the Fusion touch-
screen avionics for an introductory price 
of $599,950, so operators can meet the 
mandates, eliminate technological obso-
lescence, and get much more functional-
ity, such as electronic charts and synthetic 
vision, for a lower cost,” he continued. 
“That’s kind of the top-end threshold 

Nextant’s idea of what might be done to re-think business jet cabins is expressed in this artist’s conception 
of how a Challenger 604XT might turn out. Among the concepts are a galley transitioning to a media room 
and a full-width, removable conference and dining table. 	 Continues on page 42 u 
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:

z Analyst: Tide Turning for European Bizav
Business aviation analyst Brian Foley is predicting 
that the tide could at last be turning for the industry 
in Europe. “Recently, there have been fresh dynamics 
quietly developing that could help stimulate this sleepy 
market,” said Foley. He cited three factors to support his 
renewed optimism: signs of improved political stability, 
recovery in European stock markets and strengthening 
of the euro currency. Leading European stock markets 
in London, Frankfurt and Paris are now at their highest 
levels since the financial crisis of 2008. So far in 2017, the 
Euro has recovered 5 percent in value and the U.S. dollar 
has weakened slightly. “Business aircraft are priced in 
dollars, so a stronger local currency makes the purchase 
price look a bit more palatable,” said Foley.

z Part NCC Prompts MEL Rule in Europe
Changes in rules affecting non-commercial business 
aircraft in Europe, known as Part NCC, have led to the 
requirement that U.S. Part 91 twin turboprops and jets 
flown in Europe operate with a Minimum Equipment 
List (MEL) approved by the FAA, said NBAA vice 
president of regulatory and international affairs Doug 
Carr. Previously, these operators were able to use a 
manufacturer’s aircraft model Master MEL (MMEL) 
approved by the FAA under LOA DO95. 

z  Bizjets Account for Majority of  
Emas Arrestments

Since July 2006, business jets have been involved in 
six of the nine incidents in the U.S. where engineered 
materials arresting systems (Emas) have safely prevented 
aircraft overrunning the end of the runway, according to 
data released by the FAA. Currently, Emas is installed at 
106 runway ends at 67 U.S. airports. The FAA plans to 
install seven more this year at DeKalb/Peachtree, Ga.; 
Boca Raton, Fla.; Providence, Rhode Island; Cuyahoga, 
Ohio and Lafayette, La., as well as two more at Burbank.

z  FAA Eye Potential Enforcement  
over Jet Ban at LNA

The FAA is moving to bring Palm Beach County 
into voluntary compliance with its grant-assurance 
agreements, but if the county does not lift its ban on 
small jets at Palm Beach County Park Airport (LNA) 
in Lantana, Fla., it will deem the county in “pending 
noncompliance” and possibly move forward with 
more formal action, the agency said. After receiving 
an informal Part 13 complaint from a pilot over the jet 
ban, the FAA determined in March “that permitting 
jet aircraft operations on Runway 9-27 will not affect 
safety or efficiency at LNA or surrounding airports” and 
requested that the county “update information regarding 
its restriction on jet operations.” In a May 9 letter to 
counsel for the pilot and the county, the FAA cautioned 
that the county has 60 days to follow through on the 
request. Palm Beach is currently considered to be in 
“conditional compliance,” but would be moved into 
“pending noncompliance” if the county failed to take 
timely action, the agency said.

z Seattle FBO Set for IS-BAH Stage II Nod
Clay Lacy Aviation’s facility at Seattle Boeing Field is 
anticipating becoming the first aviation service provider 
in the U.S. to achieve Stage II registration under IBAC’s 
International Standard for Business Aviation Handling 
(IS-BAH). The FBO, which achieved Stage I under the 
standard just last year, is set to undergo a rigorous third-
party inspection early this month, which if successful 
would make it the first in the country to advance to the 
second level of the registry.

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter FAA’s FY17 funding bill 
gets high marks from GA
by Kerry Lynch

The U.S. Congress came down to 
the wire once again and required 
one more short-term extension 
before it agreed to a federal spend-
ing package for Fiscal Year 2017, 
but the result was a package that 
provides a $127 million boost to 
the FAA’s budget and drew praise 
for its focus on issues such as cer-
tification reform.

In early May the House and 
Senate adopted a massive $1.1 
trillion government-wide spend-
ing package, part of  which was 
$16.4 billion for the FAA.

Congress passed the FY2017 
budget early last month, even 
though the government was 
already halfway through the fiscal 
year. Government agencies had 
been operating under a series of 
short-term extensions since the fis-
cal year began on October 1.

The spending package, H.R.244, 
was welcomed by business and gen-
eral aviation industry advocates 
for placing a particular emphasis 
on a number of areas of interest 
to general aviation: certification, 
advanced materials and alterna-
tive fuels research and NextGen.

In addition to the gain on Fiscal 
Year 2016 spending, the $16.4 bil-
lion is $500 million more than the 
previous administration requested 
for the FAA. The bill bumps the 
FAA’s operations spending to 
$10.026 billion, $30 million over 
the request, and covers aviation 
safety funding for acceleration 
of  introducing drones into the 
National Airspace System.

The aviation safety budget—
which is part of the FAA’s oper-
ations account—was set at $1.29 
billion, including an additional 
$1.5 million to enable the FAA to 
hire more specialists to support 
certification of new technologies 
and expand organizational dele-
gation authorization (ODA). Con-
gress specified that the additional 
funding is intended to provide 
the FAA necessary resources “to 
work with industry to achieve the 
goal of full utilization of ODA to 
improve the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of product certification.” 
The spending package contains 
language directing the agency to 
review and remove ODA limita-
tions on activities deemed to be 
of low or medium risk.

Further, the bill commends 
the FAA for efforts that Congress 
believes will result in streamlined 
validation of  type certificates. 
Lawmakers directed the agency 
“to ensure that the efficiency of 

foreign validations is consistent” 
with bilateral agreements. Con-
gress also directed the FAA to 
assist U.S. companies that expe-
rience significant delays.

The bill assigns $159 million 
for the contract tower program 
and prohibits eliminating the con-
tract weather observers program.

GA Priorities  
Acknowledged

The spending package provides 
$2.855 billion for the FAA’s facil-
ities and equipment expenses, 
including $7 million more than 
requested to advance space-
based ADS-B technology. In the 
$176.5 million earmarked for 
research, engineering and devel-
opment efforts is $2 million for 
research in composite materials 
and structures testing and devel-
opment, and $7 million for alter-
native fuels for general aviation. 
Congress established a $3.35 bil-
lion obligation limitation for air-
port funding.

The bill carries over report 
language in the House and Sen-
ate versions of  the transporta-
tion appropriations bills that 
were introduced last year, such 
as the continued opposition to 
ATC reform. “The attempt to 
remove the air traffic control sys-
tem from the FAA is fraught with 
risk, could lead to uncontrolla-
ble cost increases to consumers 
and could ultimately harm users 
and operators in the system,” 
the Senate report language says. 
“The [Appropriations] committee 
strongly believes that air traffic 

control should remain an inher-
ently governmental function.”

National Air Transportation 
Association president Martin 
Hiller praised the bill’s recogni-
tion of  general aviation prior-
ities, citing full funding for the 
contract tower program, addi-
tional funding for alternative 
fuels research and more than one 
billion dollars to continue Next-
Gen modernization.

Hiller also pointed to other ini-
tiatives such as the effort to accel-
erate certification and a measure 
that would examine the effect of 
collegiate flight training on the 
future pilot workforce. “Contin-
ued work by congressional appro-
priators is an important part of 
making the FAA an effective 
safety partner with the general 
aviation community,” he said.

“We appreciate the strong sup-
port shown by Congress in this 
omnibus measure for general avi-
ation, especially in the critical 
areas of safety, certification and 
the transition to an unleaded 
avgas and in raising strong con-
cerns about the attempt to remove 
the U.S. air traffic control sys-
tem from the FAA,” added Pete 
Bunce, president and CEO of  
the General Aviation Manufac-
turers Association.

NBAA further highlighted lan-
guage that provides the FAA with 
more flexibility in using its funding, 
something that NBAA president 
and CEO Ed Bolen said provides 
“the agency with more tools to help 
ensure that its programs have sta-
ble, predictable funding.”

The bill does continue the 
trend of  elevated reliance on the 
Airport and Airway Trust fund to 
pay for the vast majority of  the 
FAA’s budget. All but 8 percent 
of  the FAA’s operations budget 
will be paid through the user-
funded trust fund. o

NOMINATIONS INVITED FOR  
LAURA TABER BARBOUR AIR SAFETY AWARD

The Laura Taber Barbour Air Safety 
Foundation and Flight Safety Founda-
tion (FSF) are accepting nominations 
for the 2017 Laura Taber Barbour Air 
Safety Award.

Presented since 1956, the honor 
recognizes notable achievement in 
method, design, invention, study or 
other improvement in aviation safety. 
The award’s recipient is selected for a 
“significant individual or group effort 
contributing to improving aviation 
safety, with emphasis on original con-
tributions,” and a “significant individ-
ual or group effort performed above 
and beyond normal responsibilities.”

Nominations, which should include 
a one- to two-page narrative, can be 

submitted via the Laura Taber Bar-
bour Foundation website at http://
ltbaward.org/the-award/nomination-
form/. Nominations will be accepted 
through June 14.

The Laura Taber Barbour Air Safety 
Award’s story dates back 70 years. On 
April 14, 1945, after visiting family in 
Pittsburgh, Laura Taber Barbour was 
aboard a Pennsylvania Central Airlines 
DC-3 when it crashed into the rugged 
terrain of Cheat Mountain near Mor-
gantown, W. Va. All passengers and 
crew were killed. In the years follow-
ing, her husband, Dr. Clifford E. Bar-
bour, and son Clifford E. Barbour, Jr. 
established the Laura Taber Barbour 
Air Safety Award in her honor.� n
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z Gulfstream Delivers B-registered G650
Gulfstream Aerospace delivered the first B-registered 
G650 to an undisclosed customer based in mainland 
China last month, a company spokeswoman told AIN. 
This follows Civil Aviation Administration of China type-
certificate validation for the G650 and G650ER in mid-
February. There are 315 Gulfstreams—265 large-cabin 
jets and 50 midsize jets—based in Asia-Pacific. In Greater 
China alone, there are 184 Gulfstreams, the Savannah, 
Ga.-based aircraft manufacturer said.

z Panel Tasked With Regulatory Review
Carrying out a mandate of a presidential executive order, 
the FAA has tasked an industry panel with reviewing 
regulations that are candidates to repeal and replace. The 
Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee (Arac) will also 
review items on the FAA regulatory agenda. Trump signed 
an order on February 24 calling on agencies to establish 
regulatory reform task forces to identify regulations 
that eliminate or inhibit creation of jobs; are outdated, 
unnecessary or ineffective; impose costs that exceed 
benefits; or create a serious inconsistency or otherwise 
interfere with regulatory reform initiatives and policies. 
The agency asked for the initial report early last month.

z U.S. Bizav Flying Up 5.3 Percent in April
Business aircraft operations in the U.S., Caribbean and 
Canada jumped 5.3 percent year-over-year in April, 
according to a business aircraft activity report by Argus. 
Large-cabin jet flying surged 8.8 percent from a year ago, 
with midsize jet activity not far behind with a 7.7-percent 
uptick. The lighter aircraft categories experienced smaller 
gains: turboprops were up 3.3 percent and light jets rose 
2.9 percent. Part 135 charter flying was up 11.3 percent 
from April last year, while fractional activity logged 
8.5-percent growth. Part 91 flying eked out a gain of 0.5 
percent year-over-year. 

z Pacific Coast Avionics Adds Hangar
Oregon-based Pacific Coast Avionics at Portland-area 
Aurora State Airport has completed a hangar-expansion 
project that boosts space by 5,000 sq ft, to 20,000 sq ft. In 
addition to expanding its facilities, the company is looking 
to hire four new technicians.

z NetJets’ Revenue Climbs
First-quarter revenue at fractional provider NetJets soared 
19 percent, thanks to more aircraft share sales and, “to 
a lesser degree,” higher services revenue attributable 
to gains in pass-through costs and a 2-percent uptick 
in flight hours, parent company Berkshire Hathaway 
said. Revenue during the quarter at Berkshire’s services 
division—NetJets and FlightSafety International, among 
several other non-aviation companies—climbed by $256 
million from a year ago, or 11 percent, to $2.617 billion. 
Profit at the services division rose by $35 million, to $260 
million, in the first three months compared with a year 
ago. “The gain in earnings was primarily attributable to 
higher earnings at NetJets and…partly offset by lower 
earnings from FlightSafety,” Berkshire said.

z Duncan ADS-B Upgrade Bookings Surge
As a result of recent warnings from FAA acting Deputy 
Administrator Victoria Wassmer that “the ADS-B equipage 
deadline is not changing,” Duncan Aviation has seen 
an uptick in the number of ADS-B upgrades being 
scheduled in the second half of this year. According to 
Duncan, 6,000 business aircraft in the U.S. still need to be 
equipped with ADS-B out before the FAA’s Dec. 31, 2019 
deadline. Current installation rates suggest that “more 
than 2,000 aircraft will be grounded after this date” for 
failure to comply, the company warned. 

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter

Epic E1000 progressing 
toward FAA certification
by Matt Thurber

In the high-elevation, dry-climate 
environment of Bend, Ore., tech-
nicians are busy putting the final 
touches on parts cured in freshly 
made tooling and finalizing pro-
cesses to begin serial produc-
tion of the Epic Aircraft E1000, 
a certified version of the Epic LT 
experimental-amateur-built high-
performance single-engine, all-
composite turboprop.

Transitioning an aircraft man-
ufacturing program from mak-
ing kits and assisting customers 
through completion to producing 
new airplanes for retail sale is an 
ambitious project, but the Russia-
based owners of Epic have made 
the necessary investment to see 
the E1000 through certification 
and into production, according 
to Mike Schrader, head of sales 
and marketing. In 2012, he said, 
the owners opted to stop tak-
ing orders for kits and re-orient 
the company toward FAA certi-
fication. More than 50 kits were 
built, and the final two experimen-
tal versions are about to fly away 
from Bend.

Deposits for the E1000 are one 
percent of the $2.95 million price, 
and they are fully refundable. By 
the time inflation indexes are taken 
into account, the typical price will 
be about $3 million, he explained. 
Epic Aircraft currently has orders 
and deposits for 73 E1000s.

Epic is working with the FAA’s 
Seattle Aircraft Certification 
Office, which has gained signifi-
cant composites experience, hav-
ing worked with Boeing on the 787 
program. The FAA helped Epic by 
adding resources to help keep the 
E1000 project on track. “They’ve 

been really good to work with,” 
Schrader said. 

The Bend region has also long 
been a center of aerospace com-
posites expertise and manufac-
turing. Epic’s facilities formerly 
housed Columbia Aircraft, man-
ufacturer of  the all-composite 
Columbia 400 piston single, which 

eventually became the Cessna 
TTx following Cessna’s purchase 
of Columbia’s assets.

Much of the testing of design-
conforming parts for the E1000 
is complete, including the wings 
and control surfaces, with some 
fuselage tests remaining. The tar-
get for certification is October or 
November, and once production 
certification is achieved—as close 
as possible to type certification, 
the company hopes—the goal is 
a production rate of 50 per year, 
Schrader added.

Prototype FT1 was busy log-
ging flight time during AIN’s visit 

to the Epic factory in April. FT2 
was in the final assembly stage 
and will be fitted with a fully con-
forming interior. 

For a small manufacturing 
company, Epic Aircraft is sur-
prisingly vertically integrated. 
Its 200 employees do all compos-
ites manufacturing in Bend, build 
the steel engine mount, weave 
wiring harnesses and manufac-
ture the interior, except for seats, 
which are provided by Wichita- 
based Millennium.

The composites manufactur-
ing technique is similar to that 
employed by Cirrus Aircraft, 

which has achieved relatively 
high-volume manufacturing of 
the single-engine SR series and is 
ramping up the assembly line of 
the recently certified Vision sin-
gle-engine jet. 

After resin-infused pre-
preg carbon-fiber is cut to the 
right shape, technicians lay the 
 material inside and on carefully 
shaped tooling fixtures. A fuse-
lage-half  fixture, for example, 
looks like a giant bathtub, into 
which swatches of  material are 
placed at points outlined by a 
highly accurate laser alignment 
	 Continues on page 44 u 

The front office of the E1000 consists of a three-screen Garmin G1000 flight deck with 
synthetic vision, weather, traffic and ADS-B. The yoke is constructed of carbon fiber.

The turboprop delivers ‘jet class’ performance, says Epic, noting the airplane can travel at more than 325 ktas.
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z Review Possible on SMO Decision
Although the U.S. Court of Appeals, District of Columbia 
Circuit, denied a petition from NBAA and others arguing 
for a halt to efforts to shorten Santa Monica Airport’s 
4,973-foot runway to 3,500 feet and eventually close the 
field in late 2028, the court did leave open a window of 
opportunity regarding the settlement agreement between 
the FAA and the city of Santa Monica. In its May 4 order, 
the appeals court denied the motion for a stay and 
injunction. But the appeals court order, according to 
NBAA, “also refers the case to a merits panel for further 
review about the legality of the settlement agreement,  
in the process deferring the FAA’s motion for dismissal of 
the review.”

z Advent Wins STC for PC-12 Brakes
The Advent Aircraft Systems eABS anti-skid braking 
system has been STC’d by the FAA for the Pilatus PC-12. 
The approval applies to all PC-12s equipped with a Waas-
enabled GPS, including those with the Honeywell Apex 
avionics system or Garmin or IS&S GPS units. The eABS 
weighs 27 pounds installed, comes with all required 
installation hardware and requires no changes to the 
existing PC-12 brake system. According to Advent, eABS 
provides better braking in all runway conditions without 
the risk of flat-spotted or blown tires.

z Embraer Delivers 1,100th Business Jet
On May 4 Embraer delivered its 1,100th business jet, 15 
years after handing over the first Legacy (it did not use 
model number designations at that time, but the type 
would later be known as the Legacy 600). The milestone 
aircraft—a Phenom 300—was delivered to fractional 
provider NetJets at Embraer Executive Jets’ customer 
delivery center in Melbourne, Fla. To date, 670 customers 
are flying 1,100 Embraer business jets—ranging from the 
entry-level Phenom 100 to the Lineage 1000 bizliner—in 
70 countries.  

z Disinsection Required at Hong Kong
Hong Kong is now requiring disinsection for all aircraft 
inbound from Zika-affected areas, mainly countries in 
South and Central America, Africa and Asia. Compliance 
requires either residual or non-residual insecticide 
treatment, the flight-planning company said. The former 
involves spraying the internal surfaces of the aircraft 
with residual pesticides at intervals not exceeding eight 
weeks. Non-residual disinsection can be performed using 
pesticides either before takeoff after the cabin doors are 
closed, at top of descent or upon arrival. 

z Falcon 8X Gets LCY Approvals
Dassault Aviation added the 8X to the list of Falcons 
approved for operations at London City Airport (LCY) 
last month. With the clearance, Dassault’s entire 
in-production fleet—the 8X, 7X, 900LX and 2000S/LX—
is now certified to operate at LCY, considered one of 
the most challenging airports operationally. Located in 
the middle of London’s financial district, the airport has 
some of the most restrictive steep-approach and noise-
abatement regulations in business aviation, Dassault 
noted. Aircraft must be able to fly a 5.5-degree glidepath.  

z FAA Awards PC for Cirrus SF50
Cirrus Aircraft received an FAA production certificate 
for the $2 million SF50 Vision Jet on May 2 and will 
begin manufacturing the jet single at the rate of one 
per week. The goal is to build 100 aircraft next year and 
eventually as many as 125 annually. Cirrus received FAA 
type certification for the SF50 in October and delivered 
the first customer aircraft on December 19. The order 
backlog is for 600 SF50s worth north of $1 billion.

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter

GLOBAL 7000 PROGRAM ON TRACK, AS FLIGHT-TESTING CONTINUES

The third flight-test Global 7000, FTV3, completed a four-
hour, 10-minute maiden flight on May 10 from Toronto 
Downsview Airport, where Bombardier Aerospace assem-
bles the ultra-long-range business jet. Piloted by Logan 
Lamping and Derek Thresher, the twinjet—registered 
C-GLBX—reached FL510 and 320 knots during the mis-
sion. Flight-test engineers Duane Moore and Matthew 
DiMaiolo were also on board.

According to Bombardier, FTV3 joins a flight-test pro-
gram that has been demonstrating “excellent system reli-
ability” since getting under way in November. “We are 
pleased that our flight-test vehicles have been showing 
a high degree of maturity,” said Michel Ouellette, senior 
vice president, of the Global 7000 and 8000 programs. 
“Our test program’s development and certification sched-
ule is on track…for certification next year as we accumu-
late more flight hours.”

FTV3 will be used to test the Global 7000’s avionics 
and electrical system. The aircraft is outfitted with the full 

Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion suite, complete with syn-
thetic vision, and a dual head-up display.

Bombardier expects to transfer FTV3 to the flight-test 
center in Wichita “as soon as possible.” There it will join 
FTV1, which continues to expand the performance enve-
lope, and FTV2, which is now conducting icing testing.

In all, five flight-test vehicles will be used for the Global 
7000 program, culminating in certification next year. Entry 
into service is planned for the second half of next year.

In parallel with the flight-test program, Bombardier 
is completing trials on the Global 7000 interior test rig, 
which simulates real-world flexing and bending of the 
fuselage with interiors installed. 

“We have successfully validated the aircraft interior 
installation process for all cabin elements destined for 
the fourth FTV,” the Canadian aircraft manufacturer said. 
“In addition, ground testing continues with several test 
rigs to ensure all systems operate with the highest level 
of reliability when the aircraft enters service.” —C.T.

On May 10, the third flight-test Bombardier Global 7000 took to the sky for the first time, lifting off from Toronto Downsview 
Airport in Canada for what would be a four-hour, 10-minute flight. 

Mattis: Department of Defense now 
supports ATC privatization proposal 
by Kerry Lynch

U.S. air traffic control reform 
advocates have gotten a key 
endorsement from Defense Sec-
retary James Mattis, who wrote 
that the Department of Defense is 
“supportive of possible privatiza-
tion.” The letter, shared by House 
Transportation and Infrastruc-
ture (T&I) Committee chairman 
Bill Shuster (R-Pa), acknowledged 
potential risks that privatization 
could create to national security, 
but said, “we have formed an ad 
hoc committee [composed] of 
Combatant Command and mili-
tary department representatives to 
assess the current ATC relation-
ship between DoD and the FAA 
within 120 days to delineate the 
linkages that would be necessary 
with a privatized ATC entity.”

The Defense Department had 
previously expressed substan-
tial concerns about the security 
of such a proposal and appeared 

reluctant to back a change. But it 
also falls in line with the Trump 
Administration, which has 
strongly endorsed removing ATC 
from the FAA into an independent 
organization. In fact, the adminis-
tration has gone so far as to say it 
is not looking for arguments for 
why not to change, but only sug-
gestions about how to change.

The DoD letter was shared dur-
ing a T&I Committee hearing on 
May 17 that took another look 
at the need to reform the nation’s 
air traffic control organization. 
During the hearing, proponents 
rehashed arguments of an unpre-
dictable funding cycle and lack of 
progress on modernization, while 
opponents urged the committee to 

Rep. Bill Shuster is the architect of the 
ATC reform plan.

	 Continues on page 18 u 
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z Textron: Bizjet Spot Market Persists
Textron Aviation’s backlog has remained relatively flat 
as business jet customers are able to purchase aircraft 
on the spot rather than booking farther out, said Scott 
Donnelly, chairman and CEO of parent company Textron. 
“We’re in a mode now where there’s no reason for people 
to book aircraft very far in advance,” he said. “There’s no 
reason, given where the industry is, to be looking at deals 
that are a year out or even six months out. It’s different 
from how the industry used to be, for sure. But we’ve 
been doing this for a lot of years now, so it’s the nature of 
the beast.”

z  Bulk of Legacy 450/500s  
To Be Assembled in Florida

Embraer Executive Jets plans eventually to assemble 
most Legacy 450s and 500s at the facility in Melbourne, 
Fla., though there is no timetable yet for this transition, 
according to company president and CEO Michael 
Amalfitano. For now, the bulk of the midsize Legacys are 
assembled at Embraer’s headquarters in São José dos 
Campos, Brazil, as the Melbourne facility continues to ramp 
up production. The company expanded the Melbourne final 
assembly center last year to make room for Legacy 450/500 
production, but the production acceleration for these 
midsize jets has intentionally been slow and methodical. 
Since then, just two Legacy 450s have come off the line 
and two Legacy 500s are now in assembly. Since July 1 
last year, all Phenom light jets are being assembled at the 
Florida plant. The U.S. facility will be able to assemble up 
to 96 Phenoms and 72 Legacys annually.

z Dassault Forms Venture with JAL
Dassault Aviation’s Dassault Falcon Service (DFS) 
subsidiary launched a service with Japan Airlines (JAL) on 
May 1 that connects passengers who fly from Tokyo to 
Paris to other destinations throughout Europe and Africa. 
The JAL Falcon Business Jet Service provides ground 
transport between the JAL terminal at Charles de Gaulle 
Airport and the DFS FBO at Paris Le Bourget. The service 
will use nine Falcons, among them two recently added 7Xs. 
DFS will operate the aircraft. The service will have a pay-
as-you-go pricing structure that varies aircraft type and 
distance flown. JAL Falcon Business Jet Service is eying 
potential expansion to the U.S. and other JAL markets.

z FAA Rolls Out BasicMed
The FAA formally rolled out the BasicMed option 
last month, a few weeks after releasing the requisite 
Comprehensive Medical Examination Checklist and link 
to the free AOPA Self-Assessment Course. Under a rule 
released on January 10, pilots who have held a valid 
medical within the last 10 years and who complete a 
medical education course every two years and undergo 
a medical examination every four years can qualify to fly 
under the BasicMed alternative without holding a current 
third-class medical certificate. Pilots also must meet other 
requirements, such as having a valid drivers license, and 
comply with certain operational restrictions. 

z FAA OKs CJ3 Pro Line Fusion Upgrade
The FAA has awarded Rockwell Collins STC approval 
for an upgrade to the Pro Line Fusion integrated cockpit 
for the Cessna Citation CJ3. According to Collins, the 
upgrade provides compliance for looming NextGen 
ATC mandates, such as ADS-B equipage by the end of 
2019, with widescreen displays, synthetic vision and 
touchscreen navigation. The upgrade is available from 
Duncan’s facilities and at all 12 of Textron Aviation’s 
company-owned service centers. Collins is working to 
secure approval for the modification from Transport 
Canada and the EASA.

NEWS BRIEFS Compiled by Chad Trautvetter Dassault 
nearing 
launch of 
new Falcon
by Chad Trautvetter

In Dassault’s 2016 annual report, 
released in late April, chairman 
and CEO Eric Trappier revealed 
that the company plans to launch 
another Falcon business jet later 
this year. “We want to be in a 
position to launch a new Falcon 
at the end of 2017,” he wrote in 
the report’s introduction. “Pre-
liminary studies are focusing on 
enhanced comfort and a reduced 
environmental footprint, mainly 
by reducing fuel consumption and 
noise. That’s all I can say for now.”

Further in the report, under a 
section titled “Programs driven 
by innovation,” such a product 
launch appears more definite: 
“We are now readying the launch 
of  a new Falcon, which will offer 
characteristics determined by 
our market studies and techno-
logical capabilities.” A company 
spokesman would not expand on 
aircraft characteristics or timing 
of  the launch.

“We are all waiting to hear if  
and when Dassault is launching 
the Falcon 9X,” JetNet iQ direc-
tor Rolland Vincent told AIN. 
“Assuming that this aircraft 
incorporates the 5X cross sec-
tion, this would surely address the 
‘comfort’ feature of  a long-haul 
jet.” Lower noise levels suggest 
lower-thrust engines than those 
that power competing ultra-long-
range business jets, he said—“a 
design characteristic shared by 
other Falcons that have lower 
takeoff  weights than aircraft they 
tend to compete against.”

How many engines?
The big question, Vincent said, is 
whether the new aircraft will have 
two or three engines. “Economics 
would seem to favor a twin, since 
fewer engines equals less mainte-
nance with easier access for inspec-
tions and repairs,” he pointed out. 
“The twin configuration is also 
already designed into the 5X; 
reverting it to a three-engine air-
frame would no doubt involve sub-
stantial re-engineering cost and 
effort with arguably little payback.”

And if  customers want a long-
range trijet, “With the recently 
certified 8X, the good news is that 
Falcon operators already have just 
such an option,” Vincent noted. 
“If  their missions take them into 

challenging airports and over 
deep blue water, they can line 
up for an 8X. The 9X? We think 
it’s time for a twin.” As for what 
new technologies could be incor-
porated into a new Falcon, the 
company’s annual report also 
sheds some light via an overview 
of aerospace research initiatives in 
which Dassault is involved. “We 
are funding our own research into 
the development of  innovative 
technologies intended for tomor-
row’s Falcons, including systems, 
composites, aerodynamics and 
more,” the report notes.

Research efforts highlighted 
in the report: a test-bench dem-
onstration of a new cockpit con-
cept for Falcons; detailed design 
review and the start of manufac-
ture of a composite wing demon-
strator; and “scale 1” ground tests 
to improve the design of the rear 
body of Falcons. “The 2016 com-
mercial aviation research support 
project recently started, focus-
ing on the development of  new 
flight and ground pilot controls 
and functions, studies to elimi-
nate uncertainties about the rug-
gedness (resistance to damage) 
of  fabrications and composite 
assemblies,” the report adds.

Along with 18 partners and 
the same number of  “major” 

subcontractors from seven Euro-
pean countries, Dassault is also 
involved in the Breakthrough 
Laminar Aircraft Demonstra-
tor in Europe (Blade) program 
under the EU’s Clean Sky initia-
tive. This program seeks to val-
idate, under actual conditions, 
the performance of  a laminar-
flow wing developed using tech-
nologies that are compatible with 
mass production.

With the follow-on Clean 
Sky 2 program, Dassault is also 
developing a second generation 
of  materials and manufacturing, 
maintenance and recycling tech-
nologies that will further reduce 
environment impact. Through 
the Hycarus project, Dassault 
is participating in research on 
aviation applications for fuel 
cells, “which opens the door to 
a number of  new possibilities, 
especially for special-mission 
Falcons, since it will provide 
greater energy capacity on the 
aircraft.” By year-end, a demon-
strator will be flight-tested, the 
company said.

If  implemented, many of these 
technologies would contribute to 
the stated goals for the new Fal-
con, namely a reduced environ-
mental impact mainly through 
lower fuel burn and less noise. o

Dassault is working on a 
new Falcon that could be 
launched later this year. 





Jet Aviation formally opens FBO at Dulles
by Kerry Lynch

Jet Aviation recently marked its move into 
the Washington, D.C. area after acquir-
ing the Ross Aviation FBO at Washing-
ton Dulles International Airport (IAD). 
The facility gives Jet Aviation its eighth 
U.S. FBO and one near the headquarters 
of parent company General Dynamics. It 
also gives Jet Aviation a presence at one 
of the busiest business aviation airports 
in the U.S. 

“Our new state-of-the-art facility at 
Washington Dulles International Air-
port is a great fit for Jet Aviation’s global 
FBO network,” said John Langevin, vice 
president of FBO operations for North 
America, lauding the company’s newest 
facility. “We look forward to welcoming 

customers and dignitaries from around 
the world, and providing them with pre-
mium business aviation services.”

The facility, which Jet Aviation 
describes as one of its largest and most 
modern, encompasses six hangars, 10 acres 
of ramp space and a newly renovated ter-
minal building with on-site Customs and 
Immigration clearance, VIP lounge, flight-
planning center, executive conference 
room and on-site car rental.

Vice president and general manager 
John Hovis, who has worked at the facil-
ity under a series of owners for the past 
two decades, said the backing of Jet Avi-
ation will help strengthen its appeal to a 
growing international customer base.

Jet Aviation acquired the facility in 
January, just days ahead of the presiden-
tial inauguration. The acquisition came 
just six months after Ross Aviation had 
bought the facility from Signature Flight 
Support. Signature inherited the Dulles 
facility as part of  its acquisition of the 
Landmark Aviation chain, but the U.S. 
Department of Justice required Signature 
to divest the FBO since it has a compet-
itive property at Dulles.

In honor of its relationship with Gen-
eral Dynamics and of its sister company, 
Jet Aviation displayed a Gulfstream G280 
during the April 20 festivities, which drew 
a number of Washington officials, business 
aviation leaders and other dignitaries. o
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Textron ends Citation 
Mustang production
by Chad Trautvetter

The final production Cessna 
Citation Mustang has rolled 
off  the assembly line and will be 
delivered in the coming weeks, 
Textron Aviation announced on 
May 11. Cessna built 470 of the 
entry-level jets during the type’s 
12-year production run.

The Mustang received FAA 
certification on Sept. 8, 2006, 

just weeks before the Eclipse 
500 received full FAA certifica-
tion on September 30, at a time 
when there were wide expecta-
tions of  a burgeoning VLJ mar-
ket. Cessna chose the Garmin 
G1000 flight deck for the Mus-
tang, then before the Mustang 
entered production, it replaced 
the older-style instrument 

panels in its single-engine mod-
els with G1000 systems, thereby 
carving a distinct upgrade path-
way for pilots who would even-
tually want to move up to a 
Cessna jet.

“The Mustang has been at 
very low rates of  production for 
a few years,” JetNet iQ manag-
ing director Rollie Vincent told 
AIN. “Textron has continued 
its focus up-market on more 
lucrative models, and the M2 
has been generating solid sales 
volumes and certainly provides 
Textron with an attractive and 
competitive entry point into the 
Citation line. It was a tough call 

to end Mustang production, but 
it’s not a profitable use of scarce 
resources to keep the line open. 
It is also tough to manage sup-
ply chains with so many dispa-
rate product lines at such low 
volume rates of  production.”

During the first quarter of 
this year, Textron Aviation deliv-
ered two Mustangs; it handed 
over 10 last year. The company 
delivered eight M2s in this year’s 
first quarter and 38 last year.

Textron Aviation senior vice 
president of sales and marketing 
Rob Scholl confirmed that the 
M2 is now the company’s entry-
level jet. “We remain dedicated 
to developing new products 
that matter to our customers,” 

he said. “The Citation M2 is a 
great example of  this, and we 
believe it will carry on the legacy 
as the entry-level jet that pilots 
want and need.”

 Kriya Shortt, the company’s 
senior vice president of  cus-
tomer service, reiterated that, 
while production has ended, 
support for the very light twin-
jet has not. “Mustang custom-
ers can continue to expect the 
highest level of service through 
maintenance, parts and support 
from our customer service orga-
nization,” she said.

The M2 was introduced in 
2013, and nearly 150 have been 
delivered to customers around 
the world. o

L to r: David Paddock, U.S. aircraft services 
senior v-p and general manager; John Hovis, 
Dulles v-p and general manager; and John 
Langevin, Jet Aviation North America v-p of FBO 
operations, inaugurated the IAD facility.

Cessna produced 470 Mustangs during the type’s 12-year run. The company 
delivered two Mustangs in this year’s first quarter and handed over eight M2s,  
the new entry-level jet, during the same time frame.  





Pro Line Fusion touchscreens 
aim for Challenger 604 cockpit
by Matt Thurber

Rockwell Collins is partnering with 
Bombardier and Nextant Aerospace to 
upgrade Challenger 604s with a Pro Line 
Fusion touchscreen flight deck. The Chal-
lenger 604 will be the first Part 25 jet with 
touchscreen displays in the instrument 
panel. Garmin G5000-equipped jets and 
Gulfstream’s new Honeywell-equipped 
G500/G600 have touchscreen controllers, 
although the G500/G600 also has touch-
screen panels replacing switches on the 
cockpit overhead. 

The Challenger 604 upgrade will be 
the second Rockwell Collins Pro Line 
Fusion touchscreen upgrade in a jet and 
the third retrofit program; the first was the 
King Air series, and that was followed by 
the supplemental type certificate (STC) 
for the Part 23 Citation CJ3, which was 
approved in April (in partnership with 
Duncan Aviation and Textron Aviation).

While Rockwell Collins is engineer-
ing the STC for the Challenger 604, 
Bombardier and Nextant Aerospace will 
provide installations of the Pro Line Fusion 
upgrade at their facilities. The Nextant ver-
sion of the upgrade will be designated the 
604XT. Nextant will also be the installa-
tion design certification lead and perform 
the first installation for the STC program 
at its Cuyahoga County Airport facility 
in Cleveland, Ohio, according to Craig 
Olson, Rockwell Collins vice president and 
general manager of business and regional 
systems. At customer advisory board meet-
ings, Challenger 604 operators were ask-
ing about upgrade opportunities, he added.

All new King Airs are now factory-
installed with the Pro Line Fusion 

touchscreen displays, and the suite is 
available as a retrofit. In the 604, the 
fully integrated Pro Line Fusion flight 
deck will replace the jet’s original Pro 
Line 4 CRT-based avionics with three 
14.1-inch landscape-oriented LCDs that 
increase the display area by 35 percent. 
“This is going to modernize the flight 
experience,” Olson said, “with advanced 
graphics, configurable windows and the 
touchscreen interface.”

The Pro Line Fusion flight deck is now 
flying on 18 forward-fit and five aftermar-
ket aircraft models. The AW609 tiltrotor, 
King Airs, CJ3 and Challenger 604 also 
have the touchscreen interface. Rockwell 
Collins expects the Challenger 604 Pro 
Line Fusion STC will earn certification 
by the fall next year. 

Touchscreen Acceptance
During the initial design of  the touch-
screen interface, there were pros and 
cons about the use of  this technology 
for avionics, Olson said. “When we 
came out with this concept, we had a 
lot of  naysayers, and there were rag-
ing debates around the acceptabil-
ity of  touch.” Rockwell Collins didn’t 
want to replicate what other avion-
ics manufacturers were doing, which 
was replacing switches and knobs with 
touchscreen controllers. However, the 
Pro Line Fusion interface is designed 
with a “flattened” architecture, he said, 
“in terms of  the ability to quickly get to 
the information you need.” Pilots can 
use either touch on the three large panel 
displays or more traditional interfaces 

such as the cursor control devices and 
qwerty keyboard and radio tuning devices 
to plan a flight, set frequencies and so on. 
The large touchscreens have a bezel with 
anchor points to help pilots get a firm grip 
in turbulence. “Pilots have been successful 
even in turbulent conditions using touch,” 
Olson said. “We’re pleased with that, and 
it has enabled us to walk upmarket [into 
larger aircraft] in terms of comfort around 
touchscreens. The feedback continues to 
be extremely positive in terms of an intu-
itive human-machine interface.”

The baseline 604 retrofit will provide 
ADS-B out; satellite-based augmenta-
tion system GNSS; LPV approaches; 
radius-to-fix legs; synthetic vision with 
Rockwell Collins airport dome and 
extended runway centerlines; onboard 
weather radar overlays showing obsta-
cles, special-use airspace and search 
patterns; geo-referenced charts; and 
database updates either via a USB port 
on the front of  the displays or optional 
Rockwell Collins Aircraft Information 
Manager wireless data loading. Fans 
and Link 2000 will be optional. The 

standby display is a Mid-Continent 
Instruments and Avionics standby atti-
tude module.

“We’re trying not to approach this 
as just solving the ADS-B mandate, but 
[rather] modernizing the cockpit and 
increasing the residual value of the air-
craft,” Olson said. “This solution gets 
you the next-generation architecture as 
opposed to a bolt-on approach.”

Rockwell Collins isn’t setting the price 
for the upgrade. “Since it will be available 
through Nextant and Bombardier, we will 
defer to them in terms of pricing,” he said. 
“We’re going to own the STC. Then it’s 
up to the installers to determine the price 
for the installation of the STC.” Installers 
will also offer other upgrades at the same 
time as the avionics, such as the Rockwell 
Collins Venue cabin management system, 
which is STC’d on the Challenger 604. 
“There are plenty of  opportunities for 
folks to bring new capabilities to these 
aircraft and extend their life,” Olson said. 
Nextant has set a baseline introductory 
price for its 604XT upgrade of the Chal-
lenger 604 at $599,950. o
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GARMIN ENTERS HUD MARKET 

Garmin unveiled its first foray into the head-
up display (HUD) market last month: the GHD 
2100, which Textron has selected for the 
Cessna Citation Longitude super-midsize jet 
now in flight-test. The Longitude has a Gar-
min G5000 flight deck, and the GHD 2100 is 
installed in the prototype Longitude (the first 
flight-test article). 

The GHD 2100 is designed to fit into light, 
midsize and super-midsize business aircraft 
and consists of a single display unit with a 
self-contained projection system. The head-
up display (HUD) offers a 30-degree-wide by 
24-degree-vertical field of view. 

The GHD 2100 offers a “simplistic control 
interface” with “intelligent dimming, which 
automatically adapts to ambient light and 
allows pilots to focus on flying the aircraft.” 
The HUD also has a declutter mode.

Information displayed on the GHD 2100 
is consistent with the Garmin display symbol-
ogy and includes flight-critical primary flight 
display information, conformal attitude and 
flight path overlaying the real-world view 

outside the windshield, navigation and flight 
plan information, autopilot modes, master 
warning/caution annunciations and synthetic 
vision technology (SVT). “Because the syn-
thetic vision image replicates what the pilot 
would see outside the cockpit on a clear day, 

pilots can more easily transition from flying 
with the GHD to the flight display or outside 
view,” according to Garmin.

Garmin’s SurfaceWatch is integrated on 
the GHD 2100, and it uses performance data 
entered into the Garmin avionics before takeoff 

to provide visual and aural cues to warn pilots 
about taking off or landing on the wrong run-
way or a taxiway or a runway that is too short. 

Also displayed on the GHD 2100 is a flight 
path marker and flight path-based flight direc-
tor. The flight path marker provides speed 
offset and velocity cue, according to Garmin, 
“allowing for precise energy management.” 

Garmin is planning to add options to the GHD 
2100 such as displaying imagery from exter-
nal cameras, such as infrared-based enhanced 
vision systems (EVS), as well as blended EVS 
and SVT to deliver a combined vision system. 

“The GHD also allows the operator to pur-
sue Special Authorization Category I (Cat I), as 
well as Special Authorization Category II (Cat 
II) ILS approach minimums,” Garmin noted. 

“Industry studies indicate that flying with 
a HUD is safer in reduced visibility, deterio-
rating weather conditions and in challenging 
environments,” said Carl Wolf, Garmin vice 
president of aviation sales and marketing. 
“We’ve worked hard to harmonize the GHD 
and Garmin’s integrated flight decks so pilots 
are provided with a seamless in-flight experi-
ence throughout the cockpit.” —M.T.

Textron Aviation has selected Garmin’s new GHD 2100 head-up display for the Citation Longitude.

The Challenger 604 will be the first Part 25 jet to receive an upgrade to touchscreen panel displays with an 
STC under development by Rockwell Collins, Bombardier and Nextant Aerospace.
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With eye on customer support, 
Piaggio rolls out new P.180 services
by Chad Trautvetter

Piaggio Aerospace announced 
several new customer-service 
offerings for the 220 Avanti turbo-
prop twins in service last month. 
According to the Italian aircraft 
manufacturer, the programs—
avionics upgrades, new mainte-
nance regimes and an improved 

landing gear available for retro-
fit—are part of a “wider, long-
term customer-driven strategy.”

“Our primary goal this year is 
to continue to put our customers 
first by offering them the highest 
level of support throughout the 
life of their P.180,” said Piaggio 

Aerospace CEO Renato Vaghi.
Under the company’s avion-

ics upgrade, customers can add 
localizer performance with ver-
tical guidance (LPV) approach 
and ADS-B out to their Pro Line 
21 flight decks, Piaggio said. LPV 
allows Avantis to land at airports 

where ground-based instrument 
approaches are not in place, 
and it saves operators time and 
money by more efficient routings.

In collaboration with Rock-
well Collins, Piaggio has devel-
oped three “attractively priced” 
model-specific Service Bulletins 
to upgrade the avionics suite. 
To reduce downtime, the com-
pany has also set up a pool of 
components that can be rotated 
with customers in a dedicated 
exchange program. The LPV 
capability will be complemented 
by the addition of ADS-B out, 
one of  the key elements man-
dated by the global air traffic 
modernization plan, by the sec-
ond half of this year.

Maintenance Options
Avanti operators will have more 
options when it comes to mainte-
nance programs. Operators with 
“intense” flight activity who need 
extended non-interrupted avail-
ability of their aircraft now have 
the option of a progressive main-
tenance program that allows 
maintenance to be divided into 
shorter, more frequent phases.

Additionally, the next revi-
sion of Chapter V of the main-
tenance manual will present the 
tasks of the A and B Checks—
currently grouped and sched-
uled at intervals of 200 and 600 
flight hours, respectively—as 
separate instructions that can 

be completed individually. Thus, 
the inspection phases can be con-
ducted overnight or during other 
short downtime periods with 
minimal effect on operations.

Piaggio is also making the 
Magnaghi Aeronautica-manu-
factured Evo landing gear avail-
able for retrofit in Avanti IIs. 
Piaggio completed the retrofit 
of the improved landing gear on 
an Avanti II in Europe in April 
and, more recently, on one in the 
United States.

The landing gear, which is 
standard on the Avanti Evo, 
incorporates several improve-
ments. It is designed with the 
same form, fit and function as 
the original gear, though the ret-
rofit requires extensive wiring 
modifications to accommodate 
the new proximity sensor-based 
control logic and indication sys-
tem. It also requires a new com-
puter and associated wiring for 
the digitally controlled nose-
wheel steering. Piaggio’s Service 
Bulletin SB 80-0425 approves the 
retrofit on all Avanti IIs.

In other news, Southern Cal-
ifornia-based West Coast Avi-
ation Services took delivery of 
the first Piaggio Avanti Evo in 
the U.S. in April and planned to 
take a second one last month. 
West Coast Aviation Services 
inked a contract at the NBAA 
Convention last year for five 
Evos, as well as options for four 
more. The John Wayne County 
Airport-based operator intends 
to use them for charter and frac-
tional ownership. o

look at alternative fixes to ongo-
ing funding concerns.

‘Transformational Reform’
Shuster, a driver behind a pro-
posal to carve ATC out of the 
FAA, tried to address concerns 
of  the general aviation com-
munity about over such a pro-
posal, saying, “I am committed 
to making sure what we do pro-
tects small and rural commu-
nities and protects the general 
aviation community.”

He also noted he was “open 
to changes.” But he acknowl-
edged that the proposal unveiled 
last year would serve as a frame-
work and outlined similar goals: 
a user-funded independent, not-
for-profit corporation that is 
managed by a board with a gov-
ernance structure that is “right-
sized and balanced.”

Shuster stressed that “it is 
time for reform that is truly 

transformational” and “the true 
risk lies in doing nothing.” ATC 
is not an inherently governmental 
function but a “technology ser-
vice,” he added.

Rep. Peter DeFazio (D-Ore.), 
the ranking Democrat on the 
T&I Committee and a chief  
opponent of  the reform pro-
posal, argued that “cleaving” 
the FAA apart would not be an 
answer, but suggested that Con-
gress look at options such as 
protecting the agency from the 
federal budget—taking it “off  
budget” and relying on the cur-
rent tax system. These options 
could solve the uncertainties in 
fits and starts of  the congres-
sional budgeting cycle, he said. 
Further suggestions included 
shielding the FAA from inter-
ference from the Office of Man-
agement and Budget and the 
Department of Transportation.

DeFazio also questioned cre-
ating a system that would give 
airlines more control over the sys-
tem, noting the airlines have had 
36 computer outages since 2015, 
when the federal-run system has 

had only one—an outage that 
was deliberately created. Absent 
from the hearing were airlines, 
which have pushed for reform 
and frequently testified on the 
issue in the past.

The FAA has done a lot of 
heavy lifting for modernization, 
with the ADS-B infrastructure 
installed, said Hartzell Propel-
ler president Joseph Brown. He 
noted the aviation community 
is coming to a pivotal time, as 
operators equip to transition 
to ADS-B. Brown expressed 
concern that enduring the next 
five to seven years “distracted” 
by changing the management 
structure would introduce risk. 
Instead, he said he believes that 
the strengths of  the system 
should be elevated, while spe-
cific weaknesses addressed.

Transportation Inspector Gen-
eral Calvin Scovel, meanwhile, 
reiterated findings that the FAA’s 
past reforms have not achieved 
expected outcomes. The agency’s 
budget, operations budget and 
compensation costs have nearly 
doubled, while cost reductions 

and efficiencies have not been 
realized. Scovel attributed this to 
funding uncertainties, but also to 
the FAA’s management.

Other reform proponents, 
including Robert Poole, director 
of transportation policy for the 
Reason Foundation, and inde-
pendent policy analyst Dorothy 
Robyn, who formerly worked 
in the Clinton Administration, 
restated their support. Robyn 
noted that the same conditions 
exist today as did two decades 
ago that drive a need for reform.

Poole tried to dispel the belief  
that the proposal is an airline ini-
tiative, saying the Business Round-
table in 2013 offered the concept. 
He also stressed that the reform 
proposal would not give the air-
lines control over the system.

In written testimony, NBAA 
disagreed. President and CEO 
Ed Bolen asked, “The ques-
tion on the table is, who will 
effectively control this monop-
oly, and for whose benefit?…It 
sounds absurd; however, that is 
what the airlines are seeking to 
do: wrest control of  the nation’s 

air traffic system from the pub-
lic’s elected representatives and 
give it away, for free, to a pri-
vate board.”

National Air Traffic Control-
lers Association (Natca) presi-
dent Paul Rinaldi, meanwhile, 
stressed that the controllers back 
a plan that would keep the sys-
tem safe and provide a predict-
able stream of  revenue. While 
Natca supported the indepen-
dent ATC concept, Rinaldi said 
other reforms could also provide 
a predictable stream.

While controllers are offer-
ing support for an independent 
system, other FAA workers are 
not. Seven employee organi-
zations wrote a letter reiterat-
ing opposition. “Quite simply, 
overhauling the entire aviation 
system by removing air traffic 
control from federal oversight 
and funding will be a serious 
setback for its development 
and growth,” the letter states. 
“Our air traffic control system 
is a national public asset and 
we strongly believe it should 
remain in the public trust.” o

The Italian airframer is offering avionics 
upgrades, maintenance services and 
improved landing gear for the twin-
turboprop Avanti.

DOD reverses on 
ATC plan support
uContinued from page 10
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Insufficient coverage is 
among key concerns
text and photography by Kim Rosenlof 

Inadequate liability limits can 
leave aircraft owners personally 
exposed, according to Jonathan 
Stern, an aviation attorney with 

Schader Harrison Segal & Lewis. 
Stern spoke during the opening 
session of  the 2017 Aviation 
Insurance Association (AIA) 
conference held April 30 to May 
2 in San Diego, Calif.

Stern says that unlike airlines, 
which by law must carry liabil-
ity insurance with minimums of 
$300,000 per passenger and $20 
million per occurrence, general 
aviation aircraft owners or oper-
ators are not required to carry 
liability insurance except in a 
handful of states. He cited a 2015 

study by the U.S. Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) 
that only 11 states required air-
craft owners/operators to carry 
some variation of liability insur-
ance or financial responsibility. 
While the states differ in who 
must carry insurance and how 
much, the GAO found the typical 
general aviation policy set at $1 
million limit of liability, sublim-
ited to $100,000 per passenger. 

The problem with low liabil-
ity limits in aviation is that an 
accident befalling even a rela-
tively lowly GA aircraft can gen-
erate awards far exceeding the 
policy limit. Stern cited a recent 
case in which a jury returned 

a $16.6 million verdict against 
a Cirrus SR22 owner involved 
in an accident near Frederick 
Municipal Airport (KFDK) in 
October 2014. While entering a 
45-degree downwind to the air-
port, the Cirrus collided with a 
Robinson R44 Raven that was 
departing the traffic pattern. 
The Cirrus pilot deployed the 
aircraft’s ballistic parachute 
and both occupants walked 
away from the accident with only 
minor injuries. The three occu-
pants of the Robinson—a flight 
instructor, commercial pilot and 
passenger—were killed. Stern, 
who served as counsel for the 
Cirrus pilot, noted that a subse-
quent ruling brought the judg-
ment down to about $14 million.

“The insured finds him or 
herself  in a situation where 
there’s not enough insurance,” 
Stern said. “In a case like the 
one [above] with a $14 million 
judgment, the insured may find 
him or herself  in bankruptcy.”

Unfortunately, the options for 
the general aircraft owner/opera-
tor may be limited and out of the 
insured’s control. The 2015 GAO 
study found that policies with 
limits higher than the typical $1 
million per occurrence/$100,000 
per passenger were not prevalent 
in the marketplace.

“Clients who find themselves 
with an inadequate insurance 
liability limit have told me that 
they wanted more insurance but 
could not get it,” said Stern. “So 
there is incentive [by the insured] 
to develop a bad faith claim 
against the insurer, or recourse 

against the broker: ‘Why did my 
broker sell me a policy that only 
provided a $1 million limit?’”

Other issues with low-limit 
policies can arise in situations 
with multiple claimants where 
the policy limit is exhausted 
by settling one claim, leaving 
nothing left to defend or settle 
additional claims for the same 
accident. In many jurisdictions, 
the first party to settle receives 
the money, even if it exhausts the 
limits as long as the settlement is 
reasonable. Stern says that espe-
cially in wrongful-death cases, 
insurers are willing to offer policy 
limits early in the process to settle 
the first claim, leaving the insured 
without coverage or defense on 
additional claims.

“The majority rule is that 
the insurer can stop providing a 
defense after they’ve exhausted 
their liability limits through the 
payment of settlements or judg-
ments that result in the release of 
one claim or one insured,” Stern 
said, noting that an insurer would 
violate its duty of good faith by 
settling a claim for more than it’s 
worth just to terminate the duty 
to defend. In some jurisdictions, 
however, the insurer’s duty to 
defend doesn’t end until a judg-
ment has been assessed. “In the 
case of an insurer that has very 
low limits, therefore very little at 
risk, but has to defend the case all 
the way through trial, it’s likely 
that the insurer will err on the 
side of doing more defense than 
it might if its money were at risk 
[to avoid] a bad-faith claim.”

Stern says that the insurer 

does not have to accept the first 
demand within limits or the first 
reasonable demand. It can choose 
something in between, looking 
for the best deal for the insured. 
The insured does not have to 
wait for every claimant to file a 
claim. “So if you have five poten-
tial claims, and you’re talking to 
two of them, you can settle one 
before the other three have even 
hired counsel,” Stern said. “The 
insured does not have a duty to 
notify those potential claimants 
about settlements with others, 
and the non-settling claimants 
generally have no basis for a bad-
faith claim against the insurer.” 

For operators flying overseas, 
U.S. insurance policies may need 
to be revised depending on spe-
cific liability limit minimums 
and wording required by various 
countries. For example, the Euro-
pean Union (EU) aircraft insur-
ance liability minimums, which 
apply to all aircraft (commer-
cial and non-commercial) oper-
ating in EU airspace, can be much 
higher than the limits set on stan-
dard U.S. policies. The EU limits 
are calculated in special drawing 
rights (SDRs, the currency of the 
International Monetary Fund) 
according to the maximum take-
off mass (mtom) of the aircraft 
in kilograms.

Using April 2017 exchange 
rates for SDRs to USD, the EU 
minimum insurance on business 
aircraft ranges from US$9 mil-
lion (7 million SDR) for aircraft 
up to 6,000 kg mtom (Citation 
Mustang, PC-12), to US$200 
million (150 million SDR) for 

Attorney Jonathan Stern warned attendees that the low liability limits in aviation could 
leave them without enough insurance in the event of a crash.
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Business aviation depends on maintenance, repair, and over-

haul (MRO) providers for safe and reliable operations, and 

U.S. operators currently spend some $10.9 billion  annually on 

these services. Meanwhile, major MRO companies are under-

going large-scale upgrades, as they integrate new technolo-

gies and processes into their toolkits to meet shifting chal-

lenges. These include ADS-B and coming equipage mandates; 

investing in infrastructure to meet changing demands; dealing 

with a declining pool of qualified technical talent; and ensur-

ing that customers get fair value for their MRO spending. 

We asked several leading MROs what they’re doing to 

meet customers’ evolving needs, and for their perspective 

on the industry’s most dynamic developments. An edited 

version of their replies follows.

Stefan Benz—senior vice president and general manager, Jet Aviation, EMEA and Asia

Skip Madsen—senior vice president, Signature Technicair 

Stephen Maiden—president/CEO, Constant Aviation

Mike Minchow—vice president of  service sales, Duncan Aviation

Greg Sahr—president, Elliott Aviation 

MRO Roundtable participants:
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Constant Aviation—Stephen Maiden 
Customers are retaining aircraft longer than they 
did in prior years. That’s putting a greater focus 
on aftermarket upgrades and higher demand for 
non-essential add-ons such as interior refurbish-
ments and avionics enhancements. Connectivity 
remains popular. The cost to equip aircraft is 
somewhat more competitive and technology is 
allowing systems to be installed in smaller classes 
of  aircraft. Obsolescence is also driving required 
upgrades to cockpit systems, primarily displays, 
and cabin CMS systems.  

Elliott Aviation—Greg Sahr 
We are seeing a lot of  movement in the used 
aircraft market. This includes wholly owned 
aircraft transactions and aircraft coming off  of  
lease. This has led to an increase in pre-purchase 
inspections and modifications. We are also see-
ing a slower-than-expected demand for ADS-B 
installations as many customers are choosing to 
do them with their next major inspection. We’re 
seeing an increase in demand for LED lighting 
to replace older fluorescent technology. We are 
also seeing an increase in larger-cabin interior 
customizations. Customers are looking for ways 

to customize their aircraft to fit their company’s 
brand or their own style.

Duncan Aviation—Mike Minchow 
Connectivity is important to customers. We are 
also seeing a lot of  activity with cabin-manage-
ment systems. We’re working closely with Gogo 
Business Aviation to develop STCs for its new 
4G service and Wi-Fi equipment, for installa-
tions on Bombardier Challengers and Globals, 
Falcons, and Gulfstreams. We’re also working 
with SmartSky as it develops and certifies its 
connectivity solution. Additionally, we recently 
became the exclusive U.S. distributor for Inair-
vation’s Integrated Smart Cabin Upgrade for the 
Gulfstream G450 and G550, a modular solution 
featuring a Lufthansa Technik nice HD CMS 
package that replaces the out-of-production 
factory-installed CMS.  

Jet Aviation—Stefan Benz 
We’ve seen a general increase in the volume of  
heavy-maintenance projects, and strong demand 
for RMUs (refurbishment, modifications, and 
upgrades) and NextGen upgrades. As aircraft 
mature, we’re also seeing an increase in demand 

for local, more accessible services, particularly 
in Asia. We’ve seen more requests for in-flight-
entertainment and cabin-management-system 
(IFE/CMS) upgrades for high definition (HD), 
as well as satcom systems for Swift Broadband 
and cabin router upgrades. That’s particularly 
true for owners and operators of  BBJ aircraft, 
who have a high interest in aircraft-to-ground 
connectivity. We’ve also noted a great increase in 
Ka-Band installations through all aircraft types. 
This trend will continue, despite the increasing 
complexity of  such installations.

Signature Technicair—Skip Madsen 
Stubborn optimism continues to face the reality 
of  a highly competitive market with mediocre 
demand. A post-election trend where  conservative 
owners of  aging light jets finally upgrade to 
larger, newer aircraft has presented opportunity 
for inspections, interior enhancements, and avi-
onics installations, though spending trends are by 
no means extravagant. We expect used aircraft 

 acquisitions will offer growth opportunity through 
upgrades and refurbishments. Aging cabin-man-
agement systems are a growing concern in many 
legacy aircraft. Operators see that a complete 
replacement of  technology will be required soon,  
but many operators of  light to midsize air-
craft are still limping along as new Wi-Fi-based  
solutions require significant investment.
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What trends are you seeing among customers  
today? What’s driving their MRO spending?



Signature Technicair—Skip Madsen 
The MRO company should be able to com-
municate clearly and immediately answer ques-
tions a customer may have about a proposal 
or invoice. Customers should be looking for 
responsiveness and proactive communication 
about the MRO’s talent and resources. Cus-
tomers should see evidence of  the processes 
they follow and the depth of  pre-planning 
they take to assure timely delivery of  quality, 
service, and value. Transparency is apparent 
when different options are presented for con-
sideration in resolving any discrepancy. Onsite 
maintenance (whether AOG or not) is a com-
mon consideration for operators. In the critical 
case of  AOG repairs, response time is every-
thing to the operator. The “first responders” 
on scene win the work, so the MRO’s footprint 
is an important factor.

Duncan Aviation—Mike Minchow 
In our experience, most aircraft operators care 
about three main things: quality, on-time deliv-
ery, and communication/project management. 

These are the things we focus on and mea-
sure. Quality is pretty basic: aircraft need to be 
maintained at a high level to ensure safety and 
reliability. Operators must be confident in the 
quality of  the provider they choose. On-time 
delivery is also important. Not only is it crucial 
that MROs provide turnaround times that work 
for the client, but the client should evaluate the 
facility’s success in meeting those promised out-
dates. Communication addresses a slew of  other 
things, including planning, expertise, invoicing, 
and project updates. Mobile maintenance teams 
are important to customers, and AOG support is 
vital for the industry as a whole.

Constant Aviation—Stephen Maiden 
Communication and pricing are fundamental 
when customers are evaluating transparency 
and fairness. Be sure that the service provider 
has a robust and effective approval process in 
place. The treatment of  employees is the single 
greatest factor to consider. A culture that fos-
ters individual growth and maximizes poten-
tial ensures better productivity and success. 

Consider the footprint of  an MRO. A national 
provider or MRO with multiple locations can 
more readily support smaller maintenance 
events that present themselves during an air-
craft’s life cycle. Mobile maintenance teams and 
onsite AOG service is an extension of  a large 
infrastructure and speaks to the sophistication 
that customers desire when selecting a mainte-
nance provider.

Jet Aviation—Stefan Benz 
The depth and detail of  the responses and the 
response times are significant tip-offs to the 
quality of  work and the terms of  delivery. When 
the time estimates for required work are accurate 
and schedules are kept, this shows reliability that 
you can trust. Similarly, if  the pricing is transpar-
ent, this indicates high regard for the customer, 
as well as conviction in the services provided. A 
reputable MRO service provider will hold rec-
ognized approvals and authorizations. While 
AOG support can be more important in remote 
locations, dedicated customer support is always 
important. An MRO should be a reliable busi-
ness partner that views the customer as a partner 
and is willing to go the extra mile.

Elliott Aviation—Greg Sahr 
An MRO should present solutions to a customer, 
not just sell a product. For any given issue, a cus-
tomer should be notified of  what solutions are 
available, the cost for each decision, and a rec-
ommendation for the solution. An MRO should 
educate you on your options and allow you to 
make the decision that is right for you. Charges 
should be transparent and fair. If  you are look-
ing at a large work scope, choose an MRO that 
has full one-stop-shop capabilities; it can be 
incredibly expensive and inconvenient to move 
your aircraft to multiple facilities. AOG support 
isn’t something our customers ask much about, 
as we typically deal with larger work scopes. We 
do provide it on an as-needed basis to support 
our customers’ needs.
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How can customers know whether they’re  
getting good value from their MRO? Should AOG 
support be part of that?



One Jet Aviation
One Customer Experience

As president of Jet Aviation in our 50th anniversary year, I’d like to extend sincere thanks on behalf of the 

entire Jet Aviation team for your business and support over the years. To celebrate this milestone — which we 

would not be doing without your ongoing trust and loyalty — we launched our ‘One Jet Aviation’ initiative  

earlier this year. We are investing in One Jet Aviation to ensure consistent global standards and processes 

across our sites and portfolio of services for the next 50 years, and beyond. We look forward to seeing you soon!

Rob Smith   I   President, Jet Aviation

Many Advantages 
Maintenance, Refurbishment, Completions, FBO, Aircraft Management, Flight Support, Charter, Staffing.

www.jetaviation.com

Maintenance, Refurbishment, ght Support, Charter, Staffing.
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Jet Aviation—Stefan Benz 
We are being asked to prepare more quotes related 
to ADS-B and FANS, but it’s a bit premature for 
the NextGen upgrades, for which we’re still await-
ing CPDLC (controller-pilot datalink communica-
tions), RNP (required navigation performance for 
modern avionics), and other upgrades. To ensure 
we’ll be prepared, we are working closely with the 
system specialists, including Honeywell, Rockwell 
Collins, and Garmin. We also track involvement 
of  the authorities (FAA, EASA) to gauge the 
progress of  such releases.

Elliott Aviation—Greg Sahr
Many customers are making their ADS-B 
upgrades during a major inspection or as part of  
a prepurchase. To keep up with demand, we have 
created ADS-B STCs for several airframes—
including Hawker 800/900XP series, Premier 
1/1A, and Beechjet 400A/Hawker 400XP—and 
we’re working on a solution for the Citation 
Excel/XLS. We are also the industry-leading ret-
rofitters for the Garmin G1000 in the King Air 
and the Garmin G5000 in the Beechjet, both of  
which are ADS-B compliant.

Constant Aviation—Stephen Maiden 
We are seeing an uptick in upgrades to comply 
with the NextGen mandates, but at a slower 
pace than expected, given the number of  air-
craft that must meet the requirement by Decem-
ber 31, 2019. We’re preparing now for the wave 
of  requests by creating solutions for our niche 
aircraft. The organization has also identified a 
dedicated team to solely focus on NextGen 
upgrades. This will enable us to communicate all 
available slots from now until the deadline.  

Duncan Aviation—Mike Minchow 
We’ve been working with all the major OEMs in 
the development of  ADS-B solutions. Currently, 

we have access to or hold 37 solutions for ADS-
B, which allows us to perform upgrades on more 
than 100 aircraft models. We are authorized by 
Rockwell Collins to perform the ADS-B modifi-
cations on their line of  TDR-94 and TDR-94D 
transponders. We also have access to FANS  
solutions for 17 aircraft models. We’re being  
proactive for our customers regarding future 
scheduling for ADS-B; we have allotted two 
slots per month at each of  our avionics satel-
lite shops for ADS-B upgrades, and we allow 
operators to reserve the slots.

Signature Technicare—Skip Madsen 
The ADS-B mandate has operators exploring 
their options for both mandate compliance 
and NextGen-related features. ADS-B proposal  
activity over the last 12 months is up 300 per-
cent over the prior 12 months, though instal-
lations still lag the rate needed for everyone to 
“ride the wave without drowning.” Our sales 
teams are aggressively working with operators 
to advise and educate them about options spe-
cific to their aircraft. The threat of  extensive 
new equipment lead times and modification 
turn times necessitate purchase of  new inven-
tory or exchange equipment pools to keep 
downtimes within reason.

What is the level of demand for ADS-B and other  
NextGen upgrades, and how are you preparing for the 
expected crunch as compliance dates approach?

INDUSTRY
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MOLINE          DES MOINES          MINNEAPOLIS 800.447.6711          ElliottAviation.com

When choosing a facility for major MRO work, I always look for 
recommendations from fellow members of the aviation community. 
Prior to working with Elliott Aviation, I heard great things about their 
quality and commitment to stand behind their work. Our first major 
project involved a total overhaul of our King Air for a Phase 1 through 4, 
Garmin G1000, Blackhawk engines and a complete customized paint 
and interior refurbishment. That project being completed on budget and 
ahead of schedule made the decision easy to bring our Falcon to Elliott ahead of schedule made the decision easy to bring our Falcon to Elliott 
for complete paint and interior. Throughout the process, the paint and 
interior design was incredible, the project management was exceptional 
and the final product was flawless. When we work with Elliott, we are 
not just a customer we feel like we are part of their family.

Brendan Goss
Chief Pilot
Ballengee Aviation - Dallas, TX

THE WORLD WIDE LEADER IN GARMIN G5000 RETROFITS
At Elliott Aviation, we have done more Garmin G5000 installations than all other dealers in the world, combined. The Garmin 
G5000 has many benefits including synthetic vision, electronic charts, WAAS/LPV, new autopilot, touchscreen controls and more! 
In addition to being the first dealer to install a G5000, our exclusive 400E interior can save up to 360 pounds in your aircraft. As 
an authorized service center for the 400A/400XP, we can handle your maintenance, paint, interior, accessories and more! 
At Elliott Aviation, you’ll land a better experience...
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Signature Technicair—Skip Madsen 
Cloud-based software solutions are providing 
a new level of  collaboration and information 
sharing both inside and outside the company. 
We have made transitions from traditional on-
premises software with customer-relationship 
management, marketing, and other sales-
related software, and with operational-plan-
ning functions such as shop scheduling. The 
sole-source, real-time nature enhances aware-
ness of  key information and enables better 
decision-making. We’re also very interested in 
aircraft performance and health data monitor-
ing. This can reduce the frequency of  tradi-
tional scheduled maintenance as the legacy air-
craft population is overtaken by newer aircraft 
designed around maximum dispatch availabil-
ity and lower cost of  operation. We see the per-
centage of  reactive maintenance increasing as 
preventive scheduled maintenance transitions 
to trend-based monitoring triggers, which are 
less predictable. 

Elliott Aviation—Greg Sahr 
We are applying many avionics technologies to 
allow not only new capabilities, but also weight 
savings as well. Our Garmin G1000 and G5000 
retrofit program replaces all existing cockpit 
avionics and allows for a weight savings of  200 
pounds or more. With the increase in demand for 
Wi-Fi, we are seeing less call for cabin-entertain-
ment systems. This allows us to utilize  cabin areas 
to provide more functionality, decrease weight, or 
both. LED lighting is also becoming increasingly 
popular, as it is much more reliable and contributes 
to aircraft weight savings. Lastly, the obsolescence 
issues with many avionics products and our retrofit 
programs have allowed us to create an aftermarket 
avionics department to support spares sales to cus-
tomers that have not yet upgraded.

Constant Aviation—Stephen Maiden 
Everyone is going digital. We’re looking to fur-
ther advance our digital buy-back and work-
order systems. We take a unique approach with 

real-time communication with customers, using 
our computer-based work-order system to keep 
them up to speed with all expected costs. This 
feature helps with transparency that was dis-
cussed earlier. We’re also looking at electroni-
cally based diagnostic systems that allow for 
greater opportunities to record and analyze 
data. The review of  the data can often show 
a degrading issue before a default occurs. This 
information allows the maintenance team to 
stay ahead of  potential risks.  

Jet Aviation—Stefan Benz 
New advanced materials (e.g., carbon fiber) and 
IT technologies (e.g., process digitalization) are 
impacting the MRO sector. To be technically 
prepared for future aircraft generations (e.g., 
Airbus A350 XWB, Boeing 787, Boeing 747-8, 
Airbus A30X, Bombardier CRJ/C Series), we 
expend a lot of  time and energy maintaining 
relationships with the OEMs and suppliers, to 
build up our resources and capabilities as early 
as possible. Our goal is to provide business avia-
tion customers seamless maintenance services 
to the highest standards. For example, Jet Avia-
tion was selected to engineer, manufacture, and 
install a VVIP cabin on the world’s first private 
Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner, and since then, we’ve 
developed technologies and processes to support 
the completion of  this new-generation aircraft. 
 
Duncan Aviation—Mike Minchow 
New technologies are driving a need for STC 
and other engineering services and capabilities. 
We recently launched a program that makes our 
engineering and certification services available 
for projects throughout the aerospace industry. 
Our engineering and certification professionals 
have always been available to assist other compa-
nies, but we’re expanding this offering to include 
a team dedicated solely to supporting external 
requests. In the last four years, our engineering 
and certification team has completed 11 new and 
amended STCs for external customers, with two 
additional in progress, and more than a dozen 
proposals for STCs are in the initial stages.

What new technologies are changing the MRO  
sector, and how is your company applying them?

INDUSTRY
INSIGHTS
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Elliott Aviation—Greg Sahr 
In addition to hiring for skill sets, we have strict 
guidelines to hire based on our core values of  
unmatched quality, uncompromising integrity, 
and unbeatable customer service. This makes 
initial recruiting a bigger challenge but it leads 
to higher employee engagement levels and better 
retention rates. We recently created the position 
of  vice president, talent and culture, as part of  
our effort to attract and retain technical talent. 
We’ve conducted employee engagement surveys, 
and we’re also conducting “Stay” interviews: sit-
ting down with employees and having a discus-
sion to understand their perspectives and goals. 
We’ve also shifted to try to hire locally and train 
[technicians]. It’s a longer path, but I believe the 
retention numbers long term will be much better.

Signature Technicair—Skip Madsen 
As part of  the larger BBA Aviation Company, 
we have a fully staffed recruiting department. 
Our efforts include ad placements on top job 
boards such as Indeed, Careerbuilder, JS Firm, 
and AVjobs, and print ads in local newspapers, 
employment guides, and other publications 
specific to each area. We regularly participate 
in local events such as career fairs and expos. 
We’re also building relationships with local 
community organizations, colleges, and work-
force centers, and we’re working with military/
veterans and other diversity groups to find tal-
ent. We utilize social media—Facebook, Twit-
ter, and LinkedIn—to an ever-increasing extent 
to highlight available positions and showcase 
the culture of  the company. 

Constant Aviation—Stephen Maiden 
Providing fair wages, adequate training, and en-
suring advancement opportunities are important 
factors in attracting and retaining employees. Our 
hiring is focused on preserving the culture that 
has driven our success. We offer benefits that are 
industry-leading and take a multi-tiered approach 
to attracting talent. We utilize the web and social 
media to publicize our open positions and part-
ner with local trade schools. Over the last year, 

we have hosted several career fairs as well. Lastly, 
we rely heavily on team-member referrals.  

Duncan Aviation—Mike Minchow 
We meet our staffing needs primarily through 
employee referrals and hiring entry-level tech-
nicians from A&P schools. The key is finding 
and selecting candidates who have the drive, 
interpersonal skills, and technical aptitude to be 
successful in our culture. We’ve also developed 
internship programs for some of  our technical 
positions, giving high-potential students the op-
portunity to work at Duncan Aviation before 
they graduate. Additionally, we promote careers 
in aviation at local middle and high school career 
events and have partnered with technology pro-
grams at local high schools to have interns work 
in various areas for class credit.

Jet Aviation—Stefan Benz 
The scope and scale of  our business offers tech-
nical personnel the opportunity to work on differ-
ent aircraft, with new materials, leading processes, 
and complex systems. This, coupled with our rep-
utation for high standards and quality craftsman-
ship, makes us attractive to qualified and skilled 
employees. To help retain employees, Jet Avia-
tion makes great effort to ensure career growth 
prospects, and we provide regular and advanced 
training opportunities. We’ve also implemented 
measures to empower employees to take respon-
sibility, make decisions, and act accordingly.

The industry faces a shortage of maintenance 
technicians. How does your company attract and 
retain qualified technical personnel?

INDUSTRY
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Duncan Aviation’s myDuncan 
project management system lets 

customers be productive wherever they 
happen to be. Of the 2,343 aircraft projects delivered 

in 2016, more than half were managed off-site, 
allowing the aircraft representatives to stay current 
on project status, item approvals and budget while 

keeping up on things at work and at home.

www.DuncanAviation.aero/myDuncan
Experience. Unlike any other. 

  Productiv ity
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        OR IN THE HANGAR
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aircraft of  25,000 to 50,000 kg 
mtom (G550, Global Express). 
For all sizes of aircraft, EU per 
passenger liability minimum is 
US$342,000 (250,000 SDR).

Lock in Today’s Low Rates
While reporting on the state of 
the aviation insurance industry 
at the AIA Conference, Global 
Insurance CEO Jack Kuhn said 
he is starting to see signs of the 
re-insurance market firming, 
while underwriting profitabil-
ity remains challenging in some 
lines of business.

“There is now ample capac-
ity to meet expected re-insurance 
demand,” said Kuhn, noting 
that global reinsurer capital 
rose to a new high of $595 bil-
lion early this year. “But there 
is some anecdotal evidence of 
markets withdrawing or reduc-
ing involvement in response to 
the current environment. The 
general market remains soft, 
inspiring broadened terms and 
requests for multi-year covers at 
renewal. We’ve pushed through 
some coverage through the end 
of  next year, which provides 
revenue stability for us and cer-
tainty of  having coverage in 
place for our insureds.”

According to charts Kuhn pro-
vided during his presentation, in 
2015 the aviation insurance indus-
try collected gross estimated 
worldwide premiums of $4.62 
billion, with 51 percent paid by 
general aviation, 34 percent by 
airlines and 15 percent by aero-
space companies. Compare this 
to historical estimates provided 
by Allianz Global Corporate and 
Specialty (AGCS) that indicates 
worldwide aviation insurance pre-
miums of $5.85 billion were col-
lected in 2005. While all segments 
have seen reduced gross premi-
ums collected compared with the 
numbers from 10 years ago, gen-
eral aviation has reduced the least 
in terms of percentage ($2.36 bil-
lion now versus $2.60 billion then, 
9.2 percent less) while airlines 
have seen a dramatic 27-percent 

decline in overall premiums col-
lected ($1.56 billion now versus 
$2.15 billion in 2005).

This illustrates one problem 
that the aviation insurance indus-
try has lamented for the past few 
years: costs are rising without 
commensurate increases in gross 
premiums. With the industry 
saying it is struggling to return 
to profitability, insureds might 
begin to see premiums rise soon. 

“On the aviation side, we 
hope we’ve hit bottom on pric-
ing,” Kuhn said. “We’re start-
ing to see signs that we might 
be having a shift. The overall 
aviation insurance market did 
not see any pricing corrections 
last year as there were too many 
markets chasing too few oppor-
tunities. Hopefully we will see a 
hardening mentality this year.”

International Operations
According to Mitchell Young, 
senior v-p and eastern general 
aviation manager at United 
States Aircraft Insurance Group 
(USAIG), while many policies 
provide “worldwide” cover-
age, operations in some coun-
tries may implicitly or explicitly 
be excluded in the policy lan-
guage, especially if  the policy is 
being written outside the U.S. If  
the policy has a Kiln geographic 
exclusion clause, certain coun-
tries in Africa, the Middle East 

and Asia are often explicitly 
excluded from coverage. Some-
times just a region of a country, 
such as “the Far North Region 
of Cameroon” and “North Sinai 
Province of Egypt” are excluded. 
The Kiln clause also implic-
itly excludes countries through 
a statement that specifies “any 
country where the operation of 
the insured aircraft is in breach 
of United Nations sanctions.” 

However, Young says that 
there are ways to cover opera-
tions in Kiln-excluded coun-
tries. “There are exceptions,” 
said Young. “A primary one 
is flight over those countries 
in international corridors that 
are recognized by ICAO, and 
there’s an exclusion for forced 
landing. Also, any exclusion can 
be removed before the flight by 
agreement with the underwriter 
or slip leader.”

Young identified 14 countries 
that require their own insurance 
certificates to conform with spe-
cial form or wording requirements 
and seven countries outside the 
EU that require minimum lia-
bility insurance requirements. 
Some countries, such as Can-
ada, Mexico, Turkey, the United 
Arab Emirates and Venezuela, 
have both minimum liability and 
special wording requirements. 
Because of the varying require-
ments from countries around 
the world, Young recommended 
that aircraft operators work with 
international handlers before fly-
ing into a new country. 

“These handlers, such as 
Universal and World Fuel, have 
departments with 12 to 14 people 
in them that track the insurance 
and documentation requirements 
[of  various countries] every 
day,” said Young while show-
ing a map with 50 countries col-
ored in. “This gives you an idea 
of the breadth of the world that 
requires some special handling, 
such as an insurance certificate 
or territorial exclusion.”

Aircraft registered in the 
U.S. but conducting operations 

in certain other countries may 
encounter some difficulties 
obtaining insurance—even if the 
coverage is available—because of 
sanctions placed on certain coun-
tries, regimes and even private 
individuals by the U.S. Office of 
Foreign Asset Control (OFAC). 
This U.S. Treasury Department 
office can block the transfer of 
goods and services to sanctioned 
countries and seize property of 
sanctioned foreign nationals as 
soon as it enters the U.S. The 
sanctions also prohibit U.S. 
companies from entering into 
transactions with some 5,500 
companies and individuals on 
the OFAC specially designated 
nationals (SDN) list. 

“OFAC is the most signifi-
cant restriction that U.S. insur-
ance entities—and even some 
non-U.S. insurance entities—
face when providing interna-
tional insurance coverage,” said 
Glenn Vallach, vice president 
and claims attorney at USAIG. 

“While it doesn’t develop foreign 
policy, OFAC presides over U.S. 
sanctions laws. It interprets and 
provides guidance on the laws for 
us, and punishes us if we violate 
the laws…Unfortunately, insur-
ance transactions are so complex 
that there are many opportunities 
to do business accidentally with 
an SDN. Our violations are often 
unintentional.”

SDNs can be involved in trans-
actions as policyholders, payees, 
payers, lienholders, beneficiaries, 
brokers, co-insurers, reinsurers, 
claimants and even routing or 
depositing banks. Many of the 
OFAC programs are strict liabil-
ity programs, meaning that igno-
rance is not a defense against 
a violation. “It doesn’t matter 
whether the carrier or broker 
knew the policy holder was an 
SDN,” said Vallach. “Just enter-
ing into a transaction with the 
SDN is a sanction violation.”

Trade embargoes overseen 
	 Continues on next page u 

Awards and Recognitions
As part of its annual conference, the 
AIA recognized several members for 
their recent or lifelong contributions 
to the aviation insurance industry. The 
Pinnacle Award went to Scott Brown, 
president of W. Brown and Associates 
Aviation Insurance Services of Irvine, 
Calif. A second-generation insurance 
professional, Scott Brown received 
the Pinnacle Award 24 years after his 
father, Bill Brown, received the AIA’s 
first Pinnacle Award in 1993. 

The association also recognized 
six members who earned the Certi-
fied Aviation Insurance Professional 
(CAIP) designation: Bryant Dunn, 
Todd Fallbacher, Stacey Field, Diana 
Gaylor, Annette LaRue and Chris-
topher Sheau. In addition, the AIA 
unveiled a Wells-Chadbourne Award, 
which grants $1,000 to the individual 
with the highest score on the Aviation 
Course Section of the CAIP exam. To 
win the Wells-Chadbourne award, the 
individual must have completed all 
CAIP courses and be an AIA member 
in good standing.

Two other $1,000 education-based 

awards have been established for AIA 
members who obtain the highest score 
on the Aviation Insurance and Risk 
Management Course (AIRMC). The 
Distinguished Graduate Award will 
be awarded to the AIA member with 
the highest AIRMC score who has 
been employed more than five years 
in the aviation insurance industry; 
the Academic Excellence Award will 
be awarded to the member with the 
highest score who has been employed 
less than five years in the industry.

Nineteen members were also 
inducted into the AIA’s Eagle Society. 	oMitchell Young of USAIG addressed the implications of international operations, 

pointing out that operators should expect numerous exclusions to that coverage.

Jack Kuhn, CEO of Global Insurance, believes that insurance pricing for the aviation 
sector may have hit a bottom, and buyers can expect higher premiums.

USAIG’s Glen Vallach discussed the legal implications of violating sanctions.

AIA president David Sales, right, 
awards Todd Fallbacher the  
CAIP designation. 
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by the Bureau of Industry and 
Security (BIS) form another sig-
nificant part of U.S. sanctions 
programs, so BIS and OFAC 
work on a parallel path. “BIS 
considers a U.S.-registered air-
craft flying into a foreign country 
to be an export in and of itself,” 
said Vallach. “So theoretically, a 
U.S. aircraft just flying into Cuba 
can be a sanction violation.” 

But Vallach also noted that 
recent changes to 15 CFR 740.15 
provide a general license exception 
to export restrictions for the tem-
porary sojourn of aircraft in cer-
tain sanctioned countries, among 
them Cuba now. “If the travel 
through the sanctioned country 
is otherwise authorized by OFAC 
or BIS, then the aircraft can enter 
the sanctioned country and stay 
for up to seven consecutive days 
without a specific license from 
BIS,” said Vallach. “It also pro-
vides a general license for equip-
ment and spare parts permanently 
used on said aircraft.”

While tourism to Cuba is still 
prohibited, 12 categories of travel 
are now permitted under the BIS 
sanctions. No OFAC specific 
licenses are required for autho-
rized travel, which means the 
requirement for Part 135 and Part 
91 operators to obtain specific 
licenses for each flight has been 
dropped, and flight crew can stay 
with the aircraft for up to seven 
consecutive days. U.S. insurance 
companies can now provide hull 
and liability insurance to aircraft 
operating within the sanctions lim-
its. However, no policies, claims or 
reinsurance transactions can be 
conducted with non-U.S. people 
facilitating travel by third-coun-
try nationals from third countries 
to Cuba. Vallach said that insur-
ance companies can now also 
pay claims to Cuban nationals, 
“where the provision of insur-
ance-related services is autho-
rized by general license.”

U.S.-registered Aircraft Owned 
by Foreign Entities

According to Jeff Towers, v-p and 
general counsel at TVPX Trust 
Services, a significant majority 

of the aircraft owned worldwide 
are registered with the FAA since 
the U.S. agency’s rules and pro-
cesses are “relatively predictable 
compared to those of some other 
countries.” While the registration 
process is straightforward for U.S. 
citizens, companies and corpo-
rations, foreign aircraft owners 
often need to jump through a few 
legal hoops to register their air-
craft in the U.S. While the com-
plex legal entities created by this 
process allow FAA registration of 
foreign aircraft, they can create 
significant insurance difficulties 
when it comes to making a claim. 

“Know your client,” said Vic 
D’Avanzo, senior v-p of  cus-
tomer care at United States Avi-
ation Underwriters (USAU), 
during a panel discussion with 
Towers and two other insurance 
professionals. D’Avanzo briefly 
described a recent case in which 
an aircraft registered by a non-
citizen trust generated a claim. 
“After the [accident] happened 
and [the claim] got into our office, 
I did a little research on who was 
whom. The policy holder was 
Wells Fargo, which was not the 
aircraft operator but the trustee. 
We thought the owner was listed 
on Provision 20, but that was 
the lawyer who put the trust 
together. Nowhere on the policy 
did we know who our client was. 
Now we have a fatality, two seri-
ous injuries, total loss of the air-
craft, and we’re not exactly sure 
who we’re talking to.”

The FAA allows U.S. citizens, 
resident aliens and qualifying 
corporations, partnerships and 
owner trustees to register aircraft. 
Corporations and limited-liabil-
ity companies (LLCs) can register 
aircraft only if the president and 
at least two-thirds of the board 
of directors or managing officers 
are U.S. citizens. The corporation 
must be under the actual control 
of U.S. citizens and at least 75 
percent of voting interests must 
be held or controlled by U.S. cit-
izens. All members of a partner-
ship must be U.S. citizens.

However, the FAA accommo-
dates non-citizen registration of 
aircraft through three different 

legal structures: owner trust, vot-
ing trust and non-citizen corpo-
rations. The trust structures are 
meant to keep title control of the 
aircraft in the hands of U.S. cit-
izens through trustee relation-
ships. In both an owner trust and 
voting trust, the trustee must hold 
title to the aircraft; an operating 
agreement allows the trustor to 
possess and use the aircraft. Non-
citizen corporations can register 
an aircraft with the FAA only if  
the aircraft is based and primarily 
used in the U.S., and if the corpo-
ration was lawfully organized and 
doing business under the laws of 
a U.S. state.

Owner trusts are often used by 
non-U.S. citizens whose aircraft 

is based in the U.S., either per-
manently or temporarily. “You 
might use an owner trust for the 
purpose of ferrying an aircraft 
[currently in the U.S.] to the 
country it’s going to be perma-
nently registered in,” said Tow-
ers. “Also, since the U.S. market is 
hotter for selling aircraft, foreign 
owners will often put their air-
craft on the N-registry so it’s on 
par with other aircraft for sale.”

Voting trusts are used by cor-
porations and LLCs in which 
more than 25 percent of the vot-
ing interests on the corporation 
are held by non-U.S. citizens. A 
U.S. citizen trustee must hold 75 
percent or more of the voting 
interest in the corporation or LLC 
that holds title to the aircraft.

However, sometimes these 
trust arrangements are used sim-
ply to register an aircraft that 
doesn’t even see U.S. soil. “With 
some of the owner trust arrange-
ments, [the FAA] doesn’t know 
who’s operating the aircraft or 
where the maintenance records 
are,” said Towers. “The FAA 

admitted the owner trust was a 
very flexible way to register air-
craft—maybe too flexible…So 
[in 2013] the agency clarified 
rules and imposed more respon-
sibilities on the trustees.” Towers 
indicated that many of these new 
responsibilities require providing 
certain maintenance and oper-
ation information to the FAA. 

The panel recommended 
that aircraft owners use expe-
rienced aviation counsel and 
advisers when setting up any of 
these structures, and use recog-
nized aviation trust providers 
and accepted structures. “We 
had a large aircraft in Korea 
that crashed in June last year, and 
we’re still going through the pro-
cess of cutting the aircraft up and 
exporting the useful parts, and 
disposing of the scrap locally,” 
said Ken Forsyth, managing 
director Americas for Craw-
ford Aviation. “Dealing with the 
Korean customs authorities has 
been challenging. You’re never 
quite sure what the rules are in 
other countries until these things 
happen, so you have to flag the 
potential issues early. That’s what 
comes from experience—realiz-
ing and analyzing what you can 
do and preparing for the prob-
lems in the future.” o
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Burt Rutan’s Key to Safety: Question, Never Defend 
Aerospace pioneer Burt Rutan, the father of many spectacular 
aircraft, from Voyager (round the world on one tank of gas) 
to SpaceShipOne (first privately built manned spacecraft to 
reach space and return safely to Earth), spoke candidly to a 
room of 500 insurance brokers, underwriters and attorneys 
at the 2017 AIA Annual Conference.

“I was potentially your very best customer,” Rutan 
said during his keynote speech. “I developed 46 different 
manned research airplanes before I retired in 2011, and I 
never bought an insurance policy for hull or 
liability. When you build a research airplane, 
it’s hard to calculate what it’s going to cost to 
repair it because no one has ever repaired one, 
so we always fixed the things ourselves. And I 
always felt that the test pilots of our research 
airplanes were my best friends. If I were going 
to kill 20 percent of my best friends as the 
insurance statistics suggested, I don’t think I 
would have been in this business at all… Had I 
insured every project, not having a claim in 47 
projects*, that’s your best customer.”

Rutan’s firm, Mojave, Calif.-based Scaled 
Composites, has flight-tested “one new air vehicle per year 
on average since our founding in 1982,” according to its 
website. Rutan said that his personal perfect safety record* 
(and the reason he cites 47 projects but only 46 airplanes) 
comes from a mantra, “Question, never defend,” that was 
crystallized during a 1988 project for the U.S. government 
that required general review boards before flight.

“Shortly before we flew the airplane, I stopped the work,” 
said Rutan. “I believed that what [Darpa was] asking me to do 
would put my perfect safety record in jeopardy. We continu-
ally find things on research projects that could be safer and we 
immediately fix them. But if we convince these generals that 

the aircraft is safe to fly, and two weeks later I find something 
out that we would normally just fix, we might just say it’s safe 
enough. I didn’t want my people to ever defend safety. I want 
every one of them—whether it’s a shop guy, a test pilot, what-
ever—to always question whether it’s safe. In the process of 
writing a report to some generals to prove to them that it’s 
safe, you are defending, not questioning. So I stopped work.”

Rutan lamented the lack of space exploration performed 
by humans in the past 30 years, noting that from 1961 

through 1973 nine different manned space 
launch systems were developed, but only 
three have been developed in the subse-
quent 44 years.

“Less than 10 years from Alan Shepa-
rd’s [1961] suborbital flight, he was hitting 
golf balls on the moon,” said Rutan. “The 
next 10 years produced a reusable launch 
vehicle [the Space Shuttle], Skylab and 
4.6 attempts to explore the solar system 
per year. Then, the next three decades, 
all of our systems only go where Gagarin 
and John Glenn went more than 50 years 

ago… In 2004 there were five manned space flights, and I 
did three of them in my little space ship with a few dozen 
people in Mojave (the shuttle was grounded, of course). 
And the world only launched two interplanetary missions 
per year during that 30-year time frame. Isn’t that kind  
of embarrassing?”

[*The loss of Scaled Composites’ SpaceShipTwo in 
2014 to pilot error, in an accident that claimed the life of one 
of the two flight crew on board, occurred after Rutan retired 
in 2011. There have been other losses at Scaled Compos-
ites, but no in-flight fatalities while Rutan actively partici-
pated in the company.] —K.R.

L to r: Jeff Towers, Vic D’Avanzo and  
Ken Forsyth were among the participants 
in a panel discussion covering  
U.S.-registered aircraft operated  
by foreign entities.

Burt Rutan
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must be more accurate; and Pireps must 
be turned around and distributed quickly 
and consistently to be more useful.  

Pireps are filed with air traffic con-
trollers, flight service stations or com-
pany dispatchers. The reports are then 
distributed locally and, in many cases, 
nationally for use by other pilots, weather 
forecasters and dispatchers, among oth-
ers. The NTSB’s findings suggest that the 
Pirep process breaks down most often at 

the dissemination stage. The NTSB found 
issues with distributing Pireps in 12 of the 
16 investigations—including 10 fatal acci-
dents—that prompted its study. 

In one case, in March 2012, a Learjet 
35A flew through severe icing on approach 
to Anchorage, Alaska. The windshield 
iced over and the pilots lost all forward 
visibility. The aircraft veered off the run-
way after touchdown and ended up in a 
snow bank. The NTSB found that 15 min-
utes before the Learjet flew through the 
icing conditions, the controller handling 
the flight learned from a tower controller 

at Elmendorf Air Force Base, seven  
miles away, that an F-16 pilot broke off  
an approach because of severe icing that 
coated his canopy.

“The Elmendorf tower controller 
used good judgment in sharing the severe 
icing Pirep with the Anchorage facility,” 
the NTSB said. “However, the Anchor-
age approach controller did not relay the 
urgent Pirep to the Learjet flight crew (or 
the pilot of another aircraft operating near 
Anchorage), which the NTSB found to be 
a contributing factor to the incident.”

In August 2015, an Airbus A320 flight 
crew declared an emergency after suffer-
ing a shattered windshield and airframe 
damage when flying through a hail storm 
over Nebraska. The Safety Board found 
that the flight crew had asked en route 
controllers “repeatedly” for Pireps from 
the area before heading into the weather, 
and received none. The Board learned 
that one Denver en route center control-
ler handling the flight had relevant Pireps 
but failed to relay them.

In several instances the Board found 
controllers failed to request Pireps despite 
reported or forecasted conditions—such 
as ceilings below 5,000 feet, turbulence, 
wind shear or icing—that required them 
to do so. The requirements help, as one 
survey showed that half of a set of GA 
pilots do not voluntarily submit Pireps, 
but “typically respond” when prompted 
by a controller or flight services specialist.

Information Quality
Data accuracy is another common prob-
lem, the NTSB found. In addition to incor-
rect information, that category encompasses 
Pireps that are not coded correctly or can-
not be read by automated systems within 
the Pirep ecosystem, and therefore may 
not get distributed properly or at all. 

“For example, a CWSU meteorolo-
gist pointed out that the AWC website, 
which displays graphical depictions of 
Pireps information, cannot process Pireps 
that contain typographical or format-
ting errors,” the NTSB explained. “Thus, 
Pireps containing such errors may not be 
disseminated to the NAS.”

A recent FAA policy change may be 
adding to the poor data-quality issue. 
Beginning in March last year, control-
lers in terminal facilities were required to 
enter Pireps into the Aviation Information 
System Replacement (AIS-R) repository 
instead of passing them on to Lockheed 
Martin Flight Services, the FAA’s flight 
service contract provider, for entry. The 
move, which an FAA memorandum on 
the changes says was made to cut costs, 
coincided with an uptick in errors. 

“For example, urgent reports have 
been coded as routine, a flight level that 
translated to ‘400,000 feet’ was reported, 
and the text elements of some Pireps were 
transcribed using full words, rather than 
the abbreviated codes upon which other 
systems rely for display processing,” the 
NTSB found.

The dissemination and data-accuracy 
issues led the NTSB to make five recom-
mendations to the FAA that target the air 
traffic controller’s role in the Pirep pro-
cesses. The Board asked the agency to 

work with the National Air Traffic Con-
trollers Association to review best prac-
tices for both soliciting and disseminating 
Pireps; incorporate real-world scenarios 
into controller training that emphasizes 
the value of fair- and adverse-weather 
Pireps; review and revise controller train-
ing to provide two sets of automated 
tools to help controllers collect accurate 
Pirep information and import existing 
data from their systems; and revise inter-
nal FAA orders to emphasize Pirep par-
ticulars, specifically “coding, handling, 
solicitation and dissemination.”

Meanwhile, the NTSB identified a clear 
disconnect between pilots’ views on the 
importance of Pireps and their willingness 
to submit them. An AOPA survey found 
that 83 percent  of pilots viewed Pireps as 
“extremely or very important” to aviation 
safety, yet voluntary submissions trend far 
below this. The Board pointed to several 
reasons, such as a lack of awareness of fil-
ing Pireps that support as-forecasted con-
ditions, and a lack of confidence in the 
pilot’s ability to judge the weather or fol-
low proper reporting procedures.

Another challenge identified by pilots: 
the workload involved in submitting a 
Pirep from the flight deck. Pilots respond-
ing to the AOPA survey cited the hassle of 
having to locate the correct flight-service 
station frequency and then both deliver 
the information and validate read-backs 
from the FSS representative. Part of the 
challenge is that, unlike controllers, FSS 
personnel have no information about the 
aircraft they are talking to, so pilots must 
communicate basic information such as 
aircraft type and altitude in addition to 
the core weather-observation data.

The process “is having an unintended 
deterrent effect on reporting because some 
pilots find the process too time-consuming 
and therefore choose not to submit,” the 
NTSB said. The Board recommended that 
the FAA review the process and simplify 
procedures with an eye to saving time.

As a result, the Safety Board issued 
recommendations to the FAA, AOPA 
Air Safety Institute, the Aviation Accred-
itation Board International, the National 
Association of Flight Instructors and the 
Society of Aviation and Flight Educators 
to improve Pirep-focused training for stu-
dent pilots, emphasizing their importance 
as well as when and how to file them. 

The NTSB zeroed in on FAA limitations 
that exclude Pireps older than one hour 
from the submission system. While older 
reports often have little value in flight plan-
ning, they are valuable to meteorologists 
for forecasting. The Board recommended 
that the FAA expand the acceptance win-
dow by at least several hours.

Another shortcoming identified by the 
NTSB and confirmed by the FAA: few 
Pireps are filed during overnight hours. 
The Board recommended that the Cargo 
Airline Association, which reaches oper-
ators that fly the majority of the over-
night flights, encourage more reporting 
from pilots and dispatchers.

The Board made 19 recommenda-
tions in the study. At press time, the 
Board had not acknowledged receipt of 
any responses. o

NTSB on Pirep process
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Stratos is serious about 
714 single-engine VLJ
by Matt Thurber

In 2008, the market hype about 
single- and twin-engine very 
light jets was at a peak, with 
what seemed like dozens of 
projects under way, and talk 
of  VLJs darkening the skies 
prompting concerns among avi-
ation authorities about how all 
this new traffic could be accom-
modated. In the midst of  this 
frenzy, a small Oregon company 
called Stratos Aircraft unveiled 
the model 714, a single-engine, 
$2 million, all-composite jet 
that promised far better per-
formance than its in-develop-
ment competitors. 

Fast forward a few years, 
and while Stratos Aircraft made 
some headway and even exhib-
ited at the annual NBAA con-
ference, the company quietly 
refined the design in a wind 
tunnel and began putting an 
airplane together. Then, on 
November 30 last year, test 
pilot Dave Morss lifted off  in 
the  prototype 714 from Roberts 
Field in Redmond, Ore., the air-
port closest to the company’s 
off-airport Redmond headquar-
ters and manufacturing facility.

Since then Morss has flown 
the 714 thirty times for 40 hours, 
up to 250 kias (300 ktas) and 
nearly 15,000 feet. Plans are for 
him to fly the prototype 714 to 
this year’s EAA AirVenture show 
in Oshkosh, Wis., although he 
will have to stay below 18,000 
feet because the 714 isn’t IFR 
approved. The prototype also 
isn’t pressurized, although it has 
been pressure tested and can 
be pressurized, but the equip-
ment to do so isn’t installed. The 
 prototype will be fitted with a 

fresh interior and be painted 
before flying to Oshkosh.

The moniker 714 has a spe-
cific meaning, and it is spelled 
out in Stratos’s logo, the design 
of which illustrates the follow-
ing attributes: “7” for Mach 0.7 
top speed, “1” for one engine 
and “4” for one pilot and three 
passengers. From the begin-
ning, Michael Lemaire (presi-
dent and CEO), Carsten Sundin 
(chief technology officer), Kevin 
Jordan (chief  sales officer) and 
Gordon Robinson (chief  aero-
dynamicist) targeted ambitious 
performance goals: a 41,000-
foot maximum altitude, max 
cruise of  more than 400 ktas 
(now it is 415 ktas) and NBAA 
IFR range (100 nm alternate) 
with four occupants of 1,500 nm 
(at 402 ktas cruise speed). 

All this performance doesn’t 
detract from airport capabili-
ties; at maximum weight, sea-
level takeoff  distance to 50 feet 
on a standard day is just 1,970 
feet, and landing requires 2,240 
feet. Time to climb to FL370 is 
17 minutes. Total fuel capacity 
is 410 gallons. A baggage com-
partment is fitted above the 
engine and is accessible from 
outside the cabin.

Manufacturing and 
Production

Construction of the prototype 
began after Stratos secured fresh 
funding in 2012 and moved 
into the new facilities. This is 
also where manufacturing of 
the  production  aircraft will 
take place; composites will be 
manufactured in a new build-
ing that is under construction. 

Stratos engineers have designed 
and manufactured many of the 
airplane’s components, among 
them the landing gear, rudder 
pedals and other parts. Stratos is 
also incorporating 3-D printing 
into its design and production 
process. A Stratasys 3-D printer 
was used to print fuel system 
components, which could be 
checked for fit into the airframe 
well before the fuel systems sup-
plier was able to make the parts. 
Then when the real parts arrived 
from that supplier, Stratos tech-
nicians simply exchanged them 
with the 3-D printed parts 
installed in the airframe. 

There is one fairly signifi-
cant change in the design, but 
this doesn’t affect the 714’s per-
formance, and that is a change 
to a different engine. The origi-
nal design was to have been pow-
ered by a 3,030-pound-thrust 
Williams International FJ44-
3AP, but according to Sundin, 

“We weren’t able to obtain that 
engine.” So Stratos switched to 
the 2,950-pound-thrust Pratt & 
Whitney Canada JT15D. “We 
can meet all of our goals [with 
that engine],” he said.

The next Stratos 714 will 
incorporate lessons learned 
from the prototype and will be 
much lighter, because some sys-
tems tested in the prototype were 
deemed unnecessary. One exam-
ple is accumulators used in the 
hydraulic system, according to 
Lemaire. The hydraulic system 
drives the landing-gear actuators, 
speed brakes and the engine’s 
thrust attenuator. Another com-
ponent under evaluation is speed 
brakes, which are large paddles 
mounted on the fuselage sides, 
but they might be unnecessary. 

Morss told AIN that one of 
the biggest challenges in the 
flight control design is the 714’s 
sidestick. The ergonomics have 
to be just right for good control 

harmony and feel, because a side-
mounted stick doesn’t have as 
much throw as a floor-mounted 
stick or a yoke. This is a matter 
of adjusting stick gear ratios and 
movement of control surfaces and 
servo tabs. The prototype’s left 
sidestick was also lengthened by 
two inches to give more leverage, 
which helped improve the con-
trol feel and authority. “This is 
the first jet I’ve flown with a side-
stick,” he said. Rudder pedals will 
be adjustable in the final design.

While he hadn’t flown the 
full stall series before AIN’s 
visit in April, Morss had done 
a high-speed stall during enve-
lope expansion. The full stall 
series will be completed before 
the trip to Oshkosh. During 
one test flight on a cold day, 
he took off  at mtow and used 
less than 2,000 feet of  runway, 
at Redmond’s 3,080-foot eleva-
tion. “This airplane is screaming 
to go out of a 2,500-foot strip,” 
he said. “Landing the 714 is easy. 
The trailing-link landing gear is 
just a delight.”

There is very little pitch 
change with thrust changes, 
because the thrust line is so close 
to the center of gravity. But the 
arm from the tail to the wing is 
also long, which improves stabil-
ity, according to Sundin.

After completing flight-test-
ing on the first prototype, Stratos 
will run ground tests on a load-
test airframe then test fly the sec-
ond prototype. The company isn’t 
revealing projections for a certi-
fication timeline, but the second 
prototype will conform to the 
type design. “It’s looking really 
good,” Sundin concluded. o
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Stratos test pilot Dave Morss, right, has flown the Stratos 714 thirty times since the 
airplane’s first flight in November last year, and he will be flying the prototype to 
AirVenture next month.
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Developments in the fields of human fac-
tors, automation, UAS operations and 
a host of  other topics critical to safety 
in the skies filled the agenda at the 62nd 
annual Business Aviation Safety Summit 
(BASS), held in Phoenix in early May. 
The event is organized by the Flight 
Safety Foundation (FSF) in partner-
ship with NBAA, and board chairman 
Ken Hylander noted the foundation’s key 
role in safety initiatives as he welcomed 
attendees “to join us in our march to avi-
ation safety.”

The concept of partnership, collabo-
ration and teamwork as essential compo-
nents of safety programs ran throughout 
the presentations, starting with Capt. Ron 
Mumm’s keynote observations on Team-
work and High Performance. Mumm, 
owner and managing director of Raven 
Aviation and former commander of the 
USAF Thunderbirds, attributed supe-
rior team performance to three princi-
ples: “resist less and assist more; include 
everyone; and be passionate about per-
formance and critiquing.” 

He used anecdotes, photos and video 
from his Thunderbirds career to illus-
trate his points, starting with a potential 
clash with Arnold Palmer, upset about an 
airspace closure the team’s performance 
created, that Mumm defused. (“In that 
brief  moment, the paradigm shifted and 
we became a team,” Mumm recounted.) 
Upon taking command of  the Thun-
derbirds, he learned prison inmates pro-
vided janitorial services for the squadron, 
and involved them in the team’s activi-
ties, with some surprising results. (“We 
all have inmates in our lives,” he said of 
the need for complete inclusion.) 

Mumm explained that each Thunder-
birds performance is recorded from mul-
tiple angles, and each maneuver is graded 
on a scale of  zero to 10. In 225 shows 
before some 20 million people while he 
was Thunderbird 1, their average per-
formance score was 4.2. Team members 
were sometimes “uncomfortable with the 
grading criteria,” he said, “but passionate 
about performance and critiques,” and 
those rigorous reviews kept the team aim-
ing higher.

Accidents—and How  
To Reduce Them
Greg Marshall, vice president of  the 
FSF’s global program, briefed attend-
ees on last year’s key business aviation 

safety statistics (from the Ascend Insur-
ance database): 20 accidents, seven of 
them classified as major and four of them 
fatal, resulting in 14 deaths. 

Three of the major accidents were the 
result of loss of control in flight (LOC-
I) and two were controlled flight into ter-
rain (CFIT). Marshall noted that since 
2003, business aviation has averaged 10.1 
major accidents annually, a rate that has 
declined in recent years. Meanwhile, the 
FSF has added cabin safety to its focus, 
prompted by “events associated with tur-
bulence,” Marshall said, citing a recent 
Moscow-Bangkok commercial flight in 
which clear air turbulence injured 27 pas-
sengers, some requiring surgery.

As the leading cause of aviation fatal-
ities, LOC-I—an extreme manifestation 
of a deviation from the intended flight 
path in ICAO, CAST and EASA taxon-
omy—remains an area of intense aviation 
safety focus. From 2008 through 2016 the 
almost 60 accidents and more than 120 
fatalities LOC-I caused in business avi-
ation dwarfed those of any of 18 other 
fatal accident categories, with the excep-
tion of the number two killer, CFIT.

An NTSB analysis of accident data bro-
ken down by operator category released 
this year finds LOC-I accounts for 7 per-
cent of Part 135 accidents and almost one-
third of the fatalities (31.4 percent), Paul 
Ransbury, president of Aviation Perfor-
mance Solutions, said in the presentation 
on upset recovery training for business 
aviation. For business operations (owner 
flown/crewed by unpaid pilots), LOC-I 
causes 9 percent of accidents and a third 
of the fatalities (36.4 percent); 12 percent 
of all corporate/executive (paid crews) air-
craft accidents and half (46.7 percent) of 
the fatalities result from LOC-I.

John Cox, CEO of  Safety Operat-
ing Systems, emphasized the need to 
“make loss-of-control training a pri-
ority,” with integrated programs that 
provide academic instruction and hands-
on human-factors training. Moreover, 
upset prevention and recovery training 
(UPRT) needs “to focus on high-altitude 
stalls,” to address the effect reduced air 
density has on aircraft performance and 
aerodynamics, Cox said. “The instabil-
ity [at high altitude] is something we’re 
not adequately addressing.” Many pilots 
have no experience hand flying aircraft 
at high altitudes because of  RVSM man-
dates on the use of  autopilots above 
FL290, he noted. 

Cox and Ransbury cited the loss-
of-control accident in January over the 
Arabian Sea involving a Challenger 604 
at FL340 following a wake encounter 
with an A380 as underscoring the need 
for UPRT. The Challenger rolled sev-
eral times and was reported to have lost 
10,000 feet of  altitude before recovery, 
resulting in serious injuries and the per-
manent grounding of the aircraft because 
of damage from exceeding operating lim-
itations. Ransbury, who has discussed 
the accident with Bombardier investiga-
tors, told attendees they declined to say 
whether the Challenger crew had under-
gone upset training.

In “industry breakthroughs” in the 
field, last year ICAO published an “Aero-
plane Upset Prevention and Recov-
ery Training” manual, IATA released a 
UPRT best practices Specialist Paper, and 
the NBAA safety committee is involved. 

FSF data indicates more than half (54 
percent) of all aviation accidents could 
be corrected “by a simple decision to go 

around,” Marshall said in presenting details 
of the FSF-sponsored Go-Around Deci-
sion-Making and Execution Project report, 
conducted by Presage Group and released 
in March. (See AIN, May, page 1.)

New Emphasis 
on UAS
With their exponential increase in number 
and sudden integration into the National 
Airspace System (NAS), unmanned aer-
ial systems (UAS) have leapt to the front 
ranks of safety issues and were the sub-
ject of a quartet of presentations at BASS. 
Some 670,000 UAS are currently regis-
tered with the FAA, and an estimated 
seven million will be sold in the U.S. by 
2020, Harrison Wolf, president of Wolf 
UAS and instructor at USC’s Aviation 
Safety and Security Program, said in his 
presentation on the systems.

Given these trends, “it’s highly likely 
your organization will get involved with 
UAVs in the next decade,” predicted 
attorney Camille Khodadad, a partner 
in Hall Prangle and Shoonveld, in dis-
cussing legal liability implications of 
UAV use. Art Dawley, CEO of Wyvern, 
urged flight departments to take the lead 
in integrating UAS into corporate oper-
ations and implementing best practices 
for their use. He pointed to ICAO Doc-
ument 10019, “Manual on Remotely 
Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS),” pub-
lished in 2015, and FAA Advisory Cir-
cular 107-2, “Small Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems (sUAS),” published last year, as 
setting best practice methods for devel-
oping operational programs. 

Companies that employ outside UAS 
service providers should develop assess-
ment criteria for oversight based on stan-
dards and recognized practices (Sarps), 
Dawley said, and engage recognized 
and experienced third-party SMEs or 
organizations.

Wolf  noted that the FAA will issue 
new operational guidance for FAA per-
sonnel in October, superseding FAA JO 
(Job Order) 7200.23, which prescribes 
procedures for the planning, operation 
and services of  UAS in the NAS. It’s par-
ticularly critical that operators observe 
rules when flying near airports, Wolf 
said. He displayed a rendering of  New 
York’s complex Class B airspace created 
by a UAS app that, in contrast to a sec-
tional chart, “makes information very 
easy to understand.” 
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Human factors, UAVs and cyber security take center stage in the quest for bizav safety

Paul Ransbury

Capt. Ron Mumm
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Johnny Young, director of the UAS 
program at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University’s Prescott campus, explained 
practices established to ensure safe oper-
ations in the program, which is focused 
“not necessarily on learning how to fly, 
but on planning, risk assessment, the con-
ditions they can fly in, and what to do with 
the data once it’s off the aircraft.” He dis-
played a preflight risk assessment form stu-
dents must complete before every flight and 
added, “As both a manned and unmanned 
pilot I can attest that the training required 
for safe UAS operation is not drastically 
different from manned flight training.”

Citing a “trend to the criminaliza-
tion of aviation accidents,” Khodadad 
said UAS operators and companies that 
employ them need to mitigate the risk of 
potential civil and criminal liability that 
could follow a UAS mishap. At least 26 
states have passed laws regulating UAS, 
and municipalities are enacting more rules, 
beyond the FAA’s Part 107 FARs issued 
last December. She suggested obtaining 
liability insurance for UAS operations; 
having an emergency response plan in 
place for accidents, as companies do for 
manned aircraft operations; ensuring all 
contracts with third-party providers of 
UAS services are vetted by an aviation 
attorney; and reviewing all federal regula-
tions and applicable state and local statutes 
governing UAS operations. FAA enforce-
ment actions can also be costly, Khodadad 
noted. Earlier this year the agency reached 
a $200,000 settlement with a drone com-
pany for illegal operations.

Safety, Security  
and Technology 
This year the FSF added aviation security 
to its Top Ten list of safety issues, in rec-
ognition of the potential safety impact of 
security breaches. “Cyber security is going 
to be more and more important,” said 
John Zban, Satcom Direct chief informa-
tion officer, addressing vulnerabilities of 
business aircraft and their connected cab-
ins, and how to mitigate the risks. Wi-Fi 
systems on aircraft should have strong 
passwords, as otherwise they’re vulnerable 
on the ground, Zban said. Satcom’s pol-
icy: passwords must be “sixteen charac-
ters, at least one capital letter, at least two 
numbers and at least one special character, 
changed every 60 days,” he said, adding 
that “security makes things inconvenient.”

The networked devices we carry have 
safety issues of their own, as Michael Giv-
ens, a hazardous materials specialist with 
the FAA made clear in Risks of Lithium 
Batteries: Events and Consequences. “If  
you have not had an event in your oper-
ations, chances are you’re going to have 
one soon,” Givens said. As of late March, 
the FAA had reports of 152 lithium bat-
tery fires on commercial aircraft, 85 of 
them over the last five years, and these are 
likely just a “fraction” of worldwide inci-
dents, according to the agency. Most were 
spontaneous “smoke fire events,” with the 
remainder occurring while charging; in 
e-cigarettes; attributable to battery short 
circuits; or by combusting in “a thermal 
runaway” after getting crushed in the 
automatic seats in first-class airliner cab-
ins. Givens noted business aircraft are at 

greater risk because in their smaller cab-
ins “the smoke a laptop can produce will 
quickly affect the whole aircraft.” 

Photos and videos of lithium battery 
fires showed the ferocity of these blazes 
and the quantities of  toxic smoke they 
produce, with the unseen explosive hydro-
gen produced by these battery fires mul-
tiplying the hazard. Understanding the 
risk, how to mitigate it, and what to do 
in the event of a lithium battery fire will 
help crewmembers “make it out on the 
other side of incident,” Givens said, cit-
ing FAA Order 8040.4A on Safety Risk 
Management Policy as an example of the 
available guidance. But there is no stan-
dard method of dealing with these fires 
and no regulations regarding equipment 
or training for business aviation, Cox said 
in the same seminar. “The FAA can do a 
better job” of providing guidance to flight 
crews on handling these fires and ensur-
ing there is “better standardized training” 
from providers, he said.

Laser attacks are another global safety 
concern, with their number growing expo-
nentially in the last decade. In 2004, 46 
laser attacks were reported to the FAA. A 
decade later, the agency received reports 
of  3,894 attacks. In 2015 that number 
nearly doubled, to 7,703. Last year 7,442 
attacks were reported, an average of 20 
per night, said Tony Reed, president of 
ST Laserstrikes. The FAA made report-
ing easier starting in the early part of this 
decade, and in 2011 said it would start 
imposing civil penalties, showing it is seri-
ous about cracking down.

“If you haven’t been hit yet, you prob-
ably will be or know somebody who has 
been,” he said. Twenty percent of affected 
pilots and flight crewmembers required 
medical attention after the attacks, Reed 
said in Laser Attacks Against Aircraft—
Trends and Solutions. Nine out of  10 
attacks are with green lasers, the color 
that most affects vision. Moreover, lasers 
can emit infrared radiation at wavelengths 
the eye can’t see but that cause ocular 
damage. Most of  the lasers, Reed said, 
are from China and don’t observe the 
five-milliwatt limit placed on lasers in the 
U.S. by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, which regulates the devices. Lasers 
up to 100 milliwatts of power have report-
edly been taken from people arrested for 
attacks. Last October the FDA proposed 
eliminating all lasers outside the red spec-
trum, but Reed is “not really confident” 
the ban will be effective in stopping the 
influx of  illegal devices. Some glasses, 
including optical products made by ST 
Laserstrike, can filter laser light, reducing 
the danger. Perpetrators face little deter-
rence. Out of 17,725 reported incidents 
between 2005 and 2013, only 134 arrests 
were made and 80 convictions obtained, 
Reed said. (A large percentage of those 
arrested were minors who were not subse-
quently charged.) Sentences ranged from 
probation to several years in prison. 

Accounting for  
Human Factors 
It’s often said you can’t manage what you 
can’t measure, and Sonnie Bates, vice 
president and COO of Baldwin Aviation, 
married metrics to safety performance in 

a session on managing human factors. 
“We need to be human-factors geeks,” 
Bates said, referencing an FSF and 
Eurocontrol document published last 
year finding 85 percent of  all aviation 
accidents and serious incidents involve 
human error, with human factors the pri-
mary cause in 60 percent of  them. 

Moreover, the FAA, EASA and “Dirty 
Dozen” lists of  safety concerns are all 
topped by four human-factors issues: 
distraction; fatigue; lack of compliance 
with SOPs; and lack of skill, qualification 
and knowledge. Bates suggested mitigat-
ing these risks organizationally in a fash-
ion similar to management of personal 
health: by capturing events, monitoring 
metrics and promoting positive behaviors. 
Simple, regular employee surveys on spe-
cific human-factors items can yield action-
able safety performance data addressing 
all four of these issues. He urged attendees 
to adopt Flight Operations Quality Assur-
ance (FOQA) programs. “If  you’re not 
hooked up to a flight data analysis pro-
gram, you need to do it.” Noting the inev-
itability of driverless vehicles and other 
self-learning systems (“The train’s left the 
station for AI [artificial intelligence], and 
we’re all on it”), Bates said human factors 
will play a bigger role in safety as auto-
mation increases. 

NTSB member Christopher Hart 
picked up on that theme in a session 
on the challenges of  wider automation. 

While acknowledging the benefits auto-
mation provides, Hart said system 
designers often don’t take adequate 
account of  human factors, a problem 
the NTSB is trying to understand and 
address better. Accidents attributed to 
human error “used to be the end of  the 
investigation,” Hart noted. “Now it’s 
the beginning.” 

He identified three key drawbacks of 
automation. First, systems are so com-
plex that if  they’re not operating as 
intended, users don’t understand what 
they’re doing. Second, systems are so reli-
able that should an unexpected problem 
occur, the operator has likely never seen 
the error, even in training, and doesn’t 
know how to respond. Third, when auto-
mation works properly, operators face 
“loss of skills and complacency.” Auto-
mation also involves ethical issues. Hart 
cited a driverless car facing an out-of-
control “80,000-pound truck coming at 
you. Is the car going to save you and take 
out people on the sidewalk,” he asked, or 
remain in the truck’s path?

Fatigue, a perennial human factors 
topic, seems to be gaining more recog-
nition from corporate leadership, which 
has long appeared to fear the disruptions 
fatigue-management programs could 
cause. But only 2.5 percent to 4 percent 
of  flight operations are at fatigue risk, 
and they can be identified and mitigated, 
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said Dr. Daniel Mollicone, president and 
CEO of Pulsar Informatics, which pro-
vides fatigue risk assessment and reme-
diation tools. “Fatigue risk management 
has matured” and is based on “objec-
tive science and quantitative measures,” 
as exemplified by the Psychomotor Vig-
ilance Test, Mollicone said. Using these 
tools, fatigue-management programs can 
reduce disruptions. Mollicone cited a pro-
gram Pulsar implemented for Alaska Air-
lines that cut by one third the incidence 
of crew shifts canceled by fatigue calls. 

But management’s concern with 
fatigue needs to extend beyond the cock-
pit and into the maintenance hangar, Fred 
Calvert, vice president of safety, security 
and standards for Executive Jet Man-
agement, said in one of the three fatigue 
management presentations. No duty-
time regulations for Part 91 or Part 135 
maintenance technicians, and no fitness-
for-duty requirements exist, although “a 
fatigued maintenance technician can kill 
you and your passengers just as fast” as 
can a fatigued pilot, Calvert said. 

Casting the issue in ethical and moral 
terms, Calvert recounted his early main-
tenance career and subsequent realiza-
tion that an overextended schedule and 
sleep apnea were putting others at grave 
risk. He advocates non-punitive fatigue 
reporting, and said in answer to a ques-
tion that his company’s maintenance 
technicians are salaried (“most are paid 
very well”) rather than paid hourly wages, 
removing pressure to extend work hours. 
(EJM maintenance techs are not allowed 
to hold second jobs.)

Leadership’s ultimate role in attaining 
safety goals is to set standards, provide 
resources and empower the policies and 
practices, said Pete Agur, chairman and 
founder of the VanAllen Group, but gain-
ing support can be a challenge. In address-
ing Your Executive’s Impact on Safety 

Performance, he said senior executives have 
difficulty “translating our needs for risk 
management and safety versus how they 
do business” because “safety is amorphous 
to them.” Benefits must be expressed in 
terms leadership understands: “Money, or 
true physical harm to facilities or people,” 
he said, illustrating his points with anec-
dotes from his dealings with anonymous 
clients. Agur suggests flight departments 
can better understand senior executives’ 
attitudes regarding safety versus risk by 

viewing them in the context of the orga-
nization’s business sector (from conser-
vative financial services to swashbuckling 
raw materials producers), as well as the 
executives’ individual personality traits 
and positions within the organization. If  
dealing with stubbornly risk tolerant and 
Sarp-resistant executives, Agur suggests 
calling in a consultant to deliver the same 
message. If  that doesn’t work, “As a last 
resort, you’re known for who you work 
with. Fire them, by leaving.”  o
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Laser incidents represent a serious threat for pilots, with the number of reports rising exponentially over the 
last decade. In that time frame, the FAA has also put an increased emphasis on reporting such incidents.

OEMs see GA billings slide in Q1
by Chad Trautvetter

General aviation airplane and 
rotorcraft results remained a mixed 
bag in the first quarter, with billings 
falling despite an uptick in deliv-
eries, according to data released 
last month by the General Avia-
tion Manufacturers Association.

Fixed-wing billings in the first 
quarter were down for the third 
straight year, sliding 10.9 percent 
to $3.6 billion. Shipments, how-
ever, improved by 12 aircraft to 
434. Helicopter billings, mean-
while, were down 12.3 percent to 
$564 million, even though ship-
ments inched up 4 percent to 183.

Typically a slide in general 
aviation aircraft billings reflects 
a drop in business jet deliver-
ies. But business jet deliveries 
climbed 6.6 percent, rising to 130 

in the most recent first quarter 
from 122 last year. The number 
of  pressurized business turbo-
props handed over to customers 
in the quarter, however, plunged 
42.8 percent year-over-year, to 
35 airplanes from 50, almost 
entirely the result of fewer King 
Air deliveries. Piston airplane 
shipments climbed 6.3 percent, 
to 203, in the first quarter.

Business Jets
The improvement in business 
jet deliveries came primarily 
as Honda Aircraft ramped up 
deliveries of the HondaJet. The 
nascent business jet manufac-
turer handed over 15 in the first 
quarter, compared with three a 
year earlier.

Gulfstream also posted a mod-
erate gain in aircraft deliveries, to 
30 in the first three months of this 
year (23 large-cabin, seven midsize) 
from 28 in the first quarter of last 
year (20 large-cabin and eight mid-
size). Thanks to the more favorable 
mix of models at Gulfstream, rev-
enue at General Dynamics’s 
aerospace division soared $293 
million year-over-year, to $2.074 
billion, while profits climbed $111 
million, to $443 million.

Many of the other business jet 
makers, however, reported either 
flat or fewer deliveries, driving 
down billings overall. Since Das-
sault reports deliveries only at 
half- and full-year intervals, there 
are no Falcon shipments in the 
first-quarter business jet numbers.

First-quarter deliveries at 
Bombardier Business Aircraft 
slid by two aircraft from a year 
ago, to 29, while revenue plunged 
nearly 30 percent as a result of a 
more “unfavorable mix,” accord-
ing to a financial report that the 
Canadian company released on 
May 11. The delivery mix showed 
more entry-level Learjets and 
fewer higher-end Globals.

Revenue at the division fell by 
nearly $300 million year-over-year 
in the quarter, to $1.007 billion, 
while earnings took an $8 million 
hit, settling in at $74 million.

Embraer Executive Jets sales 
plunged by about 44 percent in 
the first quarter as deliveries of 
large jets fell by seven and light 
jets by one, the company reported. 
The Brazilian airframer reported 
that the Executive Jets divi-
sion brought in $226 million in 
the first quarter, compared with 
$401.8 million in the same period 
last year. Embraer’s first-quarter 
business jet deliveries had fallen to 
15 in the most recent quarter from 
23 in the same period last year.

At Textron Aviation, deliver-
ies of Citations remained flat. But 
revenue for the group dropped by 
$121 million, with King Air deliv-
eries down by 54 percent year-over-
year as the strong dollar weighed 
on international sales. Textron 
chairman and CEO Scott Donnelly 
reported that during the first three 
months Textron Aviation handed 
over 12 King Airs, down from 26 in 

that period last year, and 35 Cita-
tions, one more than a year ago.

Pilatus saw shipments of the 
PC-12 turboprop single fall, to 12 
this year from 19 in the first quar-
ter last year. But Daher delivered 
seven aircraft in the first quar-
ter, two more than in 1Q16, an 
uptick driven by introduction of 
the TBM 930.

Rotorcraft
In the helicopter market, billings 
declined by almost $80 million 
even though turbine-helicopter 
shipments were up 11.2 percent. 
Turbine helicopter shipments 
climbed by 13 aircraft to 129. 

Airbus Helicopters deliver-
ies were buoyed by a more than 
doubling of H125/125Ms to 34. 
Leonardo deliveries, however, 
at 12 were half  the year-earlier 
tally. The absence of any AW139 
deliveries in the first quarter 
accounted for three-quarters of 
that decline. Robinson deliveries 
were up by eight aircraft on the 
strength of the R66.

“The first quarter shows 
mixed results for our industry, 
but with several bright spots,” 
said GAMA president and CEO 
Pete Bunce. “We expect future 
growth to be driven by the intro-
duction of  new products, which 
underscores just how important 
it is for the U.S. Congress to pass 
certification reform legislation 
to facilitate the future of  avia-
tion manufacturing.” o

Honda Aircraft played a role in the year-over-year gain in business jet deliveries in the first quarter. According to GAMA data, the 
tally of 130 business jets delivered in the quarter was up by eight from a year ago; HondaJet shipments jumped to 15 in the first three 
months of this year from three in the first quarter of last year. 
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Organizers of  this month’s 
Paris Airshow expect a busy 
event when the biennial aero-
space salon opens at Le Bour-
get Airport in the northeast 
suburbs of  Paris, running from 
June 19 to 22 for trade visitors 
followed by three public days 
(Friday, June 23, is designated 
for students, with a focus on 
skills and training).

In September last year, orga-
nizer SIAE reported that the 
airshow was 99 percent sold 
out. At a pre-show briefing last 
month it noted, “All the exhi-
bition spaces in the six halls 
and almost all the 330 business 
chalets [have been] booked by 
exhibitors from the world over.” 

The company is expecting 
2,300 exhibitors, 150,000 trade 
visitors, 30 national pavilions 
and almost 300 official delega-
tions. The 2015 event attracted 
351,584 visitors (149,947 trade 
and the remainder public, up by 
11.4 percent on 2013) and 2,303 
exhibitors (up 4 percent on 2013) 
from 48 countries. There were 
130 aircraft on static display and 
30 took part in the flying display 
(the total was 150 aircraft partic-
ipating). There were 296 official 
delegations from 91 countries.

International Participation
Airbus aircraft and the home-
grown Dassault Rafale fighter 
are likely to be prominent in 
the flying display, although the 
Lockheed Martin F-35 is likely 
to prove the star of the show (as 
it was at Farnborough last year), 
along with various other fighters, 
airliners, light aerobatic aircraft 
and the French national display 
team, the Patrouille de France.

The Textron Scorpion two-
seat military jet is expected to 
fly, as well as Pakistan’s JF-17. 
Historic aircraft will include the 
Curtiss P-40, P-51 Mustang and 
Fouga Magister.

The Russians missed previ-
ous airshows as a result of prob-
lems with visas, but they will be 
there this year, according to Rus-
sian publication Sputnik. Russian 
companies will showcase a range 
of military and civilian products, 
among them the Antonov An-178.

U.S. Pavilion organizer Kall-
man Worldwide will unveil a 
new USA Partnership Pavilion 
brand, and a celebration of “a 
century of French and Ameri-
can partnership.” This dates back 
to 1916 and the founding of the 
Escadrille Americaine, composed 

largely of American volunteers 
flying for France during World 
War I (it was renamed the Esca-
drille Lafayette later that year).

The Pavilion will cover 45,200 
sq ft (4,200 sq m) in Hall 3 and 
Kallman is expecting 270 exhib-
itors, “ranging from publicly 
traded stalwarts such as Circor 
and Kaman Aerospace to SMEs 
with fewer than 250 employees.” 
Sixty Pavilion exhibitors will be 
first-timers at Paris, while 32 
U.S. states are represented in the 
Pavilion (among them 19 state 
economic development stands).

The Pavilion organizer is 
“Expecting numerous distin-
guished U.S. government, mil-
itary and political visitors. For 
the first time we’ll be organiz-
ing and hosting ‘The Forum,’ 
an information and presentation 
space that will feature moderated 
discussions, presentations and 
networking events…on trade 
and investment, innovation and 
business strategies, workforce 
and professional development, 
Stem and career education.” 

Apollo 15 command-module 
pilot Col. Al Worden, USAF-
Ret., will be present at the Pavilion 
as the goodwill ambassador for 
aerospace innovation and careers.

Hands On
The Paris Air Lab (see box at 
left) will let visitors “explore 
new ideas and immersive expe-
riences using virtual reality and 
augmented reality.” It is also 
located next to The Careers 
Plane–Jobs & Training Forum, 
an area dedicated to jobs and 
training in the aerospace sec-
tor, with a focus on innovation 

and environmental responsibil-
ity. Within this the “Avion des 
Métiers” exhibition explores 
some 20 different occupations 
linked to aircraft production 
(such as fitters, assembly-line 
workers and welders). A giant 
aircraft cabin structure was pur-
pose-built for the task, and there 
will be various presentations and 
workshops during the week.

The organizers hope the show 
will help “breathe new life” into 
the aerospace sector, “by offer-
ing trade visitors and the gen-
eral public a truly pioneering 
and original exhibition space.”

A rocketry challenge will pro-
vide a venue for young people 
vying to succeed with mini rocket 
launches (the final event takes 
place on June 19). The rockets 
will have to carry two raw eggs to 
an altitude of 700 feet and then 
parachute back without break-
ing the eggs. According to orga-
nizers, participants are judged 
by the quality of  their “shot,” 
the state of the eggs when they 
return and the presentation of 
their project to the judges.

Clean Sky
In sharp focus this year at 
Le Bourget will be the Euro-
pean Union’s Clean Sky initia-
tive, which will be “showcas-
ing a number of  cutting-edge 
technologies to highlight the 
remarkable progress the pro-
gram has made since its incep-
tion.” The Clean Sky stand 
will present various technology 
demonstrations, and Clean Sky 
will have a stand in the new Air 
Lab Zone, which is dedicated to 
aerospace innovation.  o
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AIN will publish daily issues of Paris Airshow News on the trade days, Monday 
to Thursday (June 19-22). We will also have comprehensive real-time reporting 
of the top news at AINonline.com and in our daily newsletters.

PARIS AIR LAB
Designed in collaboration with the Hopscotch Agency, Paris Air Lab 
will be centered around three main areas: “Pick up your Innovation,” 
“Visionary Hub” and “Experimental Gates.”

Pick up your Innovation
Exhibition areas dedicated to innovation in the aerospace sector 
(both major players and start-ups). Organized into three paths that 
provide insight into the work of large-scale groups, research institutes 
and start-ups, with three themes:
•  Aeronautics (aircraft of the future, sustainable aviation, propulsion 

and so on);
•  Digital and new applications (drones, connectivity, the aerospace 

plant of the future and so on);
•  Space (Earth observation, space agencies and so on).
This area will also host two daily events, featuring presentations 
from key manufacturers in the sector, introducing a themed series of 
“pitches” from start-ups.

Visionary Hub
Short conferences for extraordinary encounters in the aerospace world 
of tomorrow. Iconic figures and experts from diverse backgrounds will 
hold discussions and debates aimed at inspiring the  general public’s 
interest in the major evolutions of today and tomorrow.

Experimental Gates
Immersive and innovative experiences in the world of aeronautics 
and space travel using virtual and augmented reality. This area will 
be designed around four main themes: the cockpit, flight, space 
 discovery and becoming an astronaut.

PARIS AIRSHOW
PREVIEW

Organizers hope event will ‘breathe new life’ into aerospace 
by Ian Sheppard D
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With bizjet pricing still soft, 
Embraer puts emphasis on value
by Chad Trautvetter

As pricing for new business aircraft 
remains soft in the current market, 
Embraer Executive Jets is embarking on 
“a strategic shift from price to value,” 
newly installed company president and 
CEO Michael Amalfitano said earlier 
this spring during a pre-EBACE media 
briefing. “Value” embraces pro-
duction innovation, service and 
support, aircraft reliability and 
responsiveness to customers, he 
explained, but his list did not 
include price.

“Aircraft reliability is in our 
DNA,” he said, not-
ing that the company 
started out mak-
ing regional airlin-
ers. “We’ve also 
made great strides 

in aircraft innovation, such as offering 
the only fly-by-wire control system in the 
midsize category via the Legacy 450 and 
500, and we’ve built an executive jet sup-
port network that was rated number one 
in last year’s AIN Product Support Sur-

vey.” In all, Embraer Executive Jets has 
70 company-owned and authorized 
service centers in 60 countries.

Amalfitano pointed out that 
Embraer Executive Jets rated 
highest of all business jet OEMs 

in “aircraft value for price paid” in 
the latest reader survey from AIN 

sister publication Business 
Jet Traveler. In fact, 48 

percent of  respon-
dents in the sur-
vey said its aircraft 
offer “excellent 
value,” the highest 
of all business jet 

OEMs. A further 
44 percent said 
that Embraer’s 
business jets offer 
“good value.”

As proof that the strategy can indeed 
work, he cited MGM’s flight depart-
ment, which traded in a fleet of “Brand 
X” airplanes late last year for two Lineage 
1000Es after being pitched on the value 
of the Embraer bizliners. 

Opportunity in Europe
While Europe is the second largest busi-
ness jet market—at 2,850 aircraft, or 14 
percent of  the world fleet—there are 
still better growth opportunities there 
for business aviation than for the air-
lines, according to Embraer Executive 
Jets senior vice president of  marketing 
Luciano Froes. Airline flights in Europe 
account for 22.9 percent of the 32.8 mil-
lion scheduled flights per year world-
wide, but business aviation flights in the 
region account for just 12.6 percent of 
the annual world total.

This gap, he said, presents an oppor-
tunity. However, Europe’s 1.8-percent 
GDP growth is below the world average 
of  2.9 percent, somewhat holding back 
the market’s full potential. That said, 
emerging markets have yet to really pan 
out for the business jet industry, leaving 
the U.S. and Europe as the most impor-
tant markets, according to Froes.

He said data shows that the post-
crisis adjustment in the European busi-
ness jet fleet has eased, peaking at a net 
loss of  187 aircraft in 2014. Year-to-
date, the European business jet fleet 

has contracted by 24 aircraft, though 
Froes expressed optimism that this 
trend could be reversed and turned into 
a net fleet addition by year-end.

He is further heartened by improving 
sentiment and a resurgence of first-time 
buyers in Europe led by light and ultra-
long-range jets, though Embraer Execu-
tive Jets does not yet have a product in 
the latter category. In addition, European 
business jet flight activity—a leading 
market indicator—is up by 12.2 percent 
year-over-year in the first three months, 
running just shy of the 2007 peak.

While Froes is optimistic, he cau-
tioned that 2017 is unlikely to be a growth 
year for the industry, predicting about 
650 business jet deliveries this year—
unchanged from 2016—with the U.S. 
and Europe accounting for 85 percent 
of them. “We expect the growth to come 
in 2018 and beyond,” he noted.

Overall, Embraer is forecasting that 
8,400 jets worth $244 billion will be deliv-
ered over the next 10 years. Notably, two-
thirds of these shipments are expected to 
be in the light and midsize business jet 
categories—segments in which Embraer 
is a strong player.

The company predicts that Europe will 
take 23 percent of those 8,400 new busi-
ness jets (meaning 1,900 aircraft) over 
the next decade. By value, they would be 
worth $60 billion, or 25 percent of  the 
forecast total. o 
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In his first interview with 
aviation trade media, 
Embraer Executive Jets 
president and CEO Michael 
Amalfitano outlined the 
company’s “strategic shift 
from price to value.”
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Course offers education for buyers
by Curt Epstein

Texas-based aircraft broker-
age Charlie Bravo Aviation has 
launched an online aircraft buy-
ing course aimed at helping nov-
ice aircraft owners and operators 
navigate the complex and poten-
tially turbulent process of private 
aircraft ownership.

“Buyers are changing,” said 
company CEO Rene Banglesdorf. 
“Fifteen years ago when I started 
in the business, it was all about 

picking up a telephone and build-
ing a relationship. Today poten-
tial buyers and potential users of 
private aviation are doing a lot of 
research online before they ever 
engage with a company.”

Known as Clear Skies, the 
program is free to the compa-
ny’s aircraft purchase contract 
customers, while non-custom-
ers are charged $5,000 for a 
two-year subscription to the 
web-based course. The program 
comes with transcripts of all the 
videos, all five of the company’s 
segmented buying guides, a cal-
culator for estimating operat-
ing costs and quarterly market 
reports on specific models. Clear 
Skies Lite, consisting solely of 
the first module covering frac-
tional and jet card program 
options, costs $500.

Aircraft Buying 101, as the 
course is also known, consists 
of eight hours of video, broken 
down into six modules, each 
divided into three to five lessons, 
which can be accessed as needed. 
The user does not have to ven-
ture through the entire course.

The course covers the knowl-
edge useful for anyone consider-
ing purchasing a private aircraft, 
ranging from assessing the mis-
sion before beginning the selection 
process, to financing and leasing 
options, to weighing the advan-
tages of new and pre-owned, 
even to selecting a qualified avia-
tion attorney and what to look for 
in a pre-purchase inspection loca-
tion. Other elements examine set-
ting up a 1031 exchange, choosing 
the proper management company 

and the ramifications of allowing 
others to use your aircraft.

“I want people to have a suc-
cessful experience with private 
aviation,” said Banglesdorf.

She acknowledges that in 

its present form the course is 
“fairly U.S.-centric,” but she 
plans to expand its geographic 
reach in later versions, as well 
as update it as information 
becomes outdated. o
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Charlie Bravo CEO Rene Banglesdorf

The Clear Sky program guides users through all aspects of aircraft buying, including 
assessing whether purchasing is, in fact, the best option for the customer.
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Uber developing urban 
eVTOL network
by Mark Huber

Ride-sharing service Uber offi-
cially kicked off  plans for an 
urban electric vertical takeoff 
and landing (eVTOL) network 
at an industry “Elevate” summit 
in April. Uber plans to launch 
demonstration networks in Dal-
las and Dubai by 2020 and has 
signed technology agreements 
with Bell, Embraer, Aurora, Pip-
istrel and Mooney to develop air 
vehicles and related technolo-
gies. It said it will welcome other 
manufacturers into the network 
as well. Uber is also partnering 
with ChargePoint to develop net-
work vehicle charger stations. 
The vehicles will have stringent 
requirements for safety, noise and 
emissions; be expected to have a 
range of at least 60 miles and a 
maximum speed of 150 mph; be 
durable enough to fly 2,000 hours 
per year; and have direct operat-
ing costs of $1.32 per passenger 
mile or less, which Uber points 
out is less than the variable cost 
of car ownership.

Uber first made the case for 
urban vertical flight last year in 
a widely distributed white paper 
titled “Fast-Forwarding to the 
Future of  On-demand Urban 
Air Transportation.” The wide-
spread deployment of  such a 
system, according to Uber, will 
reduce congestion, save time 
and involve lower infrastructure 
costs than ground-based trans-
portation. “This isn’t going to be 
easy,” acknowledged Uber chief  
product officer Jeff  Holden, 
“but it can be done sooner rather 
than later.”

The key to getting the net-
work in place is “radically chang-
ing the type of  aircraft we’re 
manufacturing here and doing 
it at mass scale,” Holden said.  
Those aircraft would incorpo-
rate distributed electric power 
(DEP) propulsion and fly-by-
wire controls to improve speed, 
efficiency, redundancy, reliabil-
ity and safety while reducing 
noise and emissions.

“Helicopters won’t work 
because of noise, cost and energy 
efficiency and speed limitations. 
Combustion engines are only 
23-percent efficient, while electric 
motors are 92-percent efficient. 
A fixed-wing design with DEP 
gives you a 10-fold efficiency 
improvement over a rotorcraft 
with a combustion engine. Heli-
copters also have single points 
of failure and you need to main-
tain them extremely carefully and 

do teardowns frequently, and 
that translates into high operat-
ing costs,” he said. The aircraft 
would initially be piloted, then 
optionally piloted and eventually 
be able to fly throughout the net-
work fully autonomously.

Building an Urban Network
Holden said working with NASA 
and the FAA will be critical in 
developing the network. Uber is 
partnering with the agencies to 
develop and test scheduling and 
separation methods to ensure 
safe flight. “We’re going to have a 
lot of these aircraft in the air, par-
ticularly when you combine them 
with drones. NASA is going to 
be a tremendous partner to make 
this a reality.”

Uber has hired NASA vet-
eran Mark Moore as director 
of aviation engineering. Moore, 
who spent 32 years at NASA 
concentrating mainly on electric 
flight, said the network is going 
to require the air vehicles to 
have “precise digital datalinks” 
on board for real-time deconflic-
tion data to be communicated 
among vehicles. The amount of 
deconfliction required could be 
substantial. Holden said Uber’s 
modeling suggests a demand for 
up to 200,000 air trips per day in 
the demonstration cities.

Dr. Jaiwon Shin, associate 
administrator for the Aeronau-
tics Research Mission Director-
ate at NASA, said a likely urban 
ATC model for the network will 
follow along the lines of  the 
UTM (Unmanned Aerial Sys-
tems Traffic Management) cur-
rently being developed, but that 
deployment of the Elevate net-
work will test government regula-
tors’ ability to work with industry 
expeditiously and that industry 
needs to be mindful of aviation 
safety requirements. “The FAA 
is learning that it needs to move 
much faster—at the speed of 
innovation,” he said.

In Dallas, the Elevate net-
work will use the existing 
vertiport next to the Conven-
tion Center and three more 
to be built by the Perot fami-
ly’s Hillwood Properties real-
estate arm. Aside from the fact 
that the FAA’s rotorcraft direc-
torate is based in nearby Fort 
Worth, Ross Perot, Jr. noted 
that it is an ideal location for 
a launch site: the greater Dal-
las-Fort Worth area has a pop-
ulation of  7.5 million and it’s 

growing by one million every 
seven years, 130,000 every year. 
Perot also noted the metro area 
has $21 billion worth of  new 
construction under way, second 
only nationwide to New York 
City. The ground transporta-
tion network is vast and noto-
riously congested.

The three new vertiports are 
slated for Frisco Station, next 
to the American Airlines Cen-
ter in downtown Dallas, and in 
downtown Fort Worth. Perot 

also noted that there is plenty 
of capacity at the Alliance indus-
trial airport for aircraft man-
ufacturing and pilot training 
and that the low airspace above  
the Burlington Northern Sante 
Fe rail lines that weave through 
Dallas would make convenient 
vertipaths.

Perot’s firm has ties to Dubai, 
the second demonstration mar-
ket. The Dubai Road and 
Transport Authority is already 
funding eVTOL demand stud-
ies for a better understanding 
of pricing and optimization in 
that market, Uber’s Holden said. 
Uber’s goal is to have flights 
ready to go in Dubai in time for 
the World Expo there, which 
opens on Oct. 20, 2020.

A Glimpse of the Future
At the Elevate summit, a few 
OEMs shared their vision for 
vehicles while some brought 
videos of  scaled vehicles that 
have recently flown. Bell Heli-
copter’s Scott Drennan, director 
of  engineering innovation, said 
his company’s design would be 

robust enough to fly 2,000 hours 
per year; be “modular, adapt-
able and scalable”; use a variety 
of  powerplants; have both civil 
passenger and military logistics 
applications; and likely be certi-
fied in the powered-lift category 
(FAR 21.17B).

In April, Aurora Flight Sci-
ences flew a quarter-scale pro-
totype based on the XV-24 it is 
developing for the military. The 
Aurora design has separate pro-
pulsion systems for hover and 

cruise and uses eight distributed 
lift rotors mounted on booms 
and one main aft-mounted pro-
pulsor along with a main wing 
and three lifting surfaces. Once 
the aircraft transitions past the 
stall speed (40 mph) in cruise 
flight, the lift rotors shut down.

Airbus A3 (the company’s 
Silicon Valley arm) said subscale 
versions of the Vahana tiltwing 
eVTOL have already flown and 
that a full-scale version will fly 
by year-end. The goal is for 
production aircraft to be fully 
autonomous and equipped with 
low-altitude ballistic recovery 
system parachutes.

Carter Aviation Technologies 
has partnered with Mooney to 
develop a four- to six-seat vehi-
cle that uses Carter’s slowed-
rotor compound design and 
cruises at 175 mph. Carter CEO 
Jay Carter points out that the 
high-inertia main rotor is always 
turning and in effect functions 
as a main parachute while pro-
viding directional control all the 
way down to the ground in the 
event of an emergency.

On April 20, German start-up 
Lilium conducted a successful 
unmanned flight of the two-seat 
Eagle prototype eVTOL jet. The 
design features 36 low-vibration 
electric jet engines mounted to 
wings via 12 moveable flaps, 
which are pointed downward 
on takeoff  and landing to pro-
vide vertical lift, but gradually 
transition to the horizontal to 
provide forward thrust. The 
engines are shielded to protect 
each other from the impact of 

uncontained failure; they have 
a small fan diameter and limited 
drag; and feature a simple design 
of two bearings, one shaft, and 
simple rotors. The design of the 
aircraft makes it maneuverable 
during transition flight, a key 
advantage in an urban environ-
ment, said Lilium CEO Dan-
iel Wiegand. “We can fly curves 
during climb and descent,” he 
said. The aircraft has a range 
of about 186 statute miles and 
top speed of 186 mph.

However, amidst all the air-
craft designs and grand plans 
discussed at the Elevate summit 
came this caution from Pipistrel 
CEO Ivo Boscarol, whose Slo-
venia-based company has been 
manufacturing electrically pow-
ered aircraft since 2007: “Peo-
ple are afraid of electric flight. 
We must focus on the marketing, 
how to promote electric flight 
in a way that people do not get 
scared.” Along those lines, Pip-
estrel’s director of  R&D, Tine 
Tomazic, noted that more peo-
ple have flown in space than in 
electric aircraft.  o

Uber is partnering with Aurora Flight Sciences to develop an all-electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft for the proposed 
Uber Elevate Network, which would provide passenger transport and package delivery.
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Legacy 600s set to join 
Flexjet’s European fleet
by Chad Trautvetter

Flexjet Ltd., the UK sister com-
pany of U.S.-based Flexjet, plans 
to add super-midsize Legacy 600s 
to its dedicated fleet by year-end, 
the company announced last 
month at EBACE. In March, the 
company took delivery of its first 
dedicated fleet type—the Nextant 
400XTi—and now has three of 
the light jets, with plans for 10 
by this time next year. Flexjet 
Ltd. operates under a UK CAA 
air operator certificate that it 
acquired in August and also man-
ages five other business aircraft.

Flexjet chose the Legacy 600 
for its super-midsize cabin and 
nearly 3,800-nm range, allowing 
flights from London or Paris to 
points in Northern Africa and 
the Middle East, according to 
Flexjet Ltd. CEO Ray Jones. 
Each of the pre-owned Legacy 
600s will be outfitted with new 
interiors that seat up to 13 pas-
sengers in three zones, complete 

with an aft lavatory. The forward 
section will have club-four seat-
ing and the middle a club-four 
configuration clustered around a 
fixed table, while the aft zone will 
have two facing seats across the 
aisle from a three-place divan.

Jones said the addition of a 
second dedicated fleet type is 
coming sooner than previously 
planned as the company ramps 
up services for North America-
based Flexjet customers via the 
dedicated fleet. It conducted the 
first interchange flight for a U.S. 
Flexjet customer using one of 
the 400XTis ahead of schedule 
in March, he told AIN.

Flexjet Ltd. plans to add more 
dedicated aircraft types beyond 
the 400XTis and Legacy 600s in 
the “not too distant future,” said 
Jones, though he was tight-lipped 
about which models or even air-
craft categories are being consid-
ered. However, a longer-range 

aircraft would fit the company’s 
previously stated goal of  pro-
viding North American Flexjet 
customers with a bridge from 
Western Europe to India, which 
is just beyond the range of the 
Legacy 600.

For European customers, the 
company currently allows “select” 
partners to broker trips using its 
excess capacity. Later this year, it 

plans to decide on more formal 
programs that it will offer to Euro-
pean clients. Jones said these offer-
ings will be “driven by demand 
in relation to aircraft types” and 
likely will employ one of the new 
models for business jet flights, 
such as a membership plan.

Asked if Brexit could dampen 
these plans given that the com-
pany operates with a UK AOC, 

Jones expressed optimism that a 
bilateral aviation agreement will 
be forged before the UK officially 
breaks away from the European 
Union. “It’s early days in this 
process and we have a long way 
to go before whatever happens,” 
he said. “We don’t feel the need 
right now to look at contingency 
plans. Whatever emerges from 
Brexit will be farther out.  o
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U.S. investigates claims  
of C Series ‘dumping’
by Gregory Polek

The U.S. Commerce Depart-
ment on May 18 said it planned 
to launch new antidumping and 
countervailing duty investiga-
tions into Bombardier’s sale of 
75 CS100s to Delta Air Lines. 
The announcement comes as the 
U.S. International Trade Com-
mission (ITC) launches its own 
investigation into the matter in 
response to an April 27 com-
plaint from Boeing that Bombar-
dier sold each airplane for some 

$13.8 million less than they cost 
to manufacture.

“The U.S. market is the most 
open in the world, but we must 
take action if  our rules are being 
broken,” said Commerce Secre-
tary Wilbur Ross. “While ensur-
ing the case is decided strictly 
on a full and fair assessment  
of  the facts, we will do every-
thing in our power to stand up 
for American companies and 
their workers.”

If the Commerce Department 
determines that Boeing’s so-called 
dumping charges carry merit and 
the ITC determines that dumped 
and/or unfairly subsidized Cana-
dian imports of  civil aircraft 
into the United States harm U.S. 
industry, the Commerce Depart-
ment can impose duties on the 
imports equal to the dollar value 
of the improper actions.  

The ITC plans to make its pre-
liminary determinations by June 
12. If the commission determines 
that the Bombardier sale to Delta 
unfairly damages U.S. industry the 
Commerce Department will con-
tinue its investigations and render 
a preliminary countervailing duty 
determination in July, followed 
by a preliminary antidumping 

determination in October, absent 
any deadline extensions. 

If  it determines that dumping 
did occur, the department can 
instruct U.S. Customs and Bor-
der Protection to start collecting 
cash deposits from all U.S. com-
panies importing the C Series. As 
of  now Delta remains the only 
U.S. airline to order the airplane.

Bombardier Response
For its part, Bombardier has dis-
puted the figures cited by Boeing, 
calling the allegations “absurd.”

“Boeing’s number is materially 
wrong; it is off by millions,” said 
Bombardier in a written statement. 
“We are confident that the govern-
ment investments and our com-
mercial activities comply with the 
laws and regulations in the juris-
dictions where we do business.”

In a statement issued following 
a May 18 staff hearing before the 
ITC in Washington, D.C., Bom-
bardier expressed confidence that 
facts would support its position.

“Our presentation provided the 
ITC with information about our 
superior C Series aircraft, which 
was designed to fill a market that 
Boeing abandoned,” it said. “We 
also highlighted that Boeing never 
lost a sale because of the C Series 
and that Boeing actually didn’t 
compete against the C Series at 
Delta. In fact, Boeing executives 
have specifically and publicly 
acknowledged that the company 
does not make an airplane of  

the size that Delta sought.”
In Boeing’s petition, a footnote 

referencing its claims regarding 
the cost of the C Series refers to 
Delta’s first- and second-quarter 
2016 10Q reports with the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission, 
and Bombardier’s first-quarter 
2016 report, which cites a $500 
million “onerous cost provision” 
associated with C Series sales to 
Delta, Air Canada and Air Baltic.

The contract with Delta covers 
options for 50 more aircraft, and 
the airline can convert a portion of 
its commitment to orders for the 
larger CS300. The Atlanta-based 
carrier will serve as the U.S. launch 
airline of the 110-seat CS100 as well 
as Bombardier’s largest C Series 
customer. Delta expects to start 
taking deliveries next spring.

Boeing had offered Delta the 
737 Max 7, a re-engined deriva-
tive of the 737-700 that competes 
directly with the C Series. The 
U.S. company estimates that the 
C Series has received more than 
$3 billion in government support.

Delta’s order came six months 
after the province of  Quebec 
agreed to infuse $1 billion in 
the financially strapped C Series 
program, giving it a 49.5-per-
cent stake in a limited partner-
ship with Bombardier. Less than 
a year later the Canadian fed-
eral government agreed to grant 
Bombardier C$372.5 million in 
interest-free loans for both the C 
Series and the Global 7000. o

Delta Air Lines holds a firm order 
for 75 Bombardier CS100s. 

Flexjet’s sister company in the UK will add Embraer Legacy 600s outfitted with new 13-seat interiors by year-end. The 3,800-nm 
super-midsize jet will be able to fly from Western Europe to Northern Africa or the Middle East.
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of control. The crew regained control of 
the aircraft at FL240, but not before the 
flight guidance and attitude reference avi-
onics failed, the FDR recorded large con-
trol surface and spoiler deflections and 
acceleration, a 10,000-foot loss of  alti-
tude, and the left engine had to be caged 
until the crew had fully regained control 
of the aircraft.

The PIC stated that a Tcas alert drew 
his attention to the opposite traffic when 
it was about six nm from the Challenger. 
He recognized the aircraft as an A380 
and informed his copilot. The PIC told 
investigators that a “short time” after 
the A380 had passed them in the oppo-
site direction, the Challenger was hit by 
the airliner’s wake turbulence. “The air-
plane shook briefly, then rolled heavily 
to the left and the autopilot disengaged,” 
the PIC said. Both pilots applied right 
aileron to stop the rolling motion, but 
the airplane continued to roll to the left, 
“completing several rotations.”

Subsequently, the inertial reference 
system (IRS), FMS and attitude indi-
cators failed. At the time of  the upset, 
both pilots had their lap belts fastened 
and the copilot was wearing his shoulder 
belts. The PIC told investigators he lost 
his headset during the rolling motion of 
the airplane. The Quick Reference Hand-
book (which contained emergency pro-
cedures and other checklist items) had 
“flown around the cockpit and was dam-
aged.” Individual pages were “scattered 
around the cockpit.”

‘With the Help of the Clouds’
The PIC explained that since the sky was 
blue and the ocean’s surface almost the 
same color, he had been able to recognize 
the aircraft’s attitude only with the help 
of the clouds. Both pilots were eventually 
able to regain control of the airplane at 
FL240 using aileron inputs and, later, rud-
der and slight elevator deflection.

The PIC said that N1 and N2 on the 
left engine had “run apart,” and that N1 

had decreased severely. The ITT exceeded 
1,000 degrees C, and the indication 
flashed red. Subsequently the crew shut 
down that engine. Drawing on memory, 
the pilots were able to reactivate one IRS 
in attitude mode. Then they used the cross 
bleed of the right engine to restart the left. 
After the second IRS was reactivated and 
position and heading had been entered 
manually into the FMS, they re-engaged 
the autopilot. It was by now 17 minutes 
since onset of the wake encounter.

The flight attendant told investigators 
what was happening in the cabin while 
the pilots were fighting to regain con-
trol of the aircraft and relight the engine. 
She had been standing in the middle of 
the cabin preparing food service when the 
chaos erupted. Four of the six passengers 
were also standing. It was these five people 
standing who incurred the injuries in the 
accident. In her recollection, the airplane 
“turned three times around its longitudinal 
axis,” during which time the standing occu-
pants were thrown against the ceiling and 
the seats. Using the first aid kit on board, 
she attended to the injured passengers.

One passenger suffered head inju-
ries and a broken rib; another passenger 
incurred a fractured vertebra. Two pas-
sengers and the flight attendant sustained 
minor injuries: bruising and a fractured 
nose, respectively. The two other passen-
gers and the pilots were uninjured.

With the aircraft back under con-
trol, the crew declared an emergency and 
diverted to an alternate airport where they 
made a normal landing. Although there 
was no external damage visible, Bombar-
dier later determined that the airframe 
could not be restored to airworthiness as 
it had exceeded the certification design 
load limits during the upset.

Unlike the exterior, the inside of the 
cabin showed damage to the seats and the 
paneling, as well as traces of blood. The 
armrests of  the four seats in the front, 
installed in club arrangement, were either 
deformed or fractured. On the left side of 
the cabin, two oxygen masks had fallen 
from their casings.

The Challenger was equipped with a 
CVR that had a two-hour recording loop. 

Because the flight lasted for another two 
hours after the accident, the recording 
carried no conversation or sounds at the 
time of the accident.

Wind Not a Factor 
To help avoid wake vortices encoun-
ters, the interim report closed with a 
recap of  recommended RVSM lateral 
offset procedures and a reiteration of 
the findings and recommendations of 
an international ad-hoc working group. 
The working group was established in 
2003 to specify safety requirements to 
ensure that wake vortex risks from the 
A380 “will be acceptable.”

In part, the working group concluded: 
at cruise speeds, the vortex trajectory 
crosses the flight level 1,000 feet below, 
and 10 to 20 nm behind, the generating 
aircraft “in calm wind conditions.” At 
the approximate time of the wake vorti-
ces encounter that caused this accident, 
the wind at the Challenger’s cruising alti-
tude of FL340 was estimated as 20 knots 
from the northwest—a nearly straight-on 
headwind for the Challenger.

The BFU expects to release the final 
report before year-end. 

A review of aircraft accident data shows 
no other clearly defined accident involv-
ing wake vortices striking a business jet in 
cruise. On the other hand, there have been 
several incidents in which business jets 
encountered wake turbulence on approach 
or climb-out. The last known fatal business 

jet accident resulting from a wake vortex 
happened a quarter century ago.

On Dec. 15, 1993, the crew of an IAI 
1124A Westwind operated by Martin Avi-
ation on a passenger charter flight from 
La Verne, Calif., to Santa Ana, Calif., 
lost control of the aircraft and it crashed 
3.5 nm north of  Santa Ana Airport. 
The pilots were making a visual night 
approach behind a 757-200. The West-
wind was destroyed by the impact and 
all five occupants were killed. The NTSB 
concluded that wake turbulence from the 
757 brought the Westwind down. o

While this Challenger 604 displays no outward damage, Bombardier determined that the airframe could not 
be restored to airworthiness since it had exceeded several maximum loads while tangling with an A380’s 
wake vortex in January over the Arabian Sea.

Challenger vs. A380 Wake Upset

A380 wake upset
uContinued from page 1

Forty-eight seconds after an Airbus A380 overflew a Challenger 604, the Challenger suffered an upset and 
temporarily went out of control, losing 10,000 feet of altitude before the pilots recovered. The Challenger was 
over the Arabian Sea and 500 nm from land.

News Note
A new notice of proposed amend-
ment from the European Aviation 
Safety Agency is aimed at mitigat-
ing the risk of loss-of-control mis-
haps during go-arounds and other 
low-speed flight phases. The pro-
posal would amend EASA CS-25 to 
ensure that the design of large air-
planes is such that the go-around pro-
cedure with all engines operating can 
be “safely conducted by the flight crew 
without requiring exceptional piloting 
skills or alertness.”

The proposal would also ensure that 
the design of large airplanes provides 
an “adequate longitudinal controllabil-
ity and authority during go-arounds 
and other low-speed” situations, EASA 
officials said. Comments on the NPA 
are due by August 11. n
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for an airplane that sells on the pre-owned 
market for only about $4 million, but the 
Challenger 604 is a still pretty young model 
and can be operated for decades to come, 
so the investment will be worth it.”

Looking beyond the urgent need for 
avionics upgrades, Heublein said that the 
360 Challenger 604s in service will be due 
for heavy structural inspection schedules 
in the coming years. This combination of 
a large fleet, avionics obsolescence and 
approaching heavy inspections made the 
twinjet an excellent candidate for reman-
ufacturing, he noted.

Other than showing a computer-gen-
erated concept cabin for the 604XT, Nex-
tant released scant detail about what will 
be addressed in the remanufacturing pro-
gram. The 400XTi and G90XT programs 

come with complete cabin refreshes, aero-
dynamic improvements and re-engining, 
but Nextant has not divulged whether the 
604XT will be quite as extensive.

“We’re targeting the 604XT to be a 
$6 million airplane,” said Nextant execu-
tive vice president Mark O’Donnell. “So 
with a pre-owned airframe value of  $4 
million and about $600,000 for the Fusion 
upgrade, any other changes will have to 
buy their way aboard the 604XT.”

However, he mentioned that Nextant 
would like to raise the service ceiling of 
the airplane and address issues with the 
wing, but emphasized that nothing is yet 
set in stone. O’Donnell confirmed that 
the 604XT will come with a new cabin 
and the Rockwell Collins Venue cabin 
management system. “We’ll have more 
to say about the 604XT in October at the 
NBAA Convention,” he promised. o

AIR HAMBURG IS LAUNCH CUSTOMER FOR LEGACY 650E

German air charter operator Air Hamburg 
became the launch customer for the 
Embraer Legacy 650E when it inked a €69 
million ($77.7 million) order for three of the 
super-midsize business jets last month at 
EBACE. Deliveries to the operator will begin 
in the third quarter, according to Embraer 
Executive Jets.

The $25.9 million 650E builds on its 
predecessor, the Legacy 650, but carries an 
upgraded Honeywell Primus Elite Advanced 
Features avionics suite that has synthetic 
vision and autothrottles as standard equip-
ment, as well as a restyled interior and 
Honeywell Ovation Select cabin entertain-
ment and management system. Primus 
Elite Advanced Features replaces all CRT 
flight displays with more reliable LCDs. 
The new aircraft comes with a 10-year or 
10,000-flight-hour warranty.

“We are pleased with this new order 
from Air Hamburg, which will further propel 

its growth through exceptional operational 
costs and customer experience with the 
Legacy 650E’s three-zone cabin and ameni-
ties,” said Embraer Executive Jets president 
and CEO Michael Amalfitano.

Half of Air Hamburg’s 22 charter aircraft 
are Embraers: eight Legacy 600/650s, a 
midsize Legacy 500 and two Phenom 300 
light jets. It also operates one King Air and 
10 Citations. Most are owned outright by 
the company, Air Hamburg partner Simon 
Ebert told AIN.

“The Legacy 650E is an obvious choice, 
considering the experience that our current 
fleet of Legacy 600/650s already provides 
our customers on their flights throughout 
Europe, Russia and the Middle East,” he 
said. “The super-midsize Legacys are popular 
with customers because of their three-zone 
cabins and large baggage capacity.” The 
new Legacy 650Es will be additions, not 
replacements, he noted. —C.T.

Piper and Cirrus models 
get EASA nod at EBACE
by James Wynbrandt

Piper received EASA type certification for 
the M600 six-seat turboprop single last 
month at EBACE. The type certificate 
was presented by Steven Higgins, EASA 
section manager for high-performance 
aircraft and turboprops. “This is a signifi-
cant day for Piper,” said Simon Caldecott, 
Piper president and CEO. “With the recent 
EASA approval for single-engine turbine 
airplanes to operate [commercially] at night 
or in instrument conditions, the M600 is 
ideally positioned to take advantage of this 
expanded opportunity.” Caldecott noted 
this is the fifth certification for the M600, 
which received FAA certification last year. 
The airplane made its EBACE debut on 
the static display line.

The M600’s European tour has already 
led to firm sales contracts for three 

aircraft, with more pending, Caldecott 
said, and he expects sales growth during 
the year “as the aircraft demonstration 
tours continue and international type cer-
tifications are achieved.”

The M600, powered by a 600-shp Pratt 
& Whitney Canada PT6A-42A, has a 
maximum cruise speed of 274 ktas, range 
of  1,484 nm, 2,400-pound useful load 
and a Garmin G3000 avionics suite. A 
Hartzell five-blade propeller and flight-
into-known-icing system received FAA 
certification this year, and the company 
has introduced a personalization pack-
age for the aircraft, enabling customers 
to specify interior elements in the cabin 
as well as the exterior paint scheme.

Also at the show, Cirrus executives 
received a freshly signed type certificate 

approval from EASA officials for the SF50 
Vision Jet. The Duluth, Minn.-based air-
craft manufacturer also delivered the first of 
the new jet singles to a customer in Europe.

“This is an exciting day for Cirrus and 
for our customers throughout Europe,” 
said Pat Waddick, Cirrus president of inno-
vation and operations. “EASA approval 
of the Vision Jet type certificate paves the 
way for a ramp up of aircraft deliveries in 
Europe and continues to propel Cirrus into 
new markets across the world.”

EASA approval comes seven months 
after the FAA certified the Cirrus jet. 
Earlier this month, the company received 
the FAA production certificate for the 

SF50. In addition, the Vision Jet recently 
received approval from the Civil Aviation 
Safety Authority of Australia.

Cirrus said it is now ramping up man-
ufacturing to one aircraft per week. The 
production rate goal is 100 aircraft per 
year next year, and eventually as many as 
125 annually. The company holds orders 
for 600 SF50s worth some $1 billion.

The $1.995-million SF50 is equipped 
with the Cirrus Perspective Touch cockpit 
based on the Garmin G3000 avionics suite 
and powered by a single 1,800-pound-
thrust Williams FJ33-5A turbofan. The 
aircraft is equipped with a ballistic whole-
aircraft parachute system. o

AIRBUS ROLLS OUT DEDICATED CORPORATE HELICOPTERS BRAND

Airbus Helicopters has created a new brand, 
Airbus Corporate Helicopters (ACH), dedi-
cated to private and business aviation cus-
tomers and aligned more closely with sister 
company Airbus Corporate Jets. Formally 
unveiled last month at EBACE, ACH brings 
together engineering support, design spe-
cialists, support specialists, and sales and 
marketing experts to work directly with pri-
vate and business aviation customers.

The new organization will provide con-
cierge-style end-to-end support, from pur-
chase, through training, ownership and pos-
sibly resale, said Frederic Lemos, head of 
private and business aviation for the Euro-
pean company. The organization will have 
a core facility at Oxford Airport in the UK, 
but will work with customers through ACH 
offices around the globe.

Airbus Helicopters has traditionally offered 
support through HCare, but for ACH clients 
it has tailored a package called HCare First.

The company has developed three levels 
of interior furnishing. ACH Line will provide 
the ACH in-house interior cabin focused on 
a light and efficient design with “clean lines 
and spare style.” ACH Exclusive provides a 
more upscale interior focused on “refine-
ment, luxury and comfort,” the company said. 
The third, ACH Editions, will collaborate with 
luxury brands and designers such as Hermes, 
Mercedes-Benz and Peder Eidsgaard.

The new branding tightens the relation-
ship with ACJ, both of which are under the 
same organizational umbrella within Airbus. 
This may involve joint branding efforts, joint 
events and customer coordination. The 
move to dedicate an organization to the 
corporate/VIP market builds on a segment 
in which “we’ve invested a lot of energy 
over the years,” Lemos said. 

Airbus sees the potential for significant 
expansion in that market over the next two 
to three decades.  —K.L.

Nextant 604XT
uContinued from page 4

As we go to press: News from EBACE

Piper’s M600 turbine single can now be registered in 
Europe, thanks to its new type certificate.

The Legacy 650E’s three-zone cabin is a 
draw for customers, says Air Hamburg.





ATP’s custom alerting  
reduces discrepancy downtime
by Matt Thurber

One of the results of Aircraft Technical 
Publishers’ (ATP) acquiring CaseBank 
Technologies is the development of new 
tools using CaseBank’s fault detection 
and troubleshooting software. CaseBank’s 
ChronicX, for example, equips aircraft 
operators to set up automatic detection 
of recurring defects so they can be tack-
led before they cause bigger problems. 
Now ATP has released a new function for 
ChronicX: custom alerting that sends noti-
fications via email to warn about problems 
before the aircraft needs to be grounded.  

Designed for fleet operators, ChronicX 
is currently used by many airlines and is 
under evaluation by large business aircraft 
fleet operators. “We’ve already started con-
versations with [business aviation provid-
ers],” said Steve Lightstone, ATP’s v-p of 
the ChronicX business. “It’s for any orga-
nization where reliability is important.”

 ATP has long been known for distribu-
tion of regulatory and maintenance publi-
cations and for ATP maintenance tracking 
software, but the acquisition of CaseBank 
gave the company new products to offer 
its customers. “It’s much more than just 
regulatory and technical publications,” 
he said. “A lot of customers don’t know 
that.” CaseBank’s SpotLight trouble-
shooting software is used by many busi-
ness jet OEMs, among them Bombardier 
and Gulfstream, and engine manufacturer 
Pratt & Whitney. 

Streamlined Process
The way discrepancy information is 
typically gathered makes it difficult for 
operators to identify trends, a problem 
that ChronicX solves. Most operators 
use some form of logbook where pilots 
and technicians make notes about prob-
lems. The description field in logbooks, 
whether paper or electronic, is usually 
freeform. Pilots or technicians can write 
whatever they want, using any word or 
description, and the text can vary wildly 
for a problem that might be similar or 
even identical.

The other issue is the inconsistency in 
the coding of ATA chapters, so the num-
bers used for that purpose are essentially 
useless, again, because there is no consis-
tent application of chapter and subchapter 
numbers to identify a particular problem. 
“On top of that there’s the notion of identi-
fying recurring problems,” Lightstone said. 
“This creates pain in reliability organiza-
tions [fleet operators].”

Some operators rely on crude spread-
sheets to try to manage logbook data, fur-
ther complicating the search for recurring 
defects, especially with inconsistent ver-
biage in the description field. 

ChronicX uses algorithms and a dic-
tionary of aircraft maintenance synonyms 
and user-defined terms to make sure that 
similar defects can be detected and grouped 
together. Instead of an individual having to 

pore over pages and pages of spreadsheets 
looking for items that might refer to the 
same kind of defect or a recurring problem 
affecting a single component, ChronicX 
can do this automatically. “It means spend-
ing more time fixing rather than finding,” 
he said. This also eliminates the need to 
code logbook entries with ATA chapters, 
because that data doesn’t add any value.

Fifteen months ago, ATP/CaseBank 
had 500 aircraft using ChronicX, and 
that number has since climbed to 2,500. 
“We expect 5,000 by the end of  the year,” 
said Lightstone.

The development of custom alerting 
for ChronicX was a result of customer 
requests. While mining the descriptive text 
is by itself  useful, they wanted a way to 
be notified when the data-mining found a 
special situation, he explained. Users can 
define the search criteria and set rules for 
notifications. But ChronicX’s algorithms 
also know when to issue an alert even if  
the particular similar wording isn’t found. 
“It’s smarter,” he said. “You can define an 
alert for a nosewheel shimmy, and it knows 
the synonyms to kick off an alert—like [the 
term] ‘nose wheel vibration’—so the user 
doesn’t have to input the exact synonyms.”

As more operators move to electronic 
logbooks, tools like ChronicX will be 
able to dig through data faster. Typically, 
operators with paper logbooks rely on 
data entry personnel to re-enter logbook 
entries into a computer, which could intro-
duce errors and delays in mining that data. 

“We’re starting to see the impact of elec-
tronic logbooks,” Lightstone said. “Sev-
eral of our customers are implementing 
them.” Even with re-entry of data, how-
ever, ChronicX can help overcome errors 
by detecting synonyms, even when words 
are misspelled. “There are algorithms that 
help with that,” he said. 
A next step for the CaseBank products is 
to integrate ChronicX with ATP’s mainte-
nance software, according to Victor San-
chez, ATP v-p of product management. 
Text messaging of custom alerting is on 
the ATP roadmap, he said.  Custom alert-
ing is available to ChronicX customers at 
no additional charge.  o
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system. Once all the material is laid out, 
vacuum bagging shrouds are placed over 
the carbon-fiber, and by sucking the air 
out of  the bags, the carbon-fiber is held 
tightly inside the tooling while curing in 
a giant oven. 

Even the wing’s spars are built this way, 
but they undergo another step: pressure 
removal of excess resin using a tool cus-
tom-built by Epic technicians. The tool 
looks like a special wringer, and it rolls 
along and squeezes on the spar carbon 
fiber before lay-up to remove the excess 
air, maximizing strength while minimiz-
ing excess weight. The spar is one single 
piece from wingtip to wingtip.

All components are monitored via 
computer stations positioned along the 
assembly line. Raw composite materials 
must be carefully inventoried and moni-
tored, to make sure they aren’t left out of 
cold-storage for too long. And an excess 
part of  each composite component—a 
test coupon—is subjected to testing to 
ensure the component meets all the appli-
cable standards.

Manufacturing of composite compo-
nents for the production line has already 

begun, for those items that have already 
passed certification testing. 

Composites manufacturing is a com-
plex process, but the benefits are clear 
for an airplane such as the E1000. There 
are far fewer parts needed to put the 
E1000 together. Metal wings, for exam-
ple, would need thousands of  rivets, 
whereas the composite wing consists of 
front and rear spars, ribs and top and 
bottom skins joined without fasteners. 
Where the de-ice boots are glued on to 
the leading edge, instead of  just build-
ing a smooth round shape and attach-
ing the boot, the E1000 has a joggle on 
the top and bottom of the leading edge. 
This slight discontinuity neatly allows the 
boot’s edge to mate flush with the wing 
skin, making for a much more aerody-
namically smooth installation. 

The E1000’s (and Epic LT’s) aileron 
controls are unique, in that cables run all 
the way to the wingtip, driving a bellcrank 
and a pushrod attached to the outboard 
end of  the flight control. This design 
maximizes fuel volume inside the wing, 
contributing to the airplane’s long range. 
The design also simplifies maintenance, 
because the bellcrank mounted at the tip 
of the wing is easily accessible after the 
wingtip has been removed.

The E1000 does have some design 
changes from the kit Epic LT, includ-
ing a wing redesign that came somewhat 
late in the program and caused a delay. 
Engineers at engine manufacturer Pratt 
& Whitney Canada recommended a rede-
sign of  the cowling’s air intake, widen-
ing the mouth and moving it closer to 
the propeller, and this improved intake 
efficiency by about 20 percent, Schrader 
said. The engine is a P&WC PT6-67A 
thermodynamically rated at 1,800 shp, 
flat-rated to 1,200 shp, driving a four-
blade Hartzell propeller.

Cockpit and Cabin
The E1000 features a three-screen Gar-
min G1000 NXi flight deck and a Genesys 
Aerosystems S-Tec IntelliFlight 2100 dig-
ital autopilot. Radar, Iridium transceiver 
and radar altimeter will be optional. 

The cockpit is spacious and comfort-
able, with an interesting feature not found 
in other airplanes: a kidney panel above 
the primary flight display is home to the 
angle-of-attack indicator, flaps indicator 
and warning lights, putting them directly 
in the pilot’s view. 

Twin USB ports are mounted on the 
left and right forward sidewalls. Switches 
are ergonomically designed to match 
the checklist flow. An automatic tank-
sequencing fuel selector simplifies fuel 
management, similar to the system on 
the Daher TBM turboprop. “We spent 
eight months making a clay model of  the 
cockpit,” Schrader said, before nailing 
down the design.

Epic Aircraft is holding off  on reveal-
ing final performance numbers until 
closer to certification, but the kit Epic 
LT has flown 338 ktas at 28,000 feet, and 
Epic promises better than 325 ktas for 
the E1000. Schrader said that kit owners 
generally plan block speeds of 300 knots 
burning 60 gph, and this will be the same 
in the E1000. Range with a full-fuel pay-
load of 1,100 pounds will be 1,650 nm. 
Maximum altitude is 34,000 feet. 

For a pilot moving up from a smaller 
airplane, Schrader said, the Epic E1000 
“is the last step. There is no need to  
buy a jet.” o

Epic E1000 progress
uContinued from page 8

Epic claims the E1000 has head and legroom to accommodate 6’8” passengers. The reclining leather seats in 
the cabin are equipped with small item storage, headset jacks, power ports and beverage holders.
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FAA opts out of punishment for 
Harrison Ford taxiway landing
by Matt Thurber

On February 13 this year, actor and long-
time pilot Harrison Ford landed on Taxi-
way C at John Wayne Airport in Santa 
Ana, Calif., instead of Runway 20L as 
cleared by the tower controller. On April 
3 Ford’s attorney, Steven Hofer, president 
of Aerlex Law Group, released a statement 
that the FAA was not going to sanction 
Ford for the taxiway landing. 

According to Hofer, “The [FAA] has 
notified Mr. Ford that the agency has 
closed its inquiry into his landing at Santa 
Ana Orange County Airport on February 
13, 2017. The FAA conducted a full inves-
tigation into the matter, including an inter-
view with Mr. Ford, and determined that 
no administrative or enforcement action 
was warranted. Mr. Ford retains his pilot 
certificate without restriction.”

While flying into John Wayne Airport, 
Ford was cleared to land on Runway 20L. 
He was warned about possible wake tur-
bulence from an A320 landing on Run-
way 20R. An American Airlines 737 was 
taxiing to hold short of Runway 20L. 
Instead of landing on 20L, Ford flew his 
Aviat Husky—N89HU—over the 737 and 
landed on Taxiway C.

According to FAA tape recordings 
of the John Wayne tower, the controller 
instructed Ford to “make left traffic [Run-
way] 20L, traffic on a two-mile final for 
20R is an Airbus, report it in sight.”

Ford responded: “Got the Airbus in 
sight, 89HU.”

The controller then warned Ford to 
“maintain visual separation, caution 
wake turbulence,” then cleared him to 
land on 20L.

Ford acknowledged the clearance. 
After a long period of silence—about two 
minutes—on the recording, the next voice 
heard is Ford’s, asking: “Tower, 9HU, 
was that airliner airplane supposed to be 
underneath me?”

The controller responded: “N89HU, 
negative, he’s holding short of 20L, you 
landed on Charlie.”

Ford then radioed: “I landed on Charlie?”
“Affirmative, sir,” said the controller, 

“and say parking?”

Call the Tower
After Ford was cleared to taxi to the 
Signature East FBO, he was told, “And 
Husky 9HU, possible pilot deviation, and 
I need you to call the tower, advise when 
you have a pen ready to copy a number.” 
He acknowledged then copied the tower 
phone number.

 Shortly afterwards, Ford telephoned 
the John Wayne tower, and his first words 
to the controller who answered were: 
“Yeah, hi, it’s Husky 89HU, I’m the 
schmuck that landed on the taxiway…” He 
then interrupted the controller’s response 
and continued, “…I was distracted by the 
[unintelligible words] by the airliner, which 
was in movement when I turned to the 

runway and also the wake turbulence from 
the landing Airbus on the parallel runway.”

The controller responded: “OK, 
alright, so just a couple things. So, possible 
pilot deviation, because you were cleared 
to land on the left and you landed on…”

Ford: “I understand…”
Controller: “Alright.”
Ford: “Totally understand.”
The controller explained that he would 

be filling out some paperwork and for-
warding it to the local FAA Flight Stan-
dards District Office (FSDO), then he 
asked for Ford’s name and pilot certificate 
number. Ford then said he had to find the 
certificate, which was in his backpack.

“OK, take your time, no big deal,” said 
the controller.

“Oh, it’s a big deal for me, hold on,” 
said Ford.

After Ford provided the information, 
the controller asked for Ford’s phone 
number for the FSDO to contact him, 
then said that someone from the FSDO 
would be in touch.

Ford responded, “No doubt, thank you 
very much.”

“Alright Mr. [the controller sounds as 
though he got Ford’s name wrong here], 
have a great day, no worries, bye.”

Captain’s Call
The next recording is from the telephone 
call made that same day to the tower by 
the captain of American Airlines Flight 
1456, which was the 737 taxiing then hold-
ing short of Runway 20L, and the airplane 
that Ford flew over.

The controller with whom the captain 
spoke said she was familiar with the inci-
dent. “We’ll definitely do a systems service 
review to see what happened,” she said, 
“but [in] general, I can tell you straight 
up, the Husky was not cleared to land on 
Taxiway Charlie; he was cleared to land 
on 20L. He seemed to switch over…to 

Charlie, very short final—if that—the con-
troller didn’t notice. So the next thing you 
know he’s…rolling out on Charlie.”

The captain then said, “When you 
check your radar tapes, I don’t know if  
you do that or not, he had, the tail of my 
airplane is 42 feet tall. So when he went 
by, if you can tell what he was doing when 
he crossed Taxiway Lima there where we 
were, you get an idea of how close it was.”

The controller explained that the radar 
likely wouldn’t have captured the Husky 
at that low an altitude, but that the con-
troller working the Husky and Flight 1456 
“even stated that there was, at least, less 
than 100 feet, in his perspective. So we 
know it was definitely not a good posi-
tion for him to be in.”

The captain told the controller that 
after being cleared to hold short of Run-
way 20L on Taxiway Bravo, “[I] pulled up 
and held short and then I heard him talk-
ing to a Husky and I was looking forward 
to seeing it ’cause I don’t get to see too 
many Huskys, but we never saw him cause 
he actually landed on Charlie.”

The controller praised the captain for 
“great awareness on the frequency,” then 
told him, “we are definitely looking into 
it to see what needs to be done from here 
on out.”

The captain thanked her, provided his 
phone number and assured her that he 
would file an ASAP report. 

Narrowly Missed?
In the non-aviation media, Ford’s land-
ing on the taxiway and flying over the 
American Airlines jet was characterized 
as “narrowly missing a jetliner carrying 
100 passengers” (LA Times) or “after a 
near-miss with an airliner carrying 116 
people” (Independent).

In fact, the video of the incident shows 
that the Husky’s flight path was in front 
of and possibly just over the nose of the 
American Airlines jet, and thus the 42-foot-
tall tail had no bearing on the clearance 
between the two airplanes. Attorney Hofer 
believes that the wording used by the media 
is “a sensationalized mischaracterization 
of the situation. Harrison could see the 
airplane, he even commented on it, and 
he was well above it as the visual evidence 

demonstrates, both stills and video. I don’t 
think there was any suggestion whatsoever 
there was any serious element of risk. It 
was sensationalized in the media, but no 
one was placed at risk. If anybody had 
been at risk, the FAA’s views on this would 
have been very different.”

According to Hofer, the FAA’s new 
compliance philosophy was a factor in 
the way it resolved the incident. “This is a 
guy who has been flying for more than 20 
years, and he’s got more than 5,000 hours 
in the cockpit and was never subject to 
enforcement or administrative action. 
He’s a very skilled pilot, a very consci-
entious and well trained pilot…He flies 
regularly, trains consistently and attends 
FlightSafety every year. The FAA did not 
conduct this as an enforcement action; it 
gave him the opportunity to participate 
in an interview. He was not under any 
legal obligation to do so, but voluntarily 
chose to. That is consistent with the phi-
losophy of compliance.”

Hofer said that he sat through the 
FAA’s interviews with Ford. “They did not 
treat him with kid gloves,” he said. “They 
were polite but their questions were direct 
and pointed.” 

The FAA inspectors used photos, 
videos and ATC tapes and ran Ford 
through the entire flight, from the pre-
flight inspection at Santa Monica Airport 
to the taxiway landing at John Wayne 
Airport. “They focused on his condi-
tion that morning,” Hofer said, “what he 
had to eat, how much sleep, every aspect 
of the flight, and asked him hard ques-
tions about it. He was absolutely ready to 
respond to every question, and he did so.”

After the interviews, the FAA decided 
to require Ford to participate in airman 
counseling, and he was quizzed on the 
material, he said.

In Hofer’s opinion, the FAA’s new com-
pliance philosophy and counseling of 
errant pilots makes sense. “The amount 
of money and time and resources nec-
essary to conduct a formal enforcement 
action dwarfs the cost of a compliance 
action. [Ford] understands his mistake, 
he was candid and forthright about what 
happened and sincere about nothing like 
that happening again.” o
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NBAA shines light on 
bizav security concerns
by Chad Trautvetter

Business aviation in the U.S. so 
far has avoided many of the secu-
rity regulatory burdens stemming 
from 9/11, but the industry still 
takes security “very seriously,” 
Doug Carr, NBAA’s vice president 
of regulatory and international 
affairs, said at the association’s 
inaugural security conference, 
which was held early this year in 
West Palm Beach, Fla. While the 
association’s other conferences 
and seminars have touched on this 
topic briefly, “This is NBAA’s first 
attempt at a conference dedicated 
to security,” he said.

Because security has always 
been a core priority for busi-
ness aviation, Carr said that 
additional federal regulations—
such as the in-development large 
aircraft rule—might not neces-
sarily yield any better security. 
However, Gregory Reigel of 
law firm Shackelford, Bowen, 
McKinley & Norton said that 
corporate flight departments 
should always be seeking to 
improve security. He suggested 
that departments work with 
their hangar lessor and airport 
management to evaluate and 
strengthen security at home 
base by examining access, sur-
veillance systems and lighting.

Reigel said that flight depart-
ments should also have inter-
nal security policies for vendors 
and employees that address vet-
ting, contract negotiations and 
non-disclosure/confidentiality 
agreements. On the employee 
side, these policies must address 
background checks, travel pol-
icies and non-disclosure/confi-
dentiality agreements.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise 

v-p of global aviation Richard 
Walsh urged business aviation 
operators to take a multi-fac-
eted approach: “One program 
will not provide the solution. It 
has to be a holistic approach; it’s 
no different from how we handle 
aviation safety.” But he acknowl-
edged that getting passengers 
to adhere to the flight depart-
ment’s security protocols can 
be difficult: “Expect that travel-
ers will comply with only what 
they want to. Our customers are 
difficult and can be complacent 
about security.”

Vigilance Required 
Everywhere

But globalization, pressure to 
contain flight department costs 
and operations at smaller, less 
secure airports, among other 
things, have all elevated the 
security risk for corporate air-
craft operators. “In this higher-
threat environment, we have a 
duty to look out for our passen-
gers’ security,” Walsh said. 

On this note, he suggested 
putting together current travel 
and security tips for employ-
ees who travel, either commer-
cially or on board the company 
aircraft. Travel warnings can be 
obtained from the U.S. State 
Department website or flight-
planning companies, he noted. 
Walsh recommended conduct-
ing periodic security and travel 
safety training for employees.

Eric Moilanen of Premier Cor-
porate Security added that being 
out of the country requires even 
more vigilance: “We stand out as 
foreigners. Trust your instincts; 
something usually doesn’t feel 

right before a crime happens.” 
Flight departments should also 
establish some kind of code word 
or phrase that passengers can use 
to alert the flight crew that some-
thing is wrong when they arrive 
for a flight, Walsh said. Should a 
passenger say that word or phrase 
upon their arrival at the airport, 
“Then we can cancel the flight 
for a supposed maintenance or 
weather issue and call the police 
for help.”

Cybersecurity Matters, Too
It’s not just physical security 
threats that should be on a flight 
department’s radar, according to 
NBAA director of information 
technology Todd Wormington. 
Cybersecurity is the “greatest 
threat” to companies, he warned, 
and phishing attacks sent by 
email top the list. “You need to 
train employees on how to spot 
and report suspicious emails,” 
Wormington said. “Routinely 
test them to raise awareness and 
educate about common tricks.”

When logging into com-
pany networks and websites, 

he recommended using two-
tier authentication when avail-
able—the second layer typically 
being an access code sent to a 
cellphone—and always creating 
“strong” passwords. The pass-
word for the complimentary 
Wi-Fi at the conference empha-
sized his point: “longerpassword-
sarebetter.” To avoid password 
fatigue, he suggested using a 
password manager or biometrics.

Wormington said that all 
flight department-issued com-
puters, mobile phones and tab-
lets should be patched with 
software updates as soon as 
they become available. “Attack-
ers are able to exploit vulnerabil-
ities much more quickly—often 
within days of  disclosure,” he 
emphasized. “Automation is the 
key to getting this done quickly 
and universally.”

Firewalls and anti-virus soft-
ware are not a panacea, the 
NBAA staffer said, adding that 
“most malware” can evade both. 
Instead, Wormington advised 
attendees to use security software 
designed to look constantly for 
indicators of attacks or compro-
mises and “isolate compromised 
devices automatically.”

Pilots and passengers should 
avoid using free public Wi-Fi, 
especially in hotels, he noted, add-
ing that using cellular data is safer. 
He recommends using a virtual 
private network (VPN) whenever 
not on the company network for 
added security. Laptops, mobile 
devices, networks and websites 
should be encrypted, Worming-
ton said, while emphasizing main-
taining daily backups to protect 
against accidental data loss and to 
avoid being a victim of ransom-
ware, where a cyber thief blocks 
access to a computer or device 
until a ransom is paid.

But cybersecurity doesn’t 
stop with electronic devices 

that pilots and passengers 
might bring on board the com-
pany airplane. Rockwell Col-
lins principal systems security 
engineer Kelli Wolfe noted that 
the aircraft’s avionics should 
not be immune from cybersecu-
rity scrutiny, especially as sys-
tems have become more digital 
and connected. However, she 
emphasized that there has been 
no successful cyberattack of an 
avionics system yet.

Next-generation all-digital 
backbone avionics systems have 
much more security exposure 
than “closed” systems of the past, 
Wolfe said. Modern avionics rely 
on common networking proto-
cols, complex integrated comput-
ing platforms, mobile enablement 
of  flight-deck services, tight 
integration with the “internet 
of things” and flight-deck ser-
vices and automation of pilot 
control systems. Avionics man-
ufacturers are addressing these 
vulnerabilities, she noted, by lim-
iting accessibility through use of 
authentication and encryption; 
allowing changes only by autho-
rized people or processes; and 
making service functions avail-
able only when needed. Also, per 
Arinc 811, essential aircraft con-
trol, communication and naviga-
tion functions are walled off from 
incoming data from cabin enter-
tainment and other non-essen-
tial systems to protect against a 
cyber attack.

Still, Wolfe said that any 
device connected to the aircraft 
should be treated as a “poten-
tial threat.” As a precaution, she 
suggested that flight departments 
have in place policies and proce-
dures to protect IT equipment 
that connects to their aircraft by 
monitoring security events and 
prohibiting the operation of 
company-issued devices for per-
sonal or unapproved uses. o
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Security has always been a priority for business aviation, even though the crews and passengers often know one another. 
Nonetheless, vigilance is imperative; that was the message at NBAA’s inaugural security conference.

The message to flight departments was simple: security threats are everywhere and can be particularly dangerous as they are not 
only physical. Something as seemingly innocuous as public Wi-Fi could present a significant threat.
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Irish S-92 accident report 
paints picture of confusion
by Mark Huber

“We’re gone.”
Those were the last words from 

the Irish Coast Guard Sikorsky 
S-92A, designated Rescue 116 and 
being operated by CHC, that crashed 
into the sea off Black Rock at 1 a.m. 
local time March 14. The helicopter 
was on approach to refuel at Black-
sod after being dispatched from 
Dublin. Capt. Dara Fitzpatrick was 
recovered but later died in the hos-
pital. The body of chief  pilot Mark 
Duffy was later recovered from the 
sunken cockpit, but the remains of 
winchmen Paul Ormsby and Ciarán 
Smith are still missing.

Rescue 116 was flying cover for 
another Coast Guard S-92 that had 
been dispatched from Sligo to con-
duct a medical evacuation from a 
UK-registered fishing vessel 150 miles 
west of Eagle Island in County Mayo.

The Air Accident Investigation 
Unit (AAIU) of Ireland has released 
its preliminary report into the acci-
dent. It paints a tense narrative of 
an unsure crew operating in poor 
weather with suspect data. During 
the arrival brief, both the aircraft 
commander, who was the pilot fly-
ing, and the chief pilot acknowledged 
that it “had been a while” since they 
had landed at Blacksod. At no time 
during the briefing, according to the 
conversations from the CVR, did the 
crew mention the presence of the 
lighthouse, obstacles or terrain.

Unclear Obstacle Information
Black Rock is in the North Atlan-
tic Ocean, to the northwest of Achill 
Island, County Mayo, on the west 
coast of Ireland. It is the largest of a 
group of rocks lying nine miles west 
of Blacksod Bay, County Mayo. A 
lighthouse painted white and 50 feet 
in height stands on Black Rock. The 

Irish Aviation Authority (IAA) Aero-
nautical Chart West shows an eleva-
tion of 282 feet for the lighthouse.

The helicopter was equipped with 
a Honeywell Mk XXII EGPWS, but 
the system’s databases did not include 
Black Rock or the obstacles (among 
them the lighthouse) on Black Rock, 
Honeywell told Irish authorities. 
“Honeywell’s terrain data is sourced 
from our supplier [named supplier]. 
It is a digitized topographic map-
derived data set. It does not include 
Black Rock. We have looked at alter-
nate sources, including SRTM and 
ASTER. While Black Rock is present 
in these alternate data sets, the actual 
altitude of Black Rock is considerably 
higher than what is indicated in these 
alternate data sets. Our obstacle data 
for the Ireland region is sourced from 
our Type 1 LOA supplier, [named sup-
plier]. This data is originated by the 
[named source], and does not include 
obstacles on Black Rock.”

The low-altitude switch on the 
EGPWS was activated at the time of 
the crash. Among other things, the 
low-altitude switch inhibits warn-
ings above 100 feet agl, significantly 
reduces warning boundaries and 
shortens look-ahead terrain advi-
sory distances.

The report also noted, “The com-
mander set the rad alt to 180 feet and 
the auto-hover height to 150 feet. The 
Primus 701 weather radar was set to 
the GMAP2 ground mapping mode; 
the system manufacturer’s manual 
indicates that this mode provides the 
best sensitivity for ground mapping 
of targets. This mode disables all 
ground clutter and sea clutter reduc-
tion modes (*CR1 and *CR2 modes). 
A weather radar range of 10 miles 
was requested by the commander and 
the copilot confirmed this selection.”

The crew also had access to a mov-
ing map and a company-produced 
route guide to Blacksod. The com-
mander was using the moving map 
on her multifunction display while 
the copilot was using weather radar 
to identify terrain features. Accord-
ing to the report, “The helicopter was 
equipped with a EuroAvionics Euro-
Nav 5 moving map display that had 
a number of maps/charts available 
for selection. The exact information 
in relation to Black Rock and Light-
house varied from none, to detailed, 
depending on the selected map/
chart.” The route guide included des-
ignations and coordinates, hazards, 
obstacles and other comments and 
showed the lighthouse at Black Rock 
with an associated height of 310 feet.

The AAIU has recommended 
that CHC Ireland “review/re-evalu-
ate all route guides in use by its SAR 
helicopters in Ireland, with a view to 
enhancing the information provided 
on obstacle heights and positions, 
terrain clearance, vertical profile, the 
positions of waypoints in relation to 
obstacles and EGPWS database ter-
rain and obstacle limitations.”

In response, CHC said, “A review 
of  all route guides in use is well 
under way as part of our own inter-
nal action. We will continue to fully 
support the AAIU investigation.”  

Accident Sequence
The dialogue among Fitzpatrick, 
Duffy and one of the winchmen in 
the last 34 seconds suggests some 
confusion as to the helicopter’s pre-
cise location. At 26 seconds before 
impact the radar altimeter emits an 
automated altitude callout. Fitz-
patrick seems to think it is an out 
island when analysis later reveals it 
to be an outcropping 0.65 miles from 
Black Rock itself. Then one of the 
winchmen, believed to be assisting 
with navigation by the EO/IR cam-
era, advises the commander, 13 sec-
onds before impact, “You want to 
come right.”

Commander: “OK, come right, 
just to confirm?”

Rear crew: “About…twenty 
degrees right yeah.”

Commander: “OK, come right, 
select heading, select heading.”

Copilot: “Roger…heading selected.”
Rear crew: “Come right now come 

right COME RIGHT (urgently)”
Automated altitude callout, loud 

noise, smoke in baggage automated 
callout.

Copilot: “We’re gone.”
The horizontal stabilizer was 

found on the rock, adjacent to an 
outhouse close to the lighthouse. 
The trailing edge of the root sepa-
rated from the main structure. Frac-
tured sections of the intermediate 
gearbox were also found on the rock. 
Fractured pieces of a wheel rim were 
found close to the helipad. The main 
wreckage was found in the water off  
the southeast side of Black Rock.  o
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z Air Methods Acquisition Closes 
Air Methods, the largest air ambulance company 
in the U.S., has been acquired by the private equity 
firm of American Securities in a $2.5 billion deal 
inclusive of debt. The deal was announced in March 
and closed on April 21. Separately, Air Methods 
appointed Cory Theriot vice president of safety and 
risk management and Alan Einisman vice president 
and chief compliance officer. Theriot joins the 
company from Era Helicopters, where he served 
as vice president of safety and quality assurance; 
Einisman had worked at UnitedHealth Group as vice 
president of international compliance and senior 
associate general counsel.  

z  Deliveries, Orders Surge at  
Airbus Helicopters

Deliveries and new orders surged at Airbus 
Helicopters during the first quarter, but the OEM still 
managed to post a loss for the period, according 
to financial reports released by parent company 
Airbus. Revenue at the helicopter division was up 11 
percent, to €1.291 billion ($1.41 billion) from €1.158 
billion ($1.26 billion) in the year-ago period. However, 
comparable earnings dropped from €33 million ($36 
million) in first-quarter 2016 to a €2 million ($2.18 
million) loss in the first three months of this year. 
Airbus attributed the helicopter unit’s earnings slide 
to “an unfavorable mix and lower commercial flight 
hours in services, as well as impacts associated 
with the partial H225 grounding.” Civil helicopter 
deliveries climbed to 78 in the quarter, up from 56 
in the same period last year. While net helicopter 
orders were up by nine aircraft year-over-year, to 60, 
book-to-bill was still below 1:1 in the quarter. 

z FAA OKs New R44 Interiors 
Ramm Aerospace has received FAA approval for an 
R44 replacement seat kit. The kit comes with precut 
carpet or utility flooring, leather controls boot, a 
wipe-clean bulkhead/headliner and replacement 
seats with detachable and more comfortable 
cushions in blue, tan, or gray leather with an option 
for more under-seat stowage. The kit retails for 
$6,980 and discounts are available to service 
centers and large fleet operators. 

z Red Ink Floating in the Oil Patch 
Era Group reported a wider first-quarter loss on 
lower revenue attributable mainly to the continuing 
softness in the offshore energy market. The first-
quarter loss grew to $5.6 million on operating 
revenue of $54.5 million from a loss of $3.8 million 
in the same period last year on operating revenue of 
$62.6 million. 

z Profits Down at Russian Helicopters
Russian Helicopters posted lower revenue and 
deliveries for last year but boosted services and 
maintenance business by 18 percent. The company 
still managed to post an overall profit of $280 million 
for the year, but that was down 61 percent from 
2015 as deliveries dropped 10.8 percent. Cost of 
production and services also rose sharply, by 13.5 
percent over 2015 levels, the company reported. 
Overall revenue dropped 2.5 percent to $3.36 billion 
on deliveries of 189 helicopters worth $2.84 billion 
and order intake amounted to 396 helicopters with an 
overall backlog valued at $7.99 billion.  —Mark Huber

NEWS UPDATE

AIR-MED OPERATOR EXPANDS WITH AMRG ACQUISITION

Consolidation in the air ambulance industry continues with last month’s 
announcement that Air Medical Group Holdings (AMGH) has agreed to acquire 
the Air Medical Resource Group (AMRG), which operates from 62 bases in 15 
states. Terms of the deal were not disclosed. AMRG owns Eagle Air Med, serv-
ing parts of Arizona, New Mexico, South Dakota, Colorado and Utah; Hawaii 
Life Flight in Hawaii; Guardian Flight in Alaska, Wyoming and Utah; Gallup 
Med Flight and MedStar in New Mexico; Aeromed in Puerto Rico; Valley Med 
Flight in North Dakota, Michigan, Montana, Wisconsin and Minnesota; Alaska 
Regional LifeFlight in Alaska; MountainStar AirCare operating in parts of Idaho, 
Wyoming and Utah; AeroCare Medical Transport serving the Navajo Nation in 
Arizona and the Four Corners region; and Wiregrass Life Flight serving Alabama.

Air Medical Group Holdings is already the nation’s second-largest air ambu-
lance provider behind Air Methods and owns Air Evac Life Team, AirMedCare 
Network, AirMed International, Lifeguard Ambulance, Med-Trans and Reach 
Air Medical Services.

AMGH operates 300 medically equipped helicopters and fixed-wing 
 aircraft from 270 locations.  —M.H.
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Bell training center expands options
by Ian Sheppard

Bell Helicopter is “trying to get 
closer to our customers and 
understand what they need, and 
show them that we can add value 
by providing a local offering,” 
and it is taking steps toward that 
goal with the opening of a Euro-
pean training center. The facility 
in Valencia, Spain, is the com-
pany’s first training center out-
side the U.S.

The centerpiece of  the new 
center, which is incorporated into 
parent company Textron’s exist-
ing Citation Service Center, is 
the Bell 429 Odyssey H Level-D 
simulator manufactured by TRU 
Simulation + Training (another 
Textron property). The device 
has a 240- by 80-degree curved, 
seamless visual system.

AIN was able to experience 
the TRU simulator, which has 
two motion platforms—both 
electrically actuated. One moves 
the main platform and the other 
creates vibration for better sim-
ulation of the helicopter feel. A 
flight over Hong Kong Interna-
tional Airport conducting simu-
lated autorotations illustrated the 
realism of the device.

The device offers several advan-
tages over previous simulators: an 

Apple iPad can be used to replicate 
the instructor station, instructors 
can change scenarios in less than 
a minute, and the cockpit can be 
swapped out for another aircraft. 
The Valencia center has another 
simulator bay available that is 
likely to be for an airplane type, 
scheduled to be in place by year-
end. Paris and Geneva are also 
certified as visual environments.

The training facility already 
has accreditation from various 
countries, along with the EASA. 
A Bell 429 type rating involves 
22 to 24 hours of ground school 
and 12 hours in the simulator, 
and takes two weeks (10 business 
days); recurrent training requires 
seven hours’ training, 4.5 of them 
in the sim, and takes three days 
to complete. For EASA train-
ing, two hours’ training and a 
skills test in the actual helicop-
ter is then required to complete 
the type rating. Not all national 
aviation authorities require this.

The facility builds on the 
company’s previous investment 
in the region. A year ago Bell 
opened a new paint shop and 
completion center at its MRO 
facility in Prague, Czech Repub-
lic. The Swedish National Police 

and Turkish National Police are 
among the key European cus-
tomers, said Glenn Isbell, Bell 
v-p for customer services and 
support, adding that “there are 
some other tenders out there” 
for more orders, “specifically 
for the 429.”

Ray Lamas, general manager 
for global customer training, said 
“our customers love our train-
ing but want it in their regions. 
It’s been a fantastic joint project 
[with TRU] and shows the power 
of pairing a manufacturer with a 
simulator company. We find it to 
be as close as you can get to the 
actual product.” The company 
reports strong interest from Latin 
American customers as well.

Jacub Hoda, managing direc-
tor of Bell Europe and Russia, 
said the new facility shows “Bell’s 
commitment to Europe. We’ve 
been here 40 years and have a 
repair facility in the UK [Rotor 
Blades at Warminster] and our 
Prague facility, so we can now 
deliver from Prague to our Euro-
pean customers. It’s the second 
largest rotorcraft market in the 
world and we see huge poten-
tial still.” He added that before 
the 429, Bell had only 4 percent 
of European helicopter orders, 
whereas it now accounts for 
20 percent, “despite the world-
wide market,” which has seen 
the 1,300-helicopter order book 
three years ago fall to “only 500 
last year.” However, he noted that 
the 429 has proved particularly 
popular with parapublic opera-
tors, and the company is “con-
stantly improving the product. 
For example we just made the 
first sale of the wheeled landing-
gear variant of the 429, for a pri-
vate operator in Austria.” o

U.S. Navy seeks sims 
for primary training
by Mark Huber

Textron’s TRU Simulation & 
Training is preparing to bid on 
a forthcoming U.S. Navy request 
for proposal (RFP) that seeks 
to stretch the service life of  the 
service’s Bell TH-57 Sea Hawk 
trainers by shifting 9 percent of 
the in-aircraft training to sim-
ulators, or about 7,000 flight 
hours per year. The Navy’s TH-
57s, derivatives of  the 206B-3 
JetRanger III, are 35 years old 
with at least 25,000 hours per 
aircraft. The fleet’s age makes 
for rising maintenance costs. 

The Navy will eventually 
replace these aircraft with new 
single-engine IFR aircraft, the 
Advanced Helicopter Training 
System (ATS), but that could 
be years in the offing. The Navy 
trains 500 primary helicop-
ter pilots per year for itself, the 
Marines, the Coast Guard and 
foreign services from Whiting 
Field in Pensacola, Fla.

Contracts Under Way
Contract awards for the simu-
lators could come by early next 
year, according to Eric Buer, 
TRU’s capture lead for the con-
tract competition and a former 
Marine Corps helicopter pilot. 
Nine months later the first three 
simulators have to be operational 
at Whiting Field in Pensacola. 

Within 24 months all 14 
devices have to be fully oper-
ational and the winning bid-
der must dispose of  current six 
instrument trainers and static 
systems the Navy uses for pro-
cedural training. The Navy is 
looking to acquire 14 flight-
training devices (FTDs), a 
mix of  static Level 6s and full-
motion Level 7s.

Buer said TRU’s Level 7s 
will feature the electric “mini-
motion” system with six degrees 
of throw and high-fidelity graph-
ics providing a 220-degree field 
of  view (including the chin 
bubble), be capable of  linking 
together for practicing skills like 
formation flying, and be night-
vision-goggle capable. 

It also incorporates what Buer 
called the “hover helper,” which 
allows instructors to limit con-
trol inputs to teach people more 
quickly how to hover and can 
be loaded with multi-mission 
features for the Navy’s training 
client base such as sea states, 
search-and-rescue patterns and 
shipboard operations for the 
Coast Guard. The high-defini-
tion visual cueing means stu-
dents will be able to see details 
down to which way “the grass 
blows and the leaves move.”

Buer said the Navy is look-
ing for a turnkey operation 
with ground instruction, sim-
ulator instruction, simulators 
and simulator maintenance and 
is seeking robust devices capable 
of  operating 18 hours a day, six 
days a week. 

“It really would relieve a lot of 
stress on the Navy while allow-
ing it to produce a better pilot 
while at the same time taking 
stress off  the fleet of  JetRang-
ers until they can make the leap 
to the next Advanced Helicopter 
Training System,” he said. 

Given that the Navy has 
replacement aircraft in mind, 
Buer noted that TRU’s sims would 
easily convert, largely via software 
upgrades, to be compatible with 
whatever ATS single-engine heli-
copter the service selects. o

A Bell 429 Odyssey H Level D simulator is the centerpiece of Bell’s training center 
in Valencia, Spain. The new facility builds on the company’s efforts to bring service, 
support and training closer to its customers. 

As it considers a replacement for the TH-57, the U.S. Navy wants to reduce flight time 
on the aging helicopter by transitioning some training to simulators.
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Erickson emerges from bankruptcy 
with leaner business structure 
by Mark Huber

Utility-rotorcraft service pro-
vider Erickson has emerged 
from bankruptcy proceedings 
and appointed Andy Mills as 
interim CEO. Erickson filed for 
reorganization in November list-
ing debts of $561 million, largely 
resulting from its 2013 acquisi-
tions of Evergreen Helicopters 
and Air Amazonia and govern-
ment and oil services contracts 

that either folded or never mate-
rialized. As part of the reorgani-
zation, Erickson divested itself of 
Air Amazonia and most of the 
mixed fleet of helicopters that 
came with the Evergreen acqui-
sition. It also wiped out $400 
million in debt, numerous air-
craft leases and leases at “oner-
ous rates,” Mills said. “We were 
also able to restructure our own-
ership. Our new owners are a 
widely diverse group of share-
holders and some former bond 
holders. We’ve improved our 

liquidity tremendously.” With the 
new ownership, Erickson is now 
classified as a small business and 
qualifies for small-business set-
aside contracts.

He said the company plans to 
keep its workforce at the current 
level of 700 employees, trimmed 
from 870 in the months leading 
up to the bankruptcy filing. Mills 
said that employees are about 
equally distributed between field 
operations and Erickson’s MRO 
and support divisions. The repo-
sitioned Erickson will operate 
a fleet of 20 S-64 Aircranes, for 
which it holds the type certifi-
cate, and 20 medium helicop-
ters composed of two types: 12 
Bell 214STs and eight Airbus 
330J Pumas. Before the bank-
ruptcy, the company operated 
a mixed fleet of 70 helicopters, 
Mills said. “We’re operating 42 
aircraft right now,” two of them 
airplanes. “We build, service and 
maintain all of the [rotorcraft] we 
fly. That’s unusual for most oper-
ators,” he said. 

One new Aircrane is currently 
under construction, an S-64E for 
the Government of South Korea 
Forest Service, and Mills hopes 
to add more new production this 
year. The South Korean contract 
is the first new-build Aircrane in 
eight years, and that helicopter is 
35 percent complete with the goal 
of finishing by year-end. He also 
intends to build the powerline and 
firefighting businesses for Erick-
son’s fleet of owned Aircranes. 

He said the powerline business 
has grown “substantially” over 
the last few years.

Under a 2015 agreement with 
Bell, Erickson is a certified main-
tenance center for 214Bs and 
214STs and holds FAA parts 
manufacturing approval (PMA) 
for 214 parts with approved 
design data received from Bell. 
The Pumas are used mainly for 
U.S. Navy ship VertRep (vertical 
replenishment) contracts. Erick-
son is refurbishing Navy Sikorsky 
MH-53Es under subcontract. Its 
MRO division provides contract 
machining for Bell and Sikorsky. 
“We have some unique machin-
ing capabilities that we’ve devel-
oped over the years to support 
the Aircrane and now we are 
using those to support outside 
customers,” Mills said. He added 
that, with the divestment of Air 
Amazonia, Erickson’s energy-
related business accounts for less 
than 10 percent of its portfolio. 
“Our main oil-and-gas revenue 
now comes from doing heli-por-
table rig moves with the Air-
crane,” he said.

Mills sees the potential to 
expand not only Erickson’s sig-
nature Aircrane business, but also 
its MRO and government service 
businesses. “We need all three seg-
ments as a company now. We see 
some good growth opportunities 
coming, particularly in MRO. 
We’ve managed to keep our core 
business intact and we are bullish 
on our future.” o

Gearbox blamed in 
Super Puma crash
The Accident Investigation 
Board of Norway (AIBN) issued 
another preliminary report on 
April 28 about the fatal crash 
of a CHC Airbus Helicopters 
EC225LP (LN-OJF) near Turoy 
on April 26 last year that killed 
all 13 people on board. The heli-
copter was cruising at 140 knots 
at 2,000 feet when the main rotor 
separated from the aircraft.

Throughout last summer, most 
of the worldwide fleet of EC225s 
remained grounded. While the 
EASA cleared the type for return 
to flight in October contingent on 
a more stringent inspection regime 
and component replacement, it 
remains grounded by authori-
ties in Norway and the UK, and 
several operators elsewhere have 
declined to return the type to ser-
vice. The latest AIBN report is not 
final and the investigation is con-
tinuing. However, it concludes that 
the cause of the accident “was a 
result of a fatigue fracture in one 
of the eight second-stage planet 
gears in the epicyclic module of 
the main rotor gearbox.”

The AIBN’s findings and con-
clusions to date will provide lit-
tle comfort for Airbus, which is 
facing litigation and continuing 
public relations fallout from the 
accident as it attempts to rebuild 
market confidence in the EC225. 

Investigator Conclusions
The AIBN concluded that the 
planet gear failed without warn-
ing and that onboard systems 
were unable to detect its degra-
dation before failure. The board 
noted, “The observed failure 
mode in this accident (crack ini-
tiation and propagation with lim-
ited spalling) seems to differ from 
what was expected or foreseen 
during the design and certifica-
tion of the main rotor gearbox. 

“The fracture propagated in 
a manner that was unlikely to 
be detected by the maintenance 
procedures and the monitoring 
systems fitted to LN-OJF at the 
time of  the accident. The certifi-
cation process and certification 
specifications for large rotor-
craft related to catastrophic fail-
ure, and requirements for safety 
barriers will be subject to fur-
ther investigation.”

The board said there are 
marked similarities between the 
crash of LN-OJF and the 2009 
crash of an Airbus AS332L2 off  
the coast of Scotland (G-REDL). 
“The crack propagation path in the 
retrieved second-stage planet gear 

in this accident (LN-OJF) appears 
to be very similar to the estimated 
crack growth in G-REDL.”

After the release of the report, 
Airbus Helicopters CEO Guil-
laume Faury issued this state-
ment: “In the course of  the 
AIBN investigation, additional 
elements brought by the 2016 
accident showed that there were 
mechanical similarities between 
the 2016 accident and an earlier 
one in 2009. We were not aware 
of any related issue at the time 
of the 2016 accident. The infor-
mation available to us from the 
2016 accident has allowed us to 
take protective measures that 
we could unfortunately not have 
put in place in 2009 based on the 
knowledge and evidence available 
at the time, and also because sig-
nificant parts from the 2009 acci-
dent were never recovered.”

However, the AIBN noted 
the crash of  a Super Puma-
series helicopter with similarities 
to LN-OJF’s—an Aerospatiale 
SA330J on Dec. 16, 1980 in Bru-
nei, in which the entire main rotor 
system detached in flight. Investi-
gators in that accident pointed at 
“planetary gear failure in the sec-
ond stage of the two-stage epicy-
clic main gearbox reduction gear” 
as the likely cause. 

Between the 2009 and 2016 
accidents, Airbus reported that 
only two second-stage planet 
gears were removed from epicy-
clic gearboxes as a result of spall-
ing or micro-pits on the outer 
race—similar to the damage 
observed from LN-OJF. None of 
the damaged gears was subjected 
to laboratory analysis.

While the EC225LP has a 
chip detection system, the AIBN 
noted that only the mast bearing 
chip detector, the epicyclic mod-
ule chip detector and the sump 
chip detector are connected to a 
flight crew warning circuit; the oil 
cooler chip detector is not con-
nected to any warning system and 
must be inspected visually. Four 
days and 15 flight hours before 
the Turoy accident, visual inspec-
tions of LN-OJF’s chip detectors 
found no magnetic debris. 

The AIBN reported that Air-
bus Helicopters has “performed 
a worldwide survey on the detec-
tion technologies (mainly vibra-
tion but not limited to) of cracks 
inside an epicyclic train for rel-
evant industries. Their conclu-
sion is that no solution currently 
exists on the market for such deg-
radation detection.”  —M.H.

Erickson uses its Pumas mostly to fulfill vertical replenishment contracts for the U.S. Navy.

Andy Mills, Erickson CEO
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S-92 shipments, used values 
stuck in oil sector downwash
With oil stuck at around $50 per barrel, 
the worldwide demand for heavy heli-
copters is stuck with it, as more offshore 
operators curtail operations and shift to 
medium and super-medium twins. Not 
even the temporary grounding of much 
of the world’s Airbus Helicopters Super 
Puma fleet following the April 2016 Turoy 
crash (see facing page) seemed to mate-
rially lift the fortunes of  the Lockheed 
Martin Sikorsky S-92A, as a good portion 
of that fleet was already underutilized. 

According to the General Aviation 
Manufacturers Association (GAMA), 
last year Sikorsky shipped seven S-92s, 
while Airbus shipped nine H225s and 10 
H215s. This compares to Sikorsky ship-
ping 16 S-92s in 2015, 42 in 2014, 37 in 
2013, 30 in 2012 and 20 in 2011, accord-
ing to the GAMA data. 

Heavy Values Declining
Helicopter valuation service HeliValue$ 
reported that its Q1 2017 analysis suggests 
portions of the used helicopter market may 
be rebounding off the bottom, including 
the turbine-single market, but such is not 
the case for heavies in general and the S-92 
in particular. “The single-turbine market 
seems to be fairly active right now,” with 
“older Airbus AS350B2 and Bell 206L-3 
values improving,” HeliValue$ reported. 
However, it noted that resale values for 
newer used singles and light twins remain 
soft, as is demand for heavies that primar-
ily service the battered offshore energy sec-
tor. “The number of Sikorsky S-92As on 
the market is rising, mostly because of a 
dearth of contract renewals. Unfortunately, 
some of the contracts that are renewing are 
now requiring alternative aircraft such as 
super-mediums. Both asking prices and 
market demand for used S-92As have been 
declining over the past two quarters. There 
are some bright spots, but the oil market 

probably has the biggest impact on the heli-
copter industry as a whole.”

The softness of  the S-92 market is 
driven not only by depressed oil prices 
and the “paucity of contracts in the North 
Sea,” HeliValue$ said, but also by the abil-
ity of operators to cost-effectively substi-
tute super-mediums such as the Airbus 
H175 and the AgustaWestland AW189 
into missions previously served by heav-
ies in “an already saturated market.” In 
some cases still smaller aircraft such as 
AW139s have been substituted for heav-
ies in these markets.

“Any way you look at it, contract activ-
ity is low and some available contracts are 
now requiring alternatives to the S-92A,” 
HeliValue$ said. Even lower values for 
used S-92s may be right around the cor-
ner as operators shift to more efficient air-
craft. “As a consequence, we see some used 
S-92As being returned to banks at the end 
of their contracts. With virtually no sec-
ondary market for this aircraft, there has 
been little interest in what is coming onto 
the market. The trend of depressed values 
will likely continue until oil prices recover 
to a level that is profitable in the North 
Sea or the values of the S-92A reach a 
level that competes with super-mediums,” 
HeliValue$ said. —M.H.
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Sikorsky shipped seven S-92s last year, and 
things have not improved since, with the 
manufacturer handing over no S-92s in the 
first quarter of this year, according to GAMA.

LEONARDO DELIVERS GRANDNEW

Last month at EBACE, Italian helicopter manufacturer Leonardo 
delivered one VIP helicopter and signed a deal for another, help-
ing fuel the company’s perception that a recovery in the VIP rotor-
craft segment is starting.

In a ceremony at EBACE, Mountainflyers Helicopters Switz-
erland accepted its first twin-engine helicopter, the AW109SP 

GrandNew. Based at Bern Airport, Mountainflyers provides pilot 
training and air-taxi service with a fleet of AS350 AStars, and it 
will make its first foray into VIP transport with the new helicopter.

The Mountainflyers helicopter is outfitted with a  custom 
luxury interior, featuring a minibar, cabin climate control, 
leather seating, power ports, reading lights, and a private  

cabin intercommunication system.
The single-pilot certified AW109SP can seat six in the cab-

in, plus another passenger in the cockpit. The helicopter, with 
a base price of approximately €5.5 million, also comes factory 
equipped with ADS-B out, which is expected to receive EASA and 
FAA certification this month.  —C.E.
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ForeFlight and Jeppesen  
form mobile app alliance
by Matt Thurber

Aviation app developer Fore-
Flight and Boeing’s Jeppesen are 
working together to provide new 
data for the ForeFlight Mobile 
app (iOS only) and new func-
tionality for Jeppesen’s Flight-
Deck Pro mobile app running 
on iOS and Windows devices.

The alliance between the two 
companies stemmed from cus-
tomer requests, according to 
Jeppesen COO Ken Sain. “I’ve 
been a ForeFlight customer for 
some time,” he said. “It really 
was about customer input. The 
number-one question [from cus-
tomers] is, ‘When can we get 

Jeppesen charts on ForeFlight?’” 
He added that Jeppesen wants to 
partner with “leaders like Fore-
Flight,” because Jeppesen has “a 
mindset of bringing in the best 
capabilities inside and outside 
our walls. This will make lots of 
happy pilots around the world.”

Additional Functionality
For both ForeFlight Mobile and 
Jeppesen FliteDeck Pro cus-
tomers, the alliance solves two 
problems.

ForeFlight is popular with 
business aviation and even air-
line and military pilots, but its 

chart coverage has been limited 
to the U.S. and Canada. Jeppe-
sen’s coverage is worldwide, but 
its FliteDeck Pro app isn’t con-
sidered by some pilots to be as 
user-friendly for weather and 
navigation functions as Fore-
Flight Mobile. If  Jeppesen 
charts were available on Fore-
Flight, then ForeFlight Mobile 
users could use the app all over 
the world. (Garmin Pilot cus-
tomers have been able to do this 
since July 2016, by purchasing a 
Jeppesen subscription and using 
Jeppesen charts in the Pilot app.)

There are two key elements to 

the ForeFlight-Jeppesen alliance. 
First, ForeFlight is adding Jeppe-
sen’s global navigational, terrain 
and obstacle data to ForeFlight 
Mobile, starting with version 9.1 
this summer. After that, version 
9.2 will add Jeppesen terminal 
charts, and version 9.3 will pro-
vide Jeppesen en route maps. 

ForeFlight users will be able to 
purchase Jeppesen data directly 
in the ForeFlight Mobile app. 
ForeFlight business users who 
already have a Jeppesen subscrip-
tion with an unused product key 
can use that to link the Jeppesen 
charts to their ForeFlight app. 
Subscribers to Jeppesen data for 
panel-mounted avionics will also 
be able to add service for their 
mobile devices, but will have to 
contact Jeppesen for that option.

Adding Jeppesen charts to 
ForeFlight will cost $199 per 
year for U.S. coverage. Prices for 
European coverage have yet to 
be announced. Canada/Alaska 
will cost $179, Africa $417 and 
the Middle East and South Asia 
$421 per year.

FliteDeck Pro Upgrades
The second result of the alliance 
is that Jeppesen is upgrading its 
FliteDeck Pro app, both the iOS 
(Apple) and Microsoft Windows 
versions, with “a combination of 
the familiar capabilities in Flite 
Deck Pro and significant features 
and functionality from Fore-
Flight Mobile,” according to the 
company. While not providing 
specifics, Sain said that a Jeppe-
sen customer advisory board has 
been providing input on features 
they want to see in FliteDeck Pro. 
“We’ve created a backlog of a 
number of features and function-
ality and user experience design 
elements,” he said, “using the best 
qualities of both apps. Today 
we’re reviewing the working soft-
ware with our maps and the Fore-
Flight user experience.”

FliteDeck Pro is one of few 
electronic flight bag (EFB) apps 
available for the Windows operat-
ing system, and updating it with 

new features from ForeFlight 
could make the Windows platform 
more attractive to pilots who pre-
fer non-Apple devices. The new 
version incorporating ForeFlight 
functionality—FliteDeck Pro 
4.0—will be released in January.

The most recent update of 
FliteDeck Pro (3.0 iOS and 9.0 
Windows) added features such as 
SmartNotes to facilitate access to 
charting information relevant to 
the flight plan; tailored en route 
data for adding company-specific 
content; and integrated high-res-
olution airport moving maps for 
nearly 1,000 airports worldwide, 
according to Jeppesen.

The alliance between Fore-
Flight and Jeppesen brings 
together “the core DNA of both 
companies,” said ForeFlight co-
founder and CEO Tyson Weihs. 
“Both companies were founded 
by aviators passionate about 
solutions. The teams are working 
together to build amazing capabil-
ities. We have the opportunity to 
pick [the best] from the toy chest 
of things done on both sides.”

“It’s really going to improve 
the user experience and situa-
tional awareness,” said Sain. “It’s 
gorgeous software; you’re going 
to like it.”

Asked why the two compa-
nies didn’t merge or why Jeppe-
sen didn’t buy ForeFlight, Weihs 
said, “It’s clear this is a part-
nership. We think it’s impor-
tant, for solving challenges in 
aviation, that companies part-
ner up. There are things we can 
do faster and better by partner-
ing. Jeppesen has really been 
working at an incredible pace, 
as a result of  recent mindset 
changes. We’ve been doing this 
for only a handful of  months, 
and already we’re working in 
an agile fashion and cross-
pollination is already happen-
ing. We’re learning about the 
significance and importance of 
highly regulated environments 
[with which Jeppesen is famil-
iar]. We’re looking forward to 
many years of  innovation.” o

DON’T THROW AWAY THOSE CRTs

The glass-cockpit revolution has accelerated with the 
advent of reliable, long-lasting and high-resolution 
liquid-crystal displays (LCDs), but that revolution 
started when mechanical and electromechanical 
instruments were replaced with an earlier form of 
glass, the cathode-ray tube (CRT). Perhaps surpris-
ingly, thousands of CRTs are still flying in airliners 
and business aircraft. However, CRTs aren’t nearly 
as long-lasting as LCDs, and they suffer from draw-
backs that make them not as well suited to modern 
avionics display tasks.

For many reasons, however, 
upgrading to LCDs—despite 
all the options—isn’t always a 
straightforward decision. Many 
older aircraft simply aren’t worth 
upgrading, yet they still have 
some value and must have work-
ing avionics. And that is where 
companies such as INAir, Millen-
nium International, Thomas Elec-
tronics and Thomas Global Systems 
come in.

“The biggest part of our revenue 
is CRT-based display units, particu-
larly the Honeywell systems,” said 
Roger Messick, president of INAir 
Legacy Avionics Solutions of Indianap-
olis, Ind. The display his company overhauls most is 
the Honeywell DU-870 CRT found in Primus 1000 and 
2000 flight decks. “Honeywell is trying to convince 
operators to replace old DU-870 CRTs [with LCDs],” 
he said. “We’ve got a long-term commitment to repair 
that unit.”

Messick estimates about 5,000 DU-870s are still in 
the field, with some business jets carrying three to six 
of the displays; each Embraer ERJ145 has five of the 
CRTs. “We’re getting a lot of traction in the business 
jet world and also on ERJ145s,” he said. “We have a 
pretty good base of business with the regional airlines.”

CRTs tend to last much longer in business jets than 
in airliners, according to Messick. “The lifetime on a 
CRT is longer on a business jet than a regional jet 
because they’re not turned on as frequently.” Many 
variables affect CRT life, making it hard to predict when 
they will fail.These factors include heat in the cockpit, 

brightness levels, how often they are being switched 
from one screen to the other and so on.

Japan’s Toshiba manufactures these CRTs and it still 
makes all the parts needed for repairs, according to 
Claude Peoples, vice president of sales and service for 
Millennium International, based in Lee’s Summit, Mo. 
“There are thousands of them out there, and there is 
no lack of parts to repair them,” he said. Millennium 
has commitments from Toshiba to supply CRT parts 
through 2025, for screens found in avionics systems 

by Honeywell, Rockwell Collins and Thales.
Typical turn-time for a Honey-

well DU-870 is one day, he said, 
and the cost of the repair is about 
80 percent less than a new Hon-
eywell LCD DU-875. Millennium 
CRT overhauls are warranted for 
two years.

INAir also provides a two-
year warranty, and it also sources 
parts from Toshiba. Messick said 
that INAir plans to support CRTs 
through at least 2030, and he is 
assessing INAir’s needs and buy-
ing enough inventory to last that 
long. “We have a long-term sup-
plier agreement with Toshiba,” he 

said, “but Toshiba is closing that fac-
tory in 2020.”

The overhaul typically requires replacement of the 
CRT display and the power supply—which is manufac-
tured in the U.S.—and involves a detailed inspection 
of circuit boards and any necessary repairs. 

“What’s eventually going to happen,” said Mes-
sick, “and this will take another 10 to 12 years, is that 
these aircraft will be too old and cost-prohibitive to 
support. Our whole business is at the tail end of this 
market, the aging legacy aircraft. Our slice is the avi-
onics piece. We’re there to service them, to keep 
them flying as cost-effectively as possible. This busi-
ness has really improved because of the price of jet 
fuel. Newer aircraft are more fuel efficient, and when 
fuel costs too much there is a drive to park old air-
planes. But when the cost of fuel comes down, they 
keep old aircraft longer. There are a lot of market fac-
tors that play into this.” —M.T.

As part of a phased implementation, ForeFlight users will be able to get Jeppesen charts 
on their iOS devices beginning this summer.



Work remains for en route Data Comm 
by Matt Thurber

Pilots flying business jets and air-
liners in the U.S. are getting accus-
tomed to digital clearances, now 
that the FAA has implemented 
Data Comm at 55 airports with 
Tower Data Link Service (TDLS)-
equipped facilities. The next step is 
Data Comm for en route operations, 
yet there are some issues that need to 
be resolved before this takes place.

A 146-page draft advisory circu-
lar—AC 90-117, Data Link Com-
munications—outlines the plans 
for further implementation of Data 
Comm services. The comment period 
for the draft AC ended on May 15. 
One of the key issues has to do with 
“push-to-load” capability, by which 
a digital clearance is not only sent to 
an aircraft but also can be automati-
cally loaded into the FMS.

Currently, most pilots using dig-
ital clearances at the TDLS airports 
transmit the clearance request and 
receive the clearance digitally, but 
they still have to input it into the 
FMS instead of  using the push-to-
load feature (which isn’t available 
on all FMSs). 

Any aircraft equipped with 
Future Air Navigation System 
(Fans) avionics can take advantage 
of  the new controller-pilot data-
link communications (CPDLC) 

digital clearance (DCL) service at 
the TDLS airports. The advantage 
of  DCL is that the clearance and 
any revisions are sent digitally to the 
aircraft, and there is no need to call 
clearance delivery on the radio to 
request the clearance. This is espe-
cially efficient at busy airports where 
it is often difficult for pilots to break 
into the frequency to request a clear-
ance on the radio. With DCL, even 
though they are then inputting the 
clearance into the FMS, the process 
keeps the pilots in the loop, ensur-
ing that they are confirming all the 
elements in the clearance as they 
update or input the flight plan. 

Implementation Issues
At first glance, push to load seems 
like a natural step, removing the bur-
den of all that button pushing to 
get the clearance into the FMS. Yet 
there are some issues with the proce-
dure, and while the draft FAA advi-
sory circular implies that push to 
load will be mandatory for CPDLC 
en route operations, it might not yet 
be ready for implementation.

One issue is when a pilot might 
receive an en route clearance and 
whether there is enough time to 
make sure a push-to-load clearance 
is correctly entered into the FMS. 

Clearly, the descent into a busy ter-
minal area might not be the best 
time to let a push-to-load clearance 
go straight into the FMS, because 
the pilots need time for a quality 
control check before the autopi-
lot blindly follows the flight plan. 
Obviously, making any complicated 
update to a flight plan in busy air-
space is challenging, but some might 
question whether it is a good idea to 
allow this to happen automatically.

Another issue is that FMSs on 
aircraft equipped for Fans opera-
tions are already DCL capable, but 
not necessarily push-to-load capable. 
These aircraft still could benefit from 
en route CPDLC, however, because 
they have the equipment needed to 
send and receive digital messaging, 
just not push-to-load clearances. 

Basically, as Universal Avionics 
pointed out in a recent blog on the 
subject, the FAA needs to create guid-
ance to help avionics manufacturers 
“produce a system that is fully com-
pliant with correctly loading a route 
in a manner that ensures the route 
on the aircraft continues to match the 
route the controllers are using on the 
ground.” This would also help ensure 
that the avionics manufacturers “have 
more time to develop solutions, once 
the system is perfected for both for-
ward-fit and retrofit aircraft.” 

Push-to-load is already under 
way on some aircraft, and there have 
been problems with incorrect infor-
mation being entered into the FMS, 
and pilots and controllers disagree-
ing about the route to be flown. 
Among the recommendations sub-
mitted by Universal Avionics is this, 
which urges the FAA not to make 
push-to-load mandatory: “Elimi-
nate requirement for ‘push-to-load,’ 
and base approval on system designs 
that satisfy safety, performance and 
interoperability requirements.” o
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z Avionics Sales See Uptick in Q1
Worldwide avionics sales for business and general 
aviation aircraft reached $566 million in the first 
three months of this year, a 0.01-percent increase 
over the same period last year, according to the 
Aircraft Electronics Association (AEA). “Although 
the sales amount was nearly identical to the first 
three months of 2016,” AEA noted, “it marked the 
first time since the fourth quarter of 2015 that sales 
rose during the same period from the previous 
year, snapping a string of seven consecutive 
quarterly reports showing a decline in sales from 
the previous year.” 

The first-quarter number this year consists 
of $323 million for retrofit sales and $243 million 
in forward-fit sales. In that period, retrofit sales 
climbed rapidly compared with 2016, up 25.9 
percent. Forward-fit sales dropped 21.4 percent 
in this year’s first quarter compared with the same 
period last year. Companies that measure their 
results by region reported that for the first quarter 
this year, 69.3 percent of sales were in the U.S. 
and Canada and 30.7 percent in other markets. 
The amounts reported reflect net sales prices for 
all electronic sales: components and accessories 
in the cockpit, cabin and software, along with 
hardware, batteries and chargeable product 
upgrades.

z Gogo 2Ku Goes Live for Bizjets
Gogo Business Aviation’s first 2Ku satellite 
communications system for a business aviation 
customer has been installed in an ACJ319 operated 
by Europe’s K5 Aviation. Fokker Services performed 
the systems integration, EASA STC and installation 
at its facilities in Hoogerheide, The Netherlands. 

The dual-antenna 2Ku system requires a larger 
aircraft, and is thus suited for large business 
aircraft. Gogo has already installed 170 2Ku 
systems for eight airlines, and 14 airlines operating 
1,600 aircraft have placed 2Ku orders. 

The 2Ku satcom can deliver peak antenna 
speeds of 70 Mbps, according to Gogo, “with 
four times the surface area of conventional aero 
antennas.” Gogo is developing speedier versions 
of 2Ku using a new modem design that will work 
with next-generation satellites, and this “has the 
capacity to deliver peak speeds of 200+ Mbps to 
the aircraft,” the company said. 

z FAA and Aireon Flight-test ADS-B
As part of a larger validation effort to test space-
based automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast 
(ADS-B) technology, the FAA successfully flew a 
test in its Global 5000 to validate ADS-B signals 
captured by satellite. The Global 5000 was 
equipped with three Aireon payloads to receive 
data and top- and bottom-mounted fuselage 
antennas. The space-based ADS-B receivers 
are installed in Iridium Next satellites, which are 
being launched to create Iridium’s new high-speed 
satcom network. Aircraft with the proper equipment 
will be able to send ADS-B signals via the Next 
satellites, which means that ADS-B surveillance 
could then work anywhere in the world, not just 
where ADS-B ground stations are available. 

During the test, according to Aireon, “A total of 
2,462 ADS-B messages were received and decoded 
providing comparable data to that of terrestrial ADS-B 
stations.” Aireon’s space-based ADS-B system is 
scheduled to be operational next year. —Matt Thurber

BLUE AVIONICS SOLVES  
TAWS MODE 5 ALERTING CONUNDRUM

As NextGen capabilities are added to 
avionics that weren’t designed with 
modern conveniences such as LPV 
approaches, making all these tech-
nologies work together smoothly is an 
issue. Blue Avionics has studied the 
challenges and developed configu-
rable adaptable avionics equipment 
that interfaces between various 
types of equipment. The company’s 
BA-440 Router/Filter, for example, 
allows operators to take advantage of 
advanced technology and eliminates 
the need to replace older avionics with 
far more expensive new products.

Airline airBaltic wanted to upgrade 
its Bombardier Q400s with Universal 
Avionics UNS-1Ew satellite-based 
augmentation system (SBAS) FMSs. 
This would equip the fleet to fly 
LPV approaches, which are rapidly 
supplementing ILS approaches and 
replacing non-precision approaches 
in the U.S. and Europe. However, 
the FAA and EASA require that Taws 
Mode 5 alerting be available from the 
aircraft’s enhanced ground proximity 
warning system (EGPWS) when flying 
ILS and LPV approaches, and there 
was no way to provide the alerting 

without buying a new EGPWS or FMS 
with that capability built in. 

Taws Mode 5 alerting gives pilots 
aural glideslope warnings if the aircraft 
deviates too far below the glideslope 
during an ILS or LPV approach. The 
Honeywell EGPWS installed in the 
airBaltic Q400s does not have the 
Mode 5 alerting for LPV approaches, 
but it does provide the alerting for ILS 
approaches. The Blue Avionics BA-440 
solves this problem by detecting when 
the aircraft is flying an LPV approach 
and switching the output from ILS 
to pseudo ILS and thus instructing 
the EGPWS to deliver Taws Mode 5 
alerting. The BA-440 also helps facili-
tate alerting for RNP GPS approaches. 
“It will work with any EGPWS or Taws 
that has ILS Mode 5 alerting,” said 
Ross Cairns, Blue Avionics’ founder 
and managing director. 

The BA-540 offers other adaptable 
avionics features, and for business 
aircraft it is being used to interface 
Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21 displays 
with the head-up display. Another appli-
cation—in a Boeing 747—is using the 
BA-540 as an overspeed computer and 
data concentrator for air data.  —M.T.

MAX-VIZ 2300 EVS  
CERTIFIED TO DO-160G

The Astronics Max-Viz 2300 Enhanced 
Vision System (EVS) multi-spec-
tral imaging system now meets RTCA 
DO-160G environmental testing stan-
dards. The system blends imagery 
from a long-wave infrared sensor and 
a visible-light sensor to equip pilots to 
“see” at night and through haze, smoke, 
smog and light fog. 

Max-Viz is offering the 2300 to 
avionics integrators to use in a combined 
vision system (CVS), where the multi-
spectral imagery is partnered with 
synthetic vision imagery to deliver a real-
time view of outside conditions overlaid 
on database-derived terrain depictions. 
Suggested retail price is $60,000. —M.T.



OEMs ready entrants 
as market ‘rebalances’
by Gregory Polek

A 
downward trend in 
sales has hardened 
projections of persis-
tently weak demand 

for widebody airliners at a time 
airframers prepare to introduce 
several new and derivative models 
to the market. Although analysts 
predict airlines’ seemingly insatia-
ble hunger for new narrowbod-
ies to continue, the category of 
airplanes that historically pro-
duced the highest per-unit profit 
margins has struggled to main-
tain the sales momentum manu-
facturers had expected following 
impressive volumes of launch 
commitments.

In the case of the Boeing 777, 
for example, not only has the new 
777X struggled to build upon 

an initial spate of  orders that 
accompanied its launch at the 
Dubai Airshow in 2013, Boeing 
has failed in its original intent to 
sell enough legacy 777s to sus-
tain production at last year’s rate 
of  8.3 per month. Now build-
ing seven of  the big twins per 
month, Boeing expects to slow 
the rate to five by August, which 
effectively translates to a 3.5-air-
plane delivery rate with its plan 
to “fire blanks” down the line as 
part of “Lean” implementation 
and dedicating some airplanes 
to 777X flight-testing.

Still, Boeing vice president 
of  marketing Randy Tinseth 
prefers to characterize the cur-
rent environment as one marked 
by a “rebalancing” of demand 

following a period in which 
deliveries spiked for both major 
airframers in the wake of  dis-
ruptions caused by delays to the 
787, A350 and A380 programs. 
In fact, Boeing delivered the 
500th Dreamliner last Decem-
ber to Colombia’s Avianca, just 
five years and three months after 
sending the first 787-8 to All 
Nippon Airways, setting a new 
record time to 500 deliveries for 
twin-aisle aircraft. But before 
Dreamliner deliveries started 
and accelerated in earnest, pro-
duction upticks of  other twin-
aisle models filled a gap left by 
the 787’s extended development.  

“We went through a period 
in which airplanes like the A330 
and 777 went up in production 

to fill some of  the spots that 
were left by delays in other pro-
grams,” explained Tinseth. “I 
would say we’re probably in a 
place of more normal demand 
because we’ve done our catch-up 
work in the marketplace.”

Although Boeing’s 787 lines 
haven’t felt the same sort of effect 
of what Tinseth characterized as 
a return to normalcy, Boeing’s 
rate hikes for the Dreamliner 
appear to have entered a period 
of moderation, likely holding at 
12 per month until the end of 
the decade, when it hopes to see 
enough demand to raise the rate 
to 14. The latest member of the 
series, the 787-10, flew for the 
first time on March 31 and by 
that time had drawn firm orders 
for 149 copies from nine custom-
ers, a number Boeing considered 
acceptable for a derivative that 
won’t likely reach the market 
until the middle of next year.

“I think we have opportunity 
for [sales of the 787-10] to grow. 
Long term we look at the 787-9 

and 787-10 being probably more 
the heart of the 787 market,” said 
Tinseth. “But the -10 is going to 
be the growth vehicle for the -9, 
so the -9 is just establishing itself. 
We especially think the -10 will 
be great with its economics and 
range for Asia and for China.”

For Airbus, the A350 XWB 
series has yet to enter the phase 
of production acceleration the 
company had hoped to achieve 
early last year. Unfortunately, 
supply-chain problems associ-
ated mainly with seats and lav-
atories has forced it to play its 
own game of catch-up. Although 
the company nearly managed to 
meet its goal of  delivering 50 
A350-900s by year-end with a 
furious fourth-quarter deliv-
ery pace, reaching 49, schedules 
remain backloaded for 2017.

Meanwhile, following a deci-
sion last year by American Air-
lines to delay delivery of  22 
A350-900s by an average of 26 
months, long-term delivery sched-
ules for the A350 remain in flux 
for reasons unrelated to the sup-
ply chain. In fact, early this year 
United Airlines said it had begun 
considering alternatives to the 35 
A350-1000s on which it holds a 
firm order and, more recently, 
Delta Air Lines deferred delivery 
of 10 of 25 A350-900s by two to 
three years.

Notwithstanding the uncer-
tainties surrounding the U.S. air-
lines’ A350 orders, that program 
remains a relative bright spot for 
Airbus, considering the travails 
of the A380 superjumbo. As sales 
totals for the big quad-jet con-
tinue to languish, Airbus has put 
to rest any thoughts of launching 
a so-called A380neo any time in 
the near or medium-term future. 
Instead, it has introduced a new 
interior configuration designed 
to create room for 78 more pas-
sengers on average in an effort to 
widen its appeal to current and 
future customers.

Of course, every airframe mak-
er’s primary goal lies with cut-
ting seat-mile costs, and whether 
a completely new design or a 
derivative of a ubiquitous indus-
try workhorse, each new airplane 
model promises its own set of eco-
nomic benefits. Here, AIN recaps 
the credentials of each widebody 
airplane program under full-scale 
development for market entry 
over the next decade. 
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Boeing 777X

Now well into its detailed design 
phase, the larger of  two new 
Boeing 777X designs—the 777-
9X—remains on schedule to 
reach completion of final engi-
neering definition by the end of 
the year as program managers 
eye final assembly of the static-
test airframe next year. Featuring 
105,000-pound-thrust GE9X tur-
bofans and structural improve-
ments to the fuselage that will 
allow for a 6,000-foot cabin alti-
tude, the airplane appears well 
positioned to meet Boeing’s 2020 
entry-into-service target, as the 
company progresses beyond pre-
production verification and into 
full-scale production of the all-
new composite wing. 

Common to 9X and the 
shorter 8X, the wingspan mea-
sures 235 feet, 5 inches, the 
widest ever designed for a com-
mercial aircraft. One of  the 
airplane’s most visually dis-
tinguishing characteristics, a 
12-foot-long folding wingtip, 
will allow regulators to classify 
both airplanes as Code E, mean-
ing they’ll fit into the same size 
parking space the 777-300ER 
now uses. The Airbus A380, con-
versely, operates as a Code F air-
plane, significantly limiting the 
number of airports into and out 
of which it can fly.

Speaking with AIN before the 
Paris Air Show, Boeing 777X 
chief  project engineer Terry 
Beezhold characterized the wing 
as a “big part” of the airplane’s 
efficiency gain, accounting for 
most of the aerodynamic contri-
bution to the new jet’s 20-percent 
per-seat fuel-burn reduction 
compared with the 777-300ER. 

Beezhold explained that 
the wingtips that allow for the 
extreme span operate with a 
fairly simple hydraulic system 
employing a geared rotary actu-
ator and latch pins. The wings 
work on a so-called autofold sys-
tem during the landing rollout; 
once the airplane slows to a cer-
tain speed, the wings automati-
cally fold up.

“We’ve built a prototype rig 
and we have been abusing it, 
testing it, trying to identify any 
kind of issues and, frankly, it’s 
in really good shape so we’re 
now moving into full produc-
tion design and build of all the 
components,” he said.

Boeing planned to build the 
first pair of wings for the pro-
gram’s static-test article this year, 
followed by loading and the start 
of assembly of the second set for 
the first flight-test aircraft. Apart 
from the static-test article, the 
program will use four flight-test 
vehicles and a fatigue airplane 
Beezhold said would cycle for “a 
couple of years.”

Meanwhile, the new engines, 
scheduled for testing aboard 
a flying testbed later this year, 
account for 10 percent of the 
airplane’s fuel burn savings. The 
largest commercial engine ever 
developed, the GE9X features a 
front fan diameter of 134 inches, 
a composite fan case and 16 car-
bon-fiber composite fan blades; a 
27:1 pressure ratio, 11-stage high-
pressure compressor; a third-
generation Taps III combustor 
for high efficiency and low emis-
sions; and CMC material in the 
combustor and turbine.

For the fuselage, after much 
deliberation, Boeing chose to 
retain the aluminum design, 
while still incorporating not only 
a lower cabin altitude but also 
higher humidity and larger win-
dows. Boeing’s familiarity with 
the legacy 777 allowed it to cre-
ate an environment comparable 
to what passengers enjoy in the 
all-composite Dreamliner fuse-
lage, said Beezhold.

“We know [the 777] well; we 
understand how it handles the 
fatigue aspects of the structure,” 
he said. “So when you change 
the pressure differential for every 
flight, we know exactly where 
to go to make the appropriate 
changes with minimal weight 
investment to handle the fatigue 
characteristics. 

“So we’ve made some fairly 
modest changes to the fuselage 
to accommodate that, and then 

just looking at the mission and 
the number of cycles that this air-
plane will fly, we’re able to achieve 
that with this airframe. That was 
a pretty big deal and very impor-
tant to our customers.”

The challenge, said Beezhold, 
centered on making those 
changes without adding much 
weight to the airframe. In fact, 
he reported that engineers have 
done a remarkable job of keep-
ing to the airplane’s overall 
design weight. “In this phase 
of  the program, typically you 
do see weight growth,” he said. 
“But we’ve seen it go the other 
way...Every engineer, every stress 
analyst needs to know what the 
requirements are for the part of 
the airplane they’re responsible 
for, and it’s been just amazing to 
see what people come up with to 
meet the requirements.”

Boeing 787-10

A straightforward stretch of the 
787-9 and the largest of  Boe-
ing’s three Dreamliner models, 
the 787-10 can hold 40 more 
passengers than its smaller sib-
ling carries, giving it a seating 
capacity of  330 in a two-class 
cabin layout. In the -10, Boeing 
engineers sought to nearly rep-
licate the -9 in every way possi-
ble, endowing it with 95-percent 
design commonality. Apart from 
the 18-foot stretch, the only obvi-
ous difference lies in the landing 
gear, leaving minimal structural 
reinforcements in the wing and 
some systems modifications to 
account for the bigger cabin as 
the primary changes under the 
skin. Offering the same choice of 
Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 or Gen-
eral Electric GEnx engines found 

in the 787-9, Boeing lists the 787-
10’s range at 6,430 nm, while the 
-9 can fly 8,500 nm.

Built exclusively at Boe-
ing’s non-union plant in North 
Charleston, S.C, the 787-10—
powered by Trent 1000-10s—
made its first flight on March 31 
from Charleston International 
Airport, less than four months 
after the start of final assembly. 
From Charleston, Boeing fer-
ried the airplane to its Seattle-
area facilities, from where it will 
conduct the bulk of the testing 
with the program’s three flying 
prototypes.

The -10’s mid-body section, 
which accounts for 10 feet of the 
fuselage stretch, does not fit into 
Boeing’s Dreamlifter cargo air-
planes, meaning it would prove 
too long for efficient transport 
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Widebodies —Specifications
Model Passengers Range Wingspan Length Mtow

Boeing 777-8X 375 8,700 nm 235 ft 5 in 229 ft 775,000 lbs 

Boeing 777-9X 414 7,600 nm 235 ft 5 in 251 ft 9 in 775,000 lbs  

Boeing 777-200LR 317 8,555 nm 212 ft 7 in 209 ft 1 in 766,000 lbs 

Boeing 777-300ER 396 7,370 nm 212 ft 7 in 242 ft 4 in 775,000 lbs 

Boeing 787-8 242 7,355 nm 197 ft 186 ft 502,500 lbs 

Boeing 787-9 290 7,635 nm 197 ft 206 ft 560,000 lbs 

Boeing 787-10 330 6,430 nm 197 ft 224 ft 560,000 lbs  

Boeing 747-8i 467 7,730 nm 224 ft 5 in 250 ft 2 in 987,000 lbs 

Airbus A350-1000 366 7,950 nm 212 ft 5 in 242 ft 5 in 681,000 lbs 

Airbus A350-900 325 8,100 nm 212 ft 5 in 219 ft 5 in 590,800 lbs 

Airbus A350-900ULR 325 9,700 nm 212 ft 5 in 219 ft 5 in 617,300 lbs  

Airbus A350-800 280 8,200 nm 212 ft 5 in 198 ft 7 in 546,700 lbs 

Airbus A330-900neo 287 6,550 nm 210 ft 208 ft 10 in 533,500 lbs  

Airbus A330-800neo 257 7,500 nm 210 ft 193 ft 533,500 lbs  

Airbus A330-300 277 6,350 nm 197 ft 10 in 208 ft 11 in 507,000 lbs 

Airbus A330-200 247 7,250 nm 197 ft 10 in 193 ft 507,000 lbs  

Airbus A380 544 8,200 nm 261 ft 8 in 238 ft 7 in 1,268,000 lbs  

Comac C929 280 6,500 nm 182 ft 5 in 175 ft 6 in 550,000 lbs 

Ilyushin Il-96-400M 380 4,860 nm 197 ft 210 ft 595,000 lbs 

BOEING 787-10



from North Charleston—the 
site of systems installation—to 
the company’s Everett, Wash. 
facility for final assembly. Sepa-
rately, said Boeing, introducing 
the 787-10 in North Charleston 
takes advantage of  that facili-
ty’s considerable capacity while 
allowing the Everett plant to 
continue improving productiv-
ity on the 787-8 and 787-9.

By the time of first flight, the 
second of  the stretched Dream-
liners—powered by GEnx 
engines—had moved through 
all seven positions in North 
Charleston’s final assembly 
building and outside onto the 
ramp for final preparations for 
first flight, while the third and 
final test airplane, another Rolls-
powered machine, had begun 
to take shape inside. The South 
Carolina facility fabricates and 
assembles composite Section 
47, the last passenger section 
of  the airplane, and Section 48, 
which integrates the horizontal 
and vertical stabilizers and the 
aft pressure bulkhead, for all 
Dreamliners built in Everett and 
North Charleston. It also joins 
and integrates mid-body fuse-
lage sections from other sup-
pliers. Spirit AeroSystems in 
Wichita provides 787 forward 
fuselage sections to both Ever-
ett and North Charleston.

Boeing’s Everett operation 
currently produces seven 787-
8/9s per month; North Charles-
ton produces five. Although 
Boeing has previously talked 
of  raising Dreamliner produc-
tion rates to 14 by the end of 
the decade, it has not firmly 
established a time frame for a 
rate break.

Scheduled to enter service 
next year with launch customer 
Singapore Airlines, the 787-10 by 
mid-April had collected orders 
for 149 copies from seven air-
lines and two leasing companies. 

Airbus A350-1000/ 
-900ULR/-800

The largest of  the new line 
of  composite-bodied airlin-
ers from Airbus, the A350-
1000 measures some 240 feet 
long and carries 366 passen-
gers in a typical three-class con-
figuration. Powered exclusively 
by 97,000-pound-thrust Rolls-
Royce Trent XWB 97s, it flies to 
a range of 7,950 nm, allowing it 
to support routes for emerging 
markets such as Shanghai-Bos-
ton or Paris-Santiago, as well as 
more traditional flight segments 
such as Manchester-Los Angeles 
or Dubai-Melbourne.

Program schedules call for 
the A350-1000’s three flight-test 
airplanes to fly 1,600 hours over 
a 10-month period, culminating 
in certification in the second half  
of this year.

Equipped with a full passen-
ger interior, the third airplane, 
MSN065, evaluates cabin sys-
tems and performs route proving. 
In April it performed external 
noise testing in Spain and water 

ingestion tests in France, ahead 
of  route proving this summer. 
The February 7 first flight of 
MSN065 came only two-and-a-
half months after the first A350-
1000, MSN059, flew for the first 
time from Toulouse Blagnac 
Airport in France. Scheduled to 
fly 600 hours, the first airplane 
will explore the flight envelope, 
handling qualities, loads and 
braking. MSN059 performed 
the critical velocity minimum 
unstick testing at Istres mili-
tary base in France on March 
5, while the second aircraft to 
fly, MSN071, evaluated brak-
ing, powerplant, systems and 
autopilot performance. In Feb-
ruary MSN071 underwent five 
days of  intensive cold weather 
testing in Iqaluit, Canada, at 
temperatures of  between -28 
degrees and -32 degrees C, fol-
lowed by three days in March in 
La Paz, Bolivia, at 13,300 feet, 
for warm weather and high-alti-
tude testing.

Billed as a modern and more 
efficient replacement for the 
Boeing 777-300ER, the Airbus 

A350-1000 fills what the Euro-
pean airframer believes became 
a gap in the legacy 777’s capac-
ity range left when its U.S. com-
petitor decided to start with a 
baseline of more than 400 seats 
for the 777X. Although Boeing’s 
777-8X—scheduled for certifi-
cation in 2022—seats roughly 
the same number of passengers 
as the A350-1000 holds, Airbus 
thinks that the heavier weight 
of the smaller of the two 777X 
offerings will leave its biggest 
A350 XWB in a position to 
grab a sizeable portion of  the 
market once dominated by the 
777-300ER.

Meanwhile, Boeing calls the 
777-8X “a far more capable air-
plane” than the A350-1000, while 
carrying the same maximum take-
off weight as the 777-300ER. Of 
course, the verdict remains out, 
as orders for the A350-1000, 
scheduled to enter service with 
Qatar Airlines this year, by mid-
April stood at a modest 211 since 
launch in 2006. Although by the 
same time the 777-8X has drawn 
orders for 53 copies and the 

-300ER has seen a precipitous 
decline in interest since the launch 
of its successor, Boeing launched 
its new entrant in the 375-seat 
class seven years later than Air-
bus introduced the A350-1000 
and likely won’t place it into ser-
vice for another five years. 

Separately, in the 325-seat 
class, Airbus has stretched the 
capability of  the in-service 
A350-900 with the A350-
900ULR. Launched in October 
2015 with a conversion of a firm 
order for seven standard A350-
900s by Singapore Airlines, the 
ultra-long-range version of the 
first A350 XWB line to enter ser-
vice will fly as far as 9,700 nm, 
allowing nonstop service from 
Sydney to London.

Engineers managed the addi-
tional 1,600 nm of range in the 
A350-900ULR—scheduled for 
certification and first delivery 
next year—through adapting the 
fuel system computer and the air 
venting and inert gas distribution 
piping in the wing, allowing for 
the extra range without adding 
fuel tanks. The changes raise fuel 
capacity to 165,000 liters (43,588 
U.S. gallons) from 141,000 liters 
(37,248 U.S. gallons), supported 
by a maximum takeoff  weight 
increase to 280 metric tons from 
the originally specified 268 tons 
on the standard version. Air-
bus plans to increase the mtow 
on the standard A350-900 to as 
much as 280 metric tons in 2020, 
effectively matching it with the  
ULR’s figure.

Singapore Airlines plans to 
use the A350-900ULR to re-
open an 8,700-nm direct route 
from home base to New York. 
Prohibitive operating costs with 
the A340-500 SIA used for ser-
vices to New York and Los 
Angeles effectively spelled those 
routes’ demise in 2013. 

According to Airbus, an air-
line would save 32 percent in fuel 
costs using the A350-900 ULR 
compared with the A340 while 
offering a larger cabin. Conse-
quently, SIA continues to study 
other nonstop routes such as 
Chicago, Las Vegas and Miami.

Finally, precious few details 
have emerged on the A350-800, 
the market for which many ana-
lysts consider compromised by 
the launch of the A330neo. Air-
bus declines to entertain specu-
lation that it will never build the 
-800, however, and the model 
officially remains part of  its 
plans. However, only one cus-
tomer remains on the order book: 
Asiana Airlines holds a firm 
order for eight of the airplanes.   
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Airbus A330neo

Scheduled to fly some time “this 
summer,” the baseline model 
of the A330neo program—the 
A330-900neo—benefits from a 
switch from the A330-300’s Rolls-
Royce Trent 700 to the new Trent 
7000 and the addition of shar-
klet wingtip devices. Primarily as 
a result of those changes, both the 
A330-900neo and its smaller sib-
ling, the A330-800neo (based on 
the A330-200), will burn at least 14 
percent less fuel than their prede-
cessors. While the fuselages remain 
unchanged, Airbus specifications 
show 10 more passenger seats, giv-
ing the -900neo a capacity of 287 
and the -800neo a capacity of 257. 
Meanwhile, range goes up by 200 
nm in the larger variant, to 6,550 
in the -900neo from 6,350 nm in 
the A330-300, and by 250 nauti-
cal miles in the smaller alternative, 
to 7,500 nm in the -800neo from 
7,250 nm in the A330-200.  

Although Airbus claims a 
marked improvement in aerody-
namic efficiency with a 3.7-meter 
wingspan addition resulting 
from incorporation of the shark-
lets, most of the fuel-burn reduc-
tion comes from the new Trent 
7000s. Rolls-Royce cites “sig-
nificant” performance benefits 
in the 68,000- to 72,000-pound-
thrust Trent 7000 compared with 
the Trent 700, improving sfc by 
10 percent, doubling the bypass 
ratio and halving noise.

To meet A330neo require-
ments, Rolls-Royce has adapted 
the Trent 1000-10 to incorpo-
rate a new electronic engine con-
trol unit, new gearbox, air-start 
capability and related changes. 
Before beginning series produc-
tion, the manufacturer planned to 
assemble four development exam-
ples of the engine, which also fea-
tures a new nacelle and electronic 
bleed-air system that uses A350 
technology. As of mid-April, the 
first pair of engines remained at 
Rolls-Royce for testing while the 
A330-900 awaited their arrival 
in Toulouse for installation. 
Although neither Rolls-Royce 
nor Airbus has provided many 
recent details of  the engines’ 
progress, the original target for 
aircraft certification has shifted 
from the fourth quarter of this 
year to the first quarter of next 
year for the -900neo. Certifica-
tion for the -800neo would fol-
low roughly a year later. 

Comac/UAC C929
A joint effort by China’s Comac 
and Russian aerospace conglom-
erate United Aircraft Corp to 

develop a widebody jet capable 
of  meeting Western standards 
of  efficiency, a new concept 
the Chinese side calls the C929 
would seat some 280 passen-
gers and fly 6,500 nm, placing 
it roughly in the category of 
the Airbus A330-900. The air-
plane, an agreement to establish 
a partnership for which Comac 
and UAC signed in June of 
last year during Russian pres-
ident Vladimir Putin’s offi-
cial visit to China, would cost 
between $13 billion and $20 
billion to develop. The compa-
nies revealed preliminary oper-
ating specifications during last 

November’s Airshow China in 
Zhuhai, along with plans to 
build a final assembly facility 
in Shanghai. Schedules call for 
first flight in 2023 and entry into 
service in 2026. 

While details of  the part-
nership responsibilities remain 
somewhat in flux, UAC and 
Comac intend to use the Boe-
ing “gate” process for managing 
the program. Gate 3—at which 
point the aircraft would reach 
complete definition—would 
happen some time in 2018 or 
2019. Comac and its Avic sub-
sidiary will carry responsibil-
ity for final assembly and the 
majority of  parts manufac-
turing, using existing factories 
around Shanghai and other Chi-
nese cities, including those now 
being used for the ARJ21 and 
C919 airliners. The Russian 
partner would perform mainly 
design and development work, 
according to UAC president 
Yuri Slyusar. UAC’s newly built 
463,000-sq-ft engineering center 
at Zhukovsky, near Moscow, will 
house Chinese and Russian engi-
neers working on the program. 
The partners have dropped plans 
to base the new widebody on the 

existing Ilyushin Il-96, instead 
opting for a completely clean-
sheet design. 

Initially, the 75,000-pound-
thrust-class engines for the new 
widebody would likely come from 
Rolls-Royce and/or GE, “which 
already have suitable models 
with the required thrust of  35 
metric tons,” according to Sly-
usar. Later propulsion options 
could include a larger version 
of the Aviadvigatel PD14 now 
undergoing testing by the Rus-
sian design house in Perm called 
the PD35. The Chinese side has 
also expressed a desire to develop 
a turbofan of its own to power 

the C929 and last year consoli-
dated several state-owned com-
panies to establish the new Aero 
Engine Corp of China (AECC).

Ilyushin Il-96-400M
The Ilyushin design house has 
issued its first official presentation 
of the Il-96-400M, a four-engine 
design meant to fulfill Russia’s 
aspirations to develop a new 
indigenous widebody as a con-
tingency in the event a planned 
joint Russian-Chinese program 
fails to materialize. Ilyushin gen-
eral designer Nikolai Talikov 
presented the details during an 
April 6 conference of Il-96 oper-
ators organized by Russian civil 
aviation authority Rosaviatsiya. 
Plans call for the latest iteration 
of the quad-jet to carry a 90,000-
pound payload 4,860 nm. Offi-
cials expect the first prototype to 
fly in 2019 and become factory 
standard the following year.

Designed for a maximum 
takeoff  weight of  595,000 
pounds, the Il-96-400M incor-
porates the same fuselage used 
on the Il-96M/T stretch, which 
won U.S. FAA shadow certifica-
tion in 1997. Plans call for pro-
duction at the United Aircraft 

plant in Voronezh (Vaso), which 
has so far assembled 103 Il-86s 
and 30 Il-96s—the only com-
mercially available widebody 
passenger jets of Russian origin. 
Three Il-96-300s remain in ser-
vice with Cubana de Aviacion, 
and about a dozen with Russian 
government bodies.

The Kremlin instructed 
UAC to boost Il-96 production 
to guarantee air links between 
the European part of  the coun-
try and big cities in Siberia and 
on the Pacific coast in case 
 deterioration of  East-West 
relations further limits the use 
of  imported jets. The Russian 

 government has approved con-
struction of  an initial batch of 
six to 10 of  the quad-jets for 
government structures as a first 
step to revive widebody jet pro-
duction at Vaso.

Talikov said the factory could 
boost annual Il-96 produc-
tion from one to two aircraft in 
recent years to the eight to 10 it 
built during Soviet times. 

Last year the Russian govern-
ment allocated 53 billion rubles 
($925 million) for the program, 
of which half  will go to a leas-
ing company—IFC or GTLK—
that would place newly built 
airplanes with airlines on oper-
ating lease terms. The remaining 
half  will go to industry, includ-
ing 10 billion rubles ($175 mil-
lion) to the Ilyushin design 
house for modifications to the 
already certified Il-96.

Ilyushin won a formal con-
tract for -400M development on 
December 29 of last year. Offi-
cials expect a short flight-test 
program given that earlier ver-
sions had already won a num-
ber of certificates, including the 
1997 U.S. FAA shadow certifi-
cation of the Il-96T/M. Talikov 
told AIN that designers have 

begun a special effort to replace 
old wiring as a weight-saving 
measure, promising to cut oper-
ating empty weight (OEW) by 
one to two metric tons.

Planning to limit Western 
content to an absolute minimum, 
Ilyushin will consider only Perm-
based Aviadvigatel engines. The 
PS90A1 has won certification 
and became operational on the 
stretched freighter, whose maxi-
mum takeoff weight exceeds that 
of the baseline Il-96-300 by some 
45,000 pounds. Voronezh-based 
Polet operated four Il-96-400Ts 
between 2009 and 2013 before 
going bankrupt. The airline’s 

operational experience, how-
ever, allowed the industry to 
find and fix teething problems 
associated with the PS90A1 
and subsequently reach aver-
age time between removals of 
10,000 flight hours, generally 
considered a good figure for a  
Russian engine.

Since production of  Il-
96-300s for commercial opera-
tors ended in 2007 with delivery 
of  two 262-seat machines for 
Cubana, design of  a completely 
reworked interior has begun. 
Ilyushin has invited comple-
tion companies to compete in 
an associated tender.

Although designers have set-
tled on a specification, Talikov 
said the terms aren’t so firm 
that the winner will not enjoy 
room for creativity. However, 
he said the Il-96-400M must 
come with a central luggage 
bin, which neither the Il-86 nor 
Il-96-300 feature because their 
designers wanted to create a 
“spacious” impression. How-
ever, passengers now tend to 
bring more hand luggage into 
aircraft cabins, requiring more 
space than available with the 
existing sidewall bins.  o
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ASTM RELEASES TECH STANDARD 
FOR AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS

Standards-setting organization ASTM 
International has released a new guide 
to assess competencies of aircraft 
electronics technicians. Designed 
to help certify the technicians, the 
standard is the first released by 
ASTM’s relatively young committee 
on aerospace personnel. With an eye 
on a need for skilled technicians, the 
committee formed in 2015 to design 
widely accepted competency standards.

The Guide for Aircraft Electronics 
Technician Personal Certification, 
F3245-17, covers the evaluation of 
subject knowledge, task knowledge and 
task performance in aircraft electricity, 
electronics, wiring, safety practices, tools 
and test equipment, among others.

The committee also plans to address 
standards for skilled professionals in 
the areas of airframes and systems, 
compliance documentation, equipment 
and furnishings, powerplants, core 
competencies, soft skills, configuring 
and troubleshooting IT networks and 
satellite communications systems, 
onboard communication and safety 
systems and avionics. Its next meeting 
is slated for June 26 and 27 in Boston.

IKHANA WINS PMA, CONTRACT FOR 
DHC-6 FUSELAGE ‘RE-LIFE’

Ikhana Aircraft Services received U.S. 
FAA parts manufacturer approval 
(PMA) for its “Re-Life” DHC-6 Twin 
Otter fuselage and was selected to 
renew one for Trans Maldivian  
Airways (TMA).

The PMA approval for the 
remanufacturing process followed 
issuance of U.S. STC approval in 2011. 
The process involves replacing all 
fatigue-critical structural components 
with new components, resulting in new 
certified life limits of 66,000 hours or 
132,000 flight cycles.

The PMA enables Ikhana to supply 
the fuselages with an FAA Form 8130 
for component manufacture. With the 
fuselage, “all of the Twin Otter life-
limited structural components are now 
eligible for Re-Life re-manufacture 
providing regulatory approved ‘new’ 
components,” Ikhana said, noting that 
it also offers the process for Twin Otter 
wing boxes, flight controls and nacelles.

SAFO COVERS ACCESSORIES  
SERVICED BY THUNDER AIRMOTIVE
The FAA has issued a Safety Alert for 
Operators (Safo) regarding improper 
maintenance performed on aircraft 
accessories by California-based 
Thunder Airmotive, which had its air 
agency certificate revoked on July 5, 
2013, after the company vacated its 
registered Lancaster location without 
notifying the agency beforehand as 
mandated. According to the Safo, 
further investigation by the agency 
found that the company had continued 

to work on aircraft components after 
the revocation and then return them to 
service using the invalid certificate.

Such accessories/articles are not 
in compliance with FAR Part 43, the 
FAA said, placing the flying public 
at risk. The agency advises that 
operators and technicians inspect their 
aircraft, maintenance records and 
parts inventories for any accessory/
article returned to service by Thunder 
Airmotive after July 5, 2013, and 
remove them until an appropriate 
return-to-service inspection/action  
is accomplished. 

Items in existing inventory should 
be quarantined to prevent accidental 
installation until an acceptable 
inspection and determination can be 
made as to their eligibility for use, the 
FAA added.

TELEDYNE SECURES PMA FOR 
CITATION REPLACEMENT BATTERY
Teledyne Technologies subsidiary Gill 
Batteries (Teledyne Battery Products) 
has received FAA parts manufacturer 
approval (PMA) for the 7000-series 
sealed lead-acid battery for Cessna 
Citations. The PMA approval—valid 
for the entire Citation line, from 500 to 
750—is a direct replacement for Ni-Cad 
and other lead-acid batteries. 

According to the Redlands, 
Calif.-based manufacturer, it will 
provide more residual power after 
start up and has a longer interval (18 
months or 1,800 hours) before initial 
capacity check.

The 7000LT offers higher capacity, 
requires less routine maintenance and 
costs less than competing batteries, 
according to Gill.

PENTASTAR STCs  
HONEYWELL LCD DISPLAY
Honeywell-authorized dealer Pentastar 
Aviation has received an approved 
model list (AML) STC for certification 
of the Honeywell DU-875 flight deck 
display upgrade on the Global Express. 
The unit is a form-fit, plug-and-play 
LCD upgrade to replace the nearly 
obsolete CRT DU-870 found on older 
aircraft, for which Honeywell has 
said it plans to discontinue customer 

support and repair. For a limited time, 
the manufacturer is offering a trade-in 
incentive of $40,000 per display.

Michigan-based Pentastar’s AML 
STC requires no cockpit or wiring 
changes, or even any additional pilot 
training. The LCD units, which are 
significantly lighter than the former 
CRT displays, can be replaced 
individually or as a suite, paving the 
way for advanced features through 
software and hardware upgrades. 

The STC will be expanded later this 
year to cover other aircraft equipped 
with the DU-870, such as the Citation 
X, Bravo (550) and Ultra/Encore/Excel 
(560), as well as the Falcon 900C/EX.

TAG FARNBOROUGH ADDS  
AIRCRAFT CLEANING SERVICES

TAG Aviation’s Farnborough 
Maintenance Services (TFMS) has 
added full aircraft cleaning and 
detailing services to its offerings at 
the London-area dedicated business 
aviation airport. The new services, 
performed either on the ramp or at a 
specified location at the FBO, were 
introduced to meet growing demand, 
and complement TFMS’s recently 
expanded range of business aircraft 
interior capabilities, according to the 
company, which has also recently 
bolstered its line service support with 
dedicated teams of technicians each 
with a customer support administrator.

“As an experienced EASA Part 145 

approved organization, TFMS is proud 
to offer our customers these additional 
services,” said Cyrille Pillet, vice 
president of maintenance operations for 
TAG Aviation Europe, adding that the 
detailing crews are highly experienced 
and trained to operate on high-value 
aircraft. Pillet noted that the company 
has since dedicated an additional van 
to the detailing crews at Farnborough.

“Advancing our scope of 
complementary services such as 
aircraft cleaning and detailing to 
better support our customers, is a 
further extension to our already wide 
ranging suite of available maintenance 
services,” he said.

DUNCAN’S AUSTIN AVIONICS  
SHOP GETS FAA NOD
Duncan Aviation’s location in Austin, 
Texas, is now a full-fledged satellite 
avionics shop, after the workaway 
station received approval from the 
FAA. Reginald Rutley, who has served 
the company at its satellite shop in 
Dallas and at the Austin-Bergstrom 
International Airport location for the 
past 13 years, was named manager of 
the newly certified facility. He will also 
manage the San Antonio workaway 
station, where he and satellite avionics 
crew leader Greg Ashpaugh have been 
performing avionics line maintenance 
services for the past year.

Both the Austin and San Antonio 
facilities will continue to perform 
ADS-B out installations for customers, 
and both have slots available next year 
and in 2019. 

SIMCOM, GLENNAIR INK 
MAINTENANCE TRAINING PACT
Orlando, Fla.-based training 
provider Simcom Aviation Training 
has partnered with EASA Part 
147-approved aviation maintenance 
school Glennair America to provide 
aircraft maintenance training. “With 
the continued growth of aviation fleets, 
the increasing complexity of aircraft 
systems, and ever-changing regulations 
around the world, aircraft operators 
want a trusted partner that brings 
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Honeywell’s DU-875 LCD flight deck display is a direct replacement for the company’s soon-to-be obsolete 
CRT DU-870.

Aircraft exterior cleaning at TAG Aviation Farnborough 
Maintenance Services complements the facility’s interior services.
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the experience and expertise to help 
them with their aircraft maintenance 
training needs,” said Glennair president 
Jonathan Glenn.

His company’s training programs 
will allow Simcom to offer turnkey 
training products for both pilots and 
technicians. With type approvals for 58 
different airplanes and rotorcraft, the 
companies will offer “flexible and cost-
effective” training, adaptable to the 
needs of their customers.

DGAC APPROVES ADS-B  LIST  
FROM CMD FLIGHT SOLUTIONS

CMD Flight Solutions has received 
validation of its approved model list 
(AML) STC for ADS-B out from 
Mexico’s DGAC. The STC covers a 
large number of business aircraft, 
including most of those registered in 
Mexico. CMD’s STCs are also EASA 
certified.

To further help Mexican business 
aircraft operators, CMD is working on 
DGAC validation of its AML STCs for 
Part 23 Rockwell Collins TDR-94/94D-
equipped aircraft and its AML STC 
covering older Part 25 business aircraft 
equipped with Honeywell Primus II 
suites. The new validations are expected 
this month, according to CMD.

FLIGHTSAFETY TAILORS  
PROGRAM FOR MX MANAGERS
FlightSafety International has 
developed an aviation maintenance 
management program tailored for 
current and future maintenance 
department managers. The program is 
designed to enhance skills, as well as 
address challenges and trends that are 
identified by maintenance department 
leaders, instructors and other experts, 
FlightSafety said.

Offered at FlightSafety’s training 
center in Dallas, the three-day program 
provides modules on leadership 
qualities, foundations of management, 
service culture, communications, 
accountability and delegation, finance 
and team building, among others.

The program expands on 
FlightSafety’s suite of professional 
development programs aimed at 
maintenance professionals and 
technicians. FlightSafety also offers 

professional development courses 
through its Master Technician program 
that are designed to provide aircraft 
maintenance personnel with the skills 
needed to interact effectively with 
customers, managers and coworkers.

RUAG UPGRADES, REOPENS  
ENGINE SHOP IN STANS
Following a four-month upgrade, 
Ruag Aviation’s engine shop in Stans, 
Switzerland, has reopened. Part of a 
larger push toward efficiency at the 
location, the project incorporated a full 
redesign and refit of the workshops and 
installed new workstations.

“The most important outcome…
has been a reduction in the lead times 
realized by our customers,” said 
Philippe Brauchii, the facility’s general 
manager for engines. “It has had a 
positive effect on the workflows within 
the entire maintenance, repair and 
overhaul team.”

Ruag is an authorized Honeywell 
service center, and one of the renovated 
workshops is dedicated to servicing the 
TPE331 turboprop, which powers the 
Casa C-212, Mitsubishi MU-2, Twin 
Commander, Fairchild Merlin III and 
Dornier Do-228 (for which Ruag is the 
OEM) among others.

TRAXXALL CONTINUES  
EXPANSION WITH WICHITA OFFICE
Maintenance tracker Traxxall 
Technologies has added an office in 
Wichita. The move, which Traxxall 
said was driven by an expanding client 
base, follows the opening of an office in 
Jacksonville, Fla., late last year.

Established almost four years ago, 
the Montreal-based firm provides 
maintenance tracking and inventory 
management services to customers in 
some 20 countries, among them South 
Africa, Morocco and China. Traxxall 
has also struck partnerships with 
UK-based RocketRoute and Rockwell 
Collins’s ArincDirect.

ATLAS AIR AUTHORIZED FOR  
LEGACY 450/500 SERVICE
Maintenance provider Atlas Air 
Service has become a service center 
for the Legacy 450/500. The German 

company is already authorized to 
provide line and base maintenance 
for the Phenom 100, Phenom 300 and 
Legacy 600/650. Atlas Air operates a 
Legacy 450, marking the company as 
one of the first in Germany to offer the 
aircraft for charter.

Atlas Air Service chief technology 
officer Gregor Bremer said, “Atlas Air 
Service highly values the cooperation 
with Embraer Executive Jets, whose 
products and services are captivating 
customers worldwide. We are now able 
to provide maintenance support for 
almost the entire Embraer Executive 
Jet fleet.” 

ARSA SEEKS TIMELY FAA ACTION  
ON PARTS EQUIVALENCY
The Aeronautical Repair Station 
Association (ARSA) has issued a 
follow-up letter to the directors of the 
FAA’s aircraft certification service 
and the flight standards service, 
requesting action on a request filed 
in February to resolve international 
regulatory issues associated with 
commercial parts and commercial 
off-the-shelf parts. Currently these 
parts must be accompanied by an 
FAA Form 8130-3 or EASA Form 
1 when used in work subject to the 
Maintenance Annex Guidance.

The association, along with several 
other industry interest groups and 
private businesses, has been working for 
the past 19 months to mitigate problems 
related to parts documentation 
resulting from the U.S.-EU Bilateral 
Aviation Safety Agreement (BASA), 
which ARSA claims fails to 
acknowledge the equivalency of each 
system and generates “imposing 
paperwork requirements with no 
attendant safety benefit.” 

According to the association, 
certificate holders on both sides of 
the Atlantic must negotiate system 
differences between the two sides to 
avoid “untenable situations.”

GAMA AVIATION OFFERS MX AT  
HONG KONG INT’L WITH CASL
Gama Aviation Hutchison (Hong 
Kong), the joint venture formed early 
last year between the UK’s Gama 
Aviation and Hutchison Whampoa, 
firmed up its new maintenance offering 
in collaboration with Hong Kong 
International Airport-based CASL. 
The new maintenance check packages 
will be available this summer, said 
Gama Aviation.

The packages have been designed 
“to provide a cost-effective, transparent 
pricing model for fleet and private 
owners.” Sergio Oliveira e Silva, general 
manager of the joint venture, said the 
company “identified that business 
aircraft owners and operators often face 
opaque pricing and final bills that can 
climb alarmingly from the initial quote.”

The offering gives aircraft owners 
maintenance at a cost that means they 

no longer have to fly three to four hours 
to Singapore, or farther afield, for an 
annual check.

BLACKHAWK CARAVANS  
STC’D WITH LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

Operators of Cessna 208/208B 
Caravans powered by Blackhawk 
Modifications engine upgrades now 
have the option of adding the True 
Blue Power TB44 lithium-ion battery. 
The 46-amp-hour battery replaces the 
existing main-ship battery and offers 
advantages in power, safety, life and 
energy, according to Blackhawk.

The TB44 is 40 percent lighter than 
standard lead-acid batteries used in 
the Caravan, weighing 51.7 pounds, 
and it delivers 26.4 VDC during 
engine start, higher than the typical 
24 VDC from lead-acid batteries, 
Blackhawk noted. 

Maintenance consists of an in-field 
capacity check every two years, and 
battery useful life averages eight years, 
double the life of lead-acid batteries, 
according to True Blue Power.

The TB44 was STC’d on stock 208/ 
208B Caravans without the Blackhawk 
engine modifications in October.

HERITAGE LAUNCHES MX MONITORING 
PORTAL HERITAGE AWARE
Vermont-based FBO Heritage 
Aviation has developed a remote 
aircraft maintenance-monitoring 
portal that allows customers to 
access real-time updates and work-in-
progress reporting with a computer, 
tablet or smartphone.

The portal, called Heritage 
Aware, features a dialog box for 
instant two-way communication 
between customers and maintenance 
technicians. Periodic updates such as 
in-process pictures of the customer’s 
aircraft are available. Pictures of worn 
or damaged items can also be shared 
with the customer and saved for future 
reference or proof for warranty claims.

Notifications are available through 
the platform but they can also be sent 
to the customer’s email address. The 
customer has access to estimated 
time of completion as well as budget 
allocation and billing information. o
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True Blue Power’s TB44 lithium-ion 
battery is now approved for Blackhawk-
modified Caravans.

German company Atlas Air operates a Legacy 450 for charter services 
and is now an authorized service center for the type.

Maintenance News



JET AVIATION EXPANDS  
CARIBBEAN FOOTPRINT

Jet Aviation has signed an agreement 
with Pazos FBO, a services provider 
at Puerto Rico’s Luis Muñoz Marin 
International Airport, that will see the 
location rebranded as Jet Aviation San 
Juan. “This enables us to continue to 
provide the best in FBO and flight-
management services to customers,” 
noted Jet Aviation Group president 
Rob Smith. “The brand-new San 
Juan-based FBO, with 20,000 sq ft 
of  space, including an expanding 
aircraft parking ramp with capacity 
for more traffic and future additional 
hangar facilities, is the perfect fit for 
Jet Aviation to continue expanding 
our reach within the region.” The 
new terminal offers a pilot suite with 
showers and snooze room, flight 
planning area, executive passenger 
lounge, A/V-equipped conference room 
and aircraft maintenance.

The facility, which Jet Aviation 
will manage as its 10th location in the 
Americas, is the only FBO in Puerto 
Rico with an on-site U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection terminal to facilitate 
convenient customs, immigration and 
agricultural clearance of international 
flights. The airport is a key U.S. entry 
port for aircraft from the Caribbean and 
South America.

NEW HANGAR COMPLEX  
OPENS AT VAN NUYS

California-based aviation property 
management firm Aeroplex/Aerolease 
Group has completed a $7.5 million 
hangar complex at Van Nuys Airport. 
The three-acre project provides 38,000 sq 
ft of hangar space sized for the latest big 
business jets; 55,000 sq ft of new aircraft 
ramp and staging areas; 8,500 sq ft of 
shop, office and terminal space with 
conference, kitchen and lounge facilities; 
and a private, gated parking lot with 
spaces for 45 vehicles.

The expansion complements the 
company’s existing six-acre facility, 
which was developed in 2008 at the 
dedicated general aviation gateway. 
“Our new development not only enables 
Aeroplex/Aerolease Group to better 
serve business aviation’s diverse needs, 

but creates 100 highly skilled jobs in our 
community,” said company president 
and CEO Curt Castagna. 

LONG-TIME OPERATOR OPENS  
NEW FBO AT JOHANNESBURG

South Africa’s National Airways, 
one of the largest general aviation 
companies in Africa, has established 
a new FBO to replace its former 
facility at Johannesburg Lanseria 
International Airport, where it is one 
of four service providers. The new 
location, attached to the company’s 
headquarters, can handle up to 100 
people at a time. It provides a passenger 
arrivals and departures lounge; crew 
trip planning workstations; snooze 
rooms; several A/V-equipped conference 
rooms seating up to 18 people; meet-
and-greet assistance with customs, 
immigration and crew handling; 
aircraft ground handling, concierge, 
catering and fuel arrangements, 
ground transport, baggage handling, 
laundry and dishwashing service, and 
aircraft cleaning. The complex offers 
four hangars, the largest of which can 
accommodate aircraft up to a 737-400. 

In addition to its FBO at Lanseria, 
the company offers aviation services 
such as new and pre-owned airplane 
and helicopter sales, maintenance, parts, 
charter, international operations, air 
ambulance, aircraft leasing and pilot, 

technical and ATC training, with offices 
at Grand Central and Rand Airports in 
Johannesburg, Wonderboom Airport in 
Pretoria, the V&A Waterfront in Cape 
Town, Virginia Airport in Durban and 
Port Alfred Airport in the Eastern Cape.

HAWTHORNE GLOBAL ADDS  
IOWA FBO TO NETWORK

Hawthorne Global Aviation Services 
has expanded its FBO network with 
the acquisition of  JetSun Aviation 
Centre, the lone service provider at 
Iowa’s Sioux Gateway Airport/Col. 
Bud Day Field. The location, which 
has an FAA Part 145 repair station 
with extensive avionics capabilities, 
has 100,000 sq ft of  hangar space 
and can accommodate aircraft up 
to a Global 6000. The 10,000-sq-ft 
terminal provides a large reception 
area, eight-seat conference room, 
pilots’ lounge with snooze room, 
on-site car rental, flight-planning 
area, crew car and Wi-Fi.

“The Sioux City FBO is a key addition 
to our growing FBO network, now with 
six facilities across the U.S. East Coast, 
Midwest and South,” said company 
president and CEO Bryon Burbage.

Hawthorne launched in 2010 and 
operates FBOs at New York’s Long 
Island MacArthur Airport; Cobb 
County International Airport in 
Atlanta; Chicago Executive Airport; 
Chippewa Valley Regional Airport in 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin; and Tuscaloosa 
Regional Airport in Alabama.

JET AVIATION’S SELETAR HANGAR  
ON TRACK FOR COMPLETION

The third hangar at Jet Aviation’s 
facility at the Seletar Aerospace Park in 
Singapore is on track for completion by 
November, according to the company. 
The 41,500-sq-ft tenant hangar, which 
will be able to accommodate two 737-
sized aircraft or up to five G550s, will 
bring the location’s total hangar space to 
125,400 sq ft. The structure’s foundation 
has been laid and a two-story annex 
shell has been installed. The project will 

also add 4,100 sq ft to the interiors shop, 
nearly doubling its size.

“We are building this third hangar 
to meet the growing demand in the 
region for business aviation services, 
particularly for large, long-range 
business jets,” said John Riggur, the 
facility’s vice president and general 
manager. “The new hangar will 
significantly boost the capacity of 
our maintenance, FBO and parking 
operations.”

FALCON AVIATION OPENS HELIPORT 
AT DUBAI’S DWC AIRPORT

Abu Dhabi-based business aviation 
services, charter and aircraft 
management company Falcon Aviation 
recently inaugurated a heliport at its 
new Dubai South VIP terminal at Al 
Maktoum International Airport, also 
known as DWC. The heliport, adjacent 
to the VIP terminal that it opened in 
December, will be run and managed by 
Falcon Aviation personnel.

It has space for three twin-turbine 
helicopters and will be open for use “as 
required” with two hours’ notice. Falcon 
envisions demand for five movements a 
day initially and will have two helicopters 
available for charter, complementing its 
airplane and helicopter business at Al 
Bateen Executive Airport in Abu Dhabi. 
The first in the region, the heliport 
will enable “quick and convenient” 
30-minute helicopter charters between 
Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Other nearby 
destinations: Dubai South to Ras Al 
Khaimah, 45 minutes; to Diba, 45 
minutes; to Fujairah, 40 minutes; and to 
Qasr Al Sarab Resort, 75 minutes.

AIR ELITE FBO NETWORK  
TOPS 70 MEMBERS

The Air Elite Network, the group 
of FBOs sponsored by World Fuel 
Services, has now surpassed 70 locations 
worldwide with the addition of three 
locations on three continents.

Avjet Asia, the first full-service FBO 
facility in South Korea, is now part of 
the Air Elite Network. Located at Gimpo 
Airport in Seoul, the 24/7 location sits 10 
miles from the city center. It offers ground 
handling and a terminal with private 
passenger lounges, crew lounge, snooze 
room, shower facilities, and on-site 
customs, immigration and quarantine 
services. The FBO is also well suited for 
technical stops for trans-Pacific flights, 
since it provides MRO, line maintenance 
and hangarage.

“As the first FBO in [South] Korea, 
and since the nation is still new to the 
market, our objective is to provide 
relevant services, develop the business 
aviation market within [South] Korea, 
as well as serve as the transit stop in 
Northeast Asia,” said company president 
Wook Sang Cho. “We hope to be a 
powerful inspiration in the region as well 
as add value to the Air Elite Network.”

In Europe, the network welcomed 
Business Aviation Centre-Frankfurt 
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Touching Bases  by Curt Epstein

The Pazos FBO at Puerto Rico’s Luis 
Muñoz Marin International Airport, 
with its attached U.S. Customs and 
Immigration service facility, will be 
rebranded as Jet Aviation San Juan.

NAC opened a new FBO at Lanseria, 
attached to the company headquarters.
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(BACF), as its 70th member. Located 
at Frankfurt Main International 
Airport, 7.5 miles from the heart of 
Frankfurt, the FBO offers crew and 
passenger lounges (providing wine, beer 
and champagne to customers), ground 
handling and aircraft maintenance.

Across the Atlantic, Fast Air 
Centre at Manitoba’s Winnipeg James 
Richardson International Airport has 
become the first Canadian FBO to join 
the network. The terminal at the central 
Canada facility has a conference room, 
passenger lounge and crew lounge with 
snooze room, along with full ground 
handling, on-site maintenance, aircraft 
charter services, 65,000 sq ft of hangar 
space and ramp parking. 

“We are happy to celebrate this 
impressive milestone for the network,” 
said Michael Szczchechoski, World Fuel’s 
senior vice president of business aviation 
sales, noting that the network has added 
10 locations over the past year.

The Air Elite Network was founded 
in 2011.

UNIVERSAL LAUNCHES  
MALDIVES HANDLING SERVICE

Universal Aviation is expanding its 
Asia-Pacific network with a new 
subsidiary in the Maldives. The 
new Universal Aviation Maldives 
operation, a joint venture with luxury 
vacation group Inner Maldives, will 
start services early this month at Malé 
International Airport. It will also 
provide support at Gan Airport, and 
offer specially negotiated rates for local 
hotels and tours. 

“In addition to the operational benefits 
Universal Aviation Maldives will provide 
our clients, we also expect the location to 
boost the local economy with new jobs 
and improve international standards and 
recurrent training for business aviation 
throughout the country,” said Charlie 
Mularski, Universal’s Asia-Pacific vice 
president. “We are looking forward 
to working closely with the Maldives 
government to continue to identify 
ways in which it can further improve the 
country’s aviation infrastructure, leading 
to growth and development.”

WASHINGTON FBO FINISHES HANGAR, 
EYES A NEW TERMINAL

Seattle-area FBO Tacoma Narrows 
Aviation has completed a major 
renovation of its 13,000-sq-ft hangar, 
part of a project that will see the 

Avfuel-branded FBO, and one of two 
service providers on the field, move into 
a new complex to be completed this 
fall. The 1960s-era hangar, which can 
accommodate aircraft up to a 600-series 
Challenger, received new exterior and 
interior siding, insulation, windows, 
lighting, electrical and fire suppression.

The $2 million project will also 
replace the current 60-year-old 
terminal with a 5,000-sq-ft, two-story 
contemporary building. It will have a 
catering kitchen, media room and flight 
planning area on the ground floor, with 
the upstairs reserved for leased office 
space. Adjoining the executive terminal 
will be a 6,000-sq-ft transient hangar 
sized for midsize business jets, bringing 
the facility to 30,000 sq ft of hangar 
capacity.

Located 30 miles south of Seattle, the 
county-owned airport offers a 5,000-foot 
runway and on-demand U.S. Customs 
clearance. o

FBO and Airport News

>  Business Aviation Solutions of Van Nuys, 
Calif., has added a Lineage 1000 to its 
management fleet. 

>  Custom Jet Charters of West Palm Beach, 
Fla., is now approved under the DCA 
Access Standard Security Program to fly 
charters to Ronald Reagan Washington 
National Airport.

>  Charter broker Air Partner recently 
arranged a charter for passengers stranded 
when two ship journeys were canceled 
between Cape Town, South Africa, and the 
islands of St. Helena and Ascension. Air 
Partner arranged the charter with SA Airlink. 

>  West Coast Aviation Services has placed a 
new Piaggio Evo twin turboprop into charter 
service, the first to be based in Southern 
California and also the first Evo sold in the 
U.S. A second Evo was scheduled to join the 
West Coast fleet last month.

>  Desert Jet has placed a Challenger 300 into 
charter service, based at its headquarters at 
Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport near 
Palm Springs, Calif. 

>  Silver Air has added a G200 to its charter/
management fleet. 

>  Germany’s FAI rent-a-jet has added a 
Global Express and Challenger 604, 
bringing its fleet total to 24.

>  Latitude 33 of Carlsbad, Calif., boosted its 
business by 25 percent and added seven 
aircraft last year. n

CHARTER NEWS NOTES

NEARLY 40 YEARS AT FORT WORTH
You might say that aviation is in Reed 
Pigman’s blood. His family once owned a 
supplemental-carrier airline, and he started 
Texas Jet, one of several FBOs at Fort 
Worth Meacham International Airport, 
in 1978 after selling off a flight school 
in Oklahoma so he could move back to 
his hometown of Fort Worth. He began 
with two hangars and today, nearly four 
decades later, that number has grown to 
23, totaling 450,000 sq ft of aircraft storage 
space for the latest big business jets, all sit-
uated on a leasehold of 32 acres.

While other service providers have 
taken the knock-it-down-and-build-anew 
route on their terminals, Texas Jet has 
maintained its original 7,000-sq-ft termi-
nal, kept up to date by care and constant 
upgrades. Among its features are a com-
fortable lobby with double-height ceil-
ing, a private snooze room, and a pair 
of conference rooms (one with six seats 
and one with 14), a koi pond and a self-
serve ice cream freezer. The facility has 
two separate crew lounges to meet pilots’ 
needs: The Cinema has a 70-inch-screen 
TV, while Oasis is a quiet room. Refuel, a 
well equipped snack room, offers munch-

ies, and across the adjoining 28,000-sq-ft 
hangar, Lift, the facility’s recently refur-
bished fitness center, provides gym qual-
ity equipment, along with showers, towels 
and toiletries. Onsite car rental is provided 
by GoRentals, which occupies a desk in 
the lobby, but other national brands are 
available as well. The FBO has 14 crew 
cars, enough to require a dedicated staff 
member to care for them.

Valet parking is another popular ser-
vice, with customers’ cars washed before 
being parked in one of two garages, which 
can hold a combined 40 vehicles.

The complex is home to 45 turbine-
powered aircraft ranging from a TBM 850 
to a GIV, and the company recently com-
pleted a 30,000-sq-ft hangar for a tenant. 
The company has half a million square 
feet of storage space, and it isn’t enough, 
Pigman said. “We do a pretty good job 
of keeping it filled,” he told AIN. “I think 
when the oil crash happened and we lost 
a handful of customers, we went from 

probably 105-percent occupancy to 95 
percent occupancy.”

The Phillips-66 branded FBO, which 
is open 24/7 every day of the year, claims 
60 percent of the business at the GA-only 
airport, which Pigman equates to 10,000 
fueling operations a year, or 3.5 million 
gallons of fuel flowage. The facility owns 
four separate fuel farms, accumulated over 
the years, and can store 120,000 gallons 
of jet-A and 20,000 gallons of avgas, not 
counting fuel held on two 5,000-gallon, 
two 3,000-gallon and one 2,200-gallon 
jet fuel tankers, and a pair of 1,200-gallon 
avgas trucks, all equipped with wireless 
fuel pump data transmission, for which the 
company was one of the first adopters a 
decade ago. “We’re to the point where the 
bugs are out of it,” said Pigman. “It took 
several years, but it sure simplifies and 
expedites things at the front desk.”

The company has been Stage One certi-
fied under IBAC’s SMS-based International 
Standard for Business Aviation Handling 
for the past year. It prefers that its new 
line service technicians have at least six 
months of experience before they join the 
company, where they are then put through 
the NATA Safety 1st Professional line ser-

vice course, as well as in-house training. 
Even then, they remain under constant 
supervision. “We don’t turn them loose 
by themselves for 60 days, because they 
don’t have Texas Jet towing experience,” 
explained Pigman. 

The customer service staff is led by 
Holly Hopkins, who has earned recog-
nition from customers in AIN’s annual 
FBO Survey for years. “We try our best 
to find people who have a desire to serve 
others, because we have found that it is 
almost impossible to teach that,” noted 
Pigman. As an example, he mentioned 
one occasion when the staff learned it 
was a departing passenger’s birthday. The 
CSR called ahead to the destination FBO, 
which greeted the flight with a large birth-
day sign and a bottle of wine. “She was 
blown away, and it made both our FBOs 
look good,” said Pigman, who added that 
each flight leaves with a taste of Texas in 
the form of parcels of the FBO’s proprie-
tary chili mix and steak rub. —C.E.

Tacoma Narrows Aviation recently completed a hangar renovation. 
Construction of a new FBO is expected to be completed later this year.

The double-height ceiling of Texas Jet’s Fort Worth facility gives the lobby a spacious feel.

FBO PROFILE: Texas Jet
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Accidents by Amy Laboda

CHALLENGER 601 CREW  
LOST CONTROL ON LANDING

Bombardier Challenger 601-3R, Jan. 5, 
2014, Aspen, Colo.—A Challenger 601-
3R was destroyed in a landing accident that 
was the result of an unstabilized approach to 
Aspen-Pitkin County Airport, Colo. (KASE), 
killing the copilot and seriously injuring the 
captain and passenger.

The flight originated from Tucson 
International Airport (KTUS), Ariz., and was 
uneventful until the flight crew performed a 
missed approach after vectors to the LOC/
DME-E approach to Runway 15 at KASE. ATC 
vectored the airplane for a second LOC/DME-E 
approach to Runway 15. The local controller 
informed the flight crew that the wind was from 
330 degrees at 16 knots and the one-minute 
average wind was from 320 degrees at 14 knots 
gusting to 25 knots. These winds were near 
or exceeded the airplane’s maximum landing 
tailwind and crosswind components.

The initial part of the airplane’s second 
approach was normal; however, in the final 
minute of flight the pilots added and pulled 
power five times, and with the resultant pitch 
oscillations the airspeed varied between 135 
knots and 150 knots. Final runway touchdown 
force was about 6 gs.

NTSB investigators completed 
performance calculations to determine if the 
airplane could have gone around. Assuming 
the crew had control of the airplane and that 
power was set to the appropriate climb setting, 
anti-ice was off and the sustained tailwind was 
less than 25 knots, they found that the airplane 
could have completed a go-around, clearing 
obstacles along that path.

The Board determined that the probable 
cause of this accident was “the flight crew’s 
failure to maintain airplane control during 
landing following an unstabilized approach. 
Contributing to the accident was the flight 
crew’s decision to land with a tailwind above 
the airplane’s operating limitations and the 
crew’s failure to conduct a go-around.”

CHALLENGER BRAKE FAILED

Bombardier Challenger 601, July 22, 
2015, Palm Beach International Airport, 
Palm Beach, Fla.—A Challenger 601 was 
substantially damaged when it struck an all-
terrain ground vehicle (ATV) while taxiing at 
Palm Beach International Airport (PBI), West 
Palm Beach, Fla. No one was injured. The NTSB 
determined that the probable cause of this 
accident was the flight crew’s failure to adhere 
to the “before start” checklist, to monitor the 
airplane’s motion, and to see and avoid objects 
around the airplane, which resulted in an 
inadvertent roll into a ground vehicle.

According to the captain, the flight crew 
was “rushed” to depart and forgot to close 
the baggage door. After the prestart checklist 
and with both engines running, he noticed 
that ground personnel on an ATV were waving 
their arms to get his attention. The captain 
then realized the baggage door was open and 
went back to close the door. He closed it, 

returned to his seat and resumed reviewing the 
checklist. The captain then looked out the side 
window and noticed the airplane was rolling 
forward and, according to the CVR, said, 
“What are you doing?”

There is the sound of a warning or alert 
tone as the first officer responded, “I didn’t 
do anything. What’s going on? What is going 
on? Stop.”

The captain replied, “I don’t know.” Then the 
CVR recorded sounds of engines shutting down, 
followed by a sound consistent with a collision.

Both pilots applied maximum brake 
pressure. The captain then reached over and 
shut down the engines at the same time the 
first officer released and re-applied the parking 
brake, halting the aircraft. The captain claimed 
he heard no alarms or sounds.

Ground service personnel said they 
attempted to communicate with the left-seat 
pilot, but she never looked up. The left wing 
struck the ATV before the airplane stopped.

The airplane was operated by USAC 
Airways 691, doing business as Paragon 
Jets. Paragon Jets’ director of maintenance 
inspected the airplane’s hydraulic and braking 
systems under the supervision of an FAA 
inspector and noted no anomalies.

CVR data revealed the flight crew 
completed no tasks associated with the formal 
prestart checklist. The recorder did capture 
a conversation of an informal checklist along 
with a departure briefing. The Challenger 601-
3A/3R “before start” checklist states the wheel 
chocks must be removed, hydraulic pressure 
verified and the parking brakes set before 
engine start.

BELL 206 SUFFERED  
TAIL-ROTOR DRIVESHAFT FAILURE

Bell 206B, Nov. 21, 2016, Bathurst, NSW, 
Australia—A pilot and farm manager 
conducting an aerial inspection sustained minor 
injuries when the Bell 206B in which they were 
flying experienced a tail-rotor driveshaft failure 
about 16 nm south of Bathurst, New South 
Wales. The Australian Transport Safety Bureau 
commented that the incident highlights the 
importance of robust and current training in 
emergency procedures, and that identifying a 
problem and reacting quickly can reduce the 
severity of damage and injuries.

During normal cruise the pilot raised the 
collective and turned the helicopter to follow 
down-sloping terrain. Some 75 feet agl at 40 
knots airspeed the pilot and passenger heard 
and felt a bang. The pilot looked outside to see 
if there was any damage to the spray booms 
on the helicopter and in the back seat to see 
whether anything had fallen onto the floor; 
he decided to land to determine the cause 
of the bang. As he slowed the helicopter it 
started to yaw rapidly to the right and tail-
rotor authority was lost. The pilot immediately 
rolled the power to the ground idle detent and, 
as the helicopter stopped yawing, lowered 
the collective. Rotor rpm dropped to about 80 
percent. The pilot pulled back on the cyclic, but 
the helicopter landed hard enough to trigger 
the ELT. The belly tank (for spraying) absorbed 

some of the impact and the spray booms 
prevented the helicopter from rolling over.

The tail-rotor driveshaft was found 
fractured at the No. 2 bearing and the tail-rotor 
blades were undamaged, indicating that they 
were probably not rotating when the helicopter 
struck the ground. There were scrapes inside 
the tail-rotor driveshaft cowling, suggesting 
that the shaft was rotating when it fractured. 
There was no evidence of oil leakage, 
overheating, corrosion or vibration of the tail-
rotor driveshaft system.

The helicopter, Serial Number 714, 
was fitted with a long tail-rotor driveshaft. 
The manufacturer required the single long 
driveshaft to be replaced with a segmented 
shaft in Serial Numbers 1252 and above. The 
helicopter was fitted with a data augmentation 
monitoring system, which did not show any 
abnormalities.

The tail-rotor bearings were “on condition” 
items and the driveshaft was inspected every 
1,200 hours and was in good condition 
apart from the fracture after the accident. On 
Aug. 18, 2016, the No. 1 and No. 3 tail-rotor 
driveshaft bearings and tail-rotor gearbox 
were replaced. On Sept. 29, 2016, the No. 1 
tail-rotor bearing and bearing hanger were 
replaced. Post-accident inspection did not 
reveal any abnormalities.

Bell Helicopter reported that the single long 
tail-rotor driveshaft (P/N 206-040-330-001) 
was replaced with segmented shafts in Bell 
206Bs about 45 years ago. At Serial Number 
1252, all 206Bs and follow-on 206B3s were 
equipped with segmented shafts; however, the 
long shaft is still procurable through Bell. The 
manufacturer reported that the long tail-rotor 
driveshaft has not been a safety concern, with 
no other recent failures.

SHORT-FIELD LANDING 
DAMAGED MERIDIAN

Piper PA-46 Meridian, Dec. 2, 2016, 
Midland, Va.—An annual insurance review 
flight went bad in a Piper Meridian when the 
pilot receiving instruction said he was told 
to perform an extreme short-field landing. 
According to the pilot, his flight instructor told 
him to be “50 feet over the numbers at 75 
kias, then go to flight idle, push the nose down 
and land short.” On short final the airplane 
descended rapidly. Spool-up lag prevented the 
engine from responding immediately and the 
airplane landed hard and bounced, substantially 
damaging the fuselage. The pilot reported that 
there were no preaccident mechanical failures 
or malfunctions with the airframe or engine that 
would have precluded normal operation.

The NTSB noted that the flight manual for 
the PA-46-350P [piston-powered Mirage] states: 
“For a short-field technique, flaps are to be full 
down, airspeed 78 kias, throttle as required. 
Once over the obstacle on final, throttle reduced 
to idle. After touchdown, brakes maximum.” 
The NTSB determined that the probable cause 
of this accident was the pilot’s improper 
landing flare and subsequent hard landing while 
demonstrating a short-field landing and the flight 
instructor’s delayed remedial action. n

  FINAL REPORTS

BEECH 18 DITCHES IN ALASKA  
AFTER ENGINE FAILURE

Beechcraft G18S, March 3, 2017, Smuggler’s Cove, 
Alaska—A twin-radial Beechcraft G18S registered 
to Point Air carrying 1,000 pounds of clams ditched 
two miles southwest of Metlakatla, Alaska, follow-
ing total loss of power in the right engine. The ATP-
rated pilot and right-seat passenger suffered minor 
injuries. The airplane was on an IFR flight plan 
in IMC from Klawock Airport (PAKW), Alaska, 
at 7:34 a.m., en route to Ketchikan International 
Airport (PAKT), Ketchikan, Alaska.

According to the pilot’s written statement, after 
an ILS approach to PAKT Runway 11, he per-
formed the missed approach procedure and the 
right engine seized during the climb-out at about 
2,000 feet msl. The pilot directed the passenger in 
the right front seat to help navigate to Annette 
Island Airport and perform radio communications. 
He attempted to feather the right engine, but the 
propeller would not feather. He was unable to main-
tain altitude. The passenger declared an emergency 
and requested radar vectors for terrain clearance.

The airplane descended through the clouds five 
miles north of Annette Island Airport to an alti-
tude of 100 to 200 feet with about one mile of visi-
bility. Descending through 50 feet, the pilot set up 
a ditching in Smuggler’s Cove near the coastline.

U.S. Coast Guard Sector Juneau directed 
a response vessel from Coast Guard station 
Ketchikan and an MH-60 from Air Station Sitka. 
The Metlakatla fire department rescue boat was first 
on scene about 30 minutes after the accident and 
transported the pilot and passenger to Metlakatla 
medical clinic. According to the U.S. Coast Guard, 
the waves were six feet high at Smuggler’s Cove 
when they arrived.

TURKISH S-76 DESTROYED AFTER TAKEOFF

Sikorsky S-76C++, March 10, 2017, Istanbul, 
Turkey—A Sikorsky S-76C++ powered by two 
922-shp Turbomeca Arriel 2S2 turboshafts 
crashed shortly after takeoff from Istanbul 
Ataturk Airport (LTBA) in Istanbul, Turkey. The 
aircraft was destroyed by the impact and fire, kill-
ing the two pilots and five passengers. The flight 
was destined for Bozoyuk, Turkey. The acci-
dent investigation is under the jurisdiction of the 
Turkish Government.

MEXICAN MD500 HITS POWERLINES

MD500, March 13, 2017, Mexicali, Mexico—A 
Mexican-registered MD500 turbine single struck 
high-voltage power lines with its tail rotor while 
maneuvering near Mexicali, Mexico. Video evi-
dence shows the aircraft coming apart in flight as 
it spun to the ground, killing the pilot and four pas-
sengers. The local flight departed nearby General 
Rodolfo Sánchez Taboada International Airport 
(MMML). The accident investigation is under the 
jurisdiction and control of the Dirección General 
de Aeronáutica Civil (DGAC).

FRENCH BELL 206 DESTROYED 

Bell 206, March 15, 2017, Figeac, France—A 
Bell 206 was destroyed and the pilot died when it 
crashed into terrain near Figeac, France, while on 
a domestic flight from Poitiers Biard (LFBI) to 
Mouret. The accident investigation is under the 
jurisdiction and control of the BEA. o

PRELIMINARY REPORTS 

The material on this page is based on the NTSB’s  report (preliminary, factual or final) of each accident or, in the case of  recent accidents, on information obtained from the FAA 
or local authorities. It is not intended to judge or evaluate the ability of any person, living or dead, and is presented here for informational purposes.
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ARGUS RESPONDS TO  
AUDIT QUESTIONS
In response to the article “NTSB accident 
report highlights charter ops audit questions” 
(AIN, April, page 1), please find this ‘Letter 
to the Editor’ as a deeper and more com-
prehensive explanation of the Argus Charter 
Operator Ratings and Audit program, as ref-
erenced in your article. While no system or 
process can absolutely guarantee safety, the 
Cheq program is designed to allow charter 
users additional levels of due diligence to 
help them make informed decisions regard-
ing chartering aircraft.

The first step in the Argus ratings pro-
gram is a 10-year historical analysis of the 
safety history of a specific operator. The 
Cheq system looks at a charter operator and 
compares it to the industry’s overall safety 
record. Many operators are not even eligi-
ble to attain a rating because of their his-
tory. Argus has evaluated 2,700 operators, 
of which slightly more than 500 currently 
qualify for an Argus rating.

After the operator’s safety history is eval-
uated and it elects to participate in the pro-
gram, its aircraft and pilots are loaded into 
the system and the safety and enforcement 
history of those entities are checked as well. 
Pilots in the program are subject to a back-
ground check every year by Argus. Last year 
alone, Cheq analysts reviewed 11,000 pilot 
background checks. Argus-rated operators 
are required to keep their pilot information 
updated every 90 days. Last year, the Cheq 
system saw one million change requests 
from our rated operators. This pilot informa-
tion is a critical element of the TripCheq sys-
tem, where clients can request that operators 
meet their specified experience requirements. 
Clients can use their own minimums, but can-
not go below the Argus Standard. The Argus 
Standard’s minimums are far in excess of 
any civil aviation authority minimum. Using 
the TripCheq Standard, Argus has found that 
nearly 20 percent of trips run through the sys-
tem do not meet the client minimums.

Finally, operators that desire a rating 
higher than Gold can request an on-site audit. 
This can qualify an operator for Gold-Plus 
or Platinum, depending on the audit results. 
Audits expire after two years, a worldwide 
quality audit standard.

Argus employs 30 highly experienced 
business aviation auditors across the globe 
who have an average of 35 years and 10,000 
flight hours of experience. These auditors 
are required to meet stringent qualification 
and training requirements before they are 
assigned to an audit. Auditors also receive 
recurrent training every year. The audit 

program is managed by our Colorado office 
and uses a team of professional managers and 
auditors who ensure each audit is planned 
and executed properly. During the post-audit 
process, our professional team conducts thor-
ough quality control of every audit report 
before it is delivered to the client.

I hope this helps to better explain the 
purpose and processes of the Argus Charter 
Operator Ratings and Audit program. Our 
goal is to continue providing the charter mar-
ketplace with the necessary information to 
make informed decisions.

Joe Moeggenberg
Founder and president, Argus International

PAINT COUNTERPOINT

I read the article on aircraft paint (AIN, 
May, page 52) by Curt Epstein with inter-
est as this subject is indeed a constant chal-
lenge, not only at MRO level but also dur-
ing production.

However, I disagree with the last sec-
tion, which elaborates on the even more 
pronounced challenge posed by composite 
surfaces. Whilst this may be true under cer-
tain circumstances, the reason behind this 
phenomenon as given in the article is incor-
rect. In actual fact, the thermal coefficient of 
expansion of carbon-fiber composite lami-
nates is smaller than that of aluminum by 
more than an order of magnitude. Glass-fiber 
composites expand and contract with temper-
ature variations quite similarly to aluminum. 
The root cause for the observed tendency 
toward more paint cracking may therefore 
be searched for in the functional application 
of composite panels in an airframe rather than 
the thermal expansion. Such panels are often 
used as fairing structures, exposed to signif-
icant deflections as a result of flight loads; 
consider the wing-root fairing as an example.

In my experience, paint cracking on com-
posite panels is not much of an issue, but it 
is much more of a concern at the interfaces 
between fairing panels and the aluminum 
structure. At these locations great care must 
be taken to avoid chafing of the panel against 
the aluminum because of the differences in 
thermal coefficients of expansion of dissimilar 
materials as well as in flexural properties. If 
seams between different materials are simply 
overpainted, the paint layer there will crack 
soon after entry into service. Repeating the 
overpainting work during maintenance will 
likely make the problem worse.

Dr. Urs Thomann 
Director of production management, PC-24

Pilatus Aircraft
Buochs, Switzerland

Letters and Opinions

Aircraft paint presents a significant challenge in production and for owners. One AIN reader offers 
insight into the reasons.

Pre-Owned Update  by Mark Phelps

Business gets boost from  
shifting markets, fleet demands

First-quarter numbers for the aircraft resale 
market show that the lighter side of business 
aviation is looking up, but not so bright that 
you should be going out and stockpiling an 
inventory of small and midsize jets. Still, 
according to Amstat’s Market Analysis, “Both 
the medium and light business jet segments 
kicked off 2017 with two of the best first-
quarter resale retail transaction starts in these 
segments in the last 10 years.” Turnover in 
the first three months was 2.6 percent for 
the medium-jet fleet and 2.8 percent for 
light jets—both representing the second-best 
numbers for their segments since 2008.

Some (but not all) particular light-jet 
models illustrate this trend—as glacial as the 
upward movement might be. Measured by 
resale retail transactions as a percentage of the 
overall fleet, the Beechcraft/Hawker 400XP, for 
example, clocked in at a low-end 0.8 percent 
in the first quarter of last year but jumped 
to 3.2 percent in the same period this year. 
Likewise, those numbers were 1.6 percent 
for a Citation V in last year’s first quarter, 
improving to 4.7 percent for the same time 
frame this year. Bucking the trend, however, 
was the Citation CJ1 market: transactions 
as a percentage of the fleet in the first three 
months of last year were at 4.6 percent but 
dipped to 3.12 percent in Q1 this year.

In the midsize class, Hawker 900XPs 
and Gulfstream G200s were both up—to 
3.6 percent from 1.6 percent for the Hawker 
and to 4.9 percent from 1.6 percent for the 
Gulfstream—in this year’s first quarter. The 
Citation Sovereign is the outlier in this class, 
but only as a result of virtually flat growth in 
sales numbers—to 1.2 percent of the fleet 
in the first three months this year from 1.1 
percent in the same period last year.

Shifting Demand
At the start of the global recession in 2008, 
retail activity in the pre-owned market took 
a giant tumble across the board, but it was 
heavy jets that led the field in sales growth 
as a percentage of the fleet from about 2013, 
when all other segments sagged. The heavy 

set only stayed flat, but by comparison it 
looked a lot better than its smaller siblings. 
But lighter jets have improved for the first 
time in recent memory, and that could be a 
result of a few developments.

The first is the re-emergence of North 
America as the top market for business jet 
sales and activity. A graph of retail sales 
in the U.S. over the last decade compared 
with the rest of the world looks like a mirror 
image. In 2006, the U.S. accounted for 
61.1 percent of resale retail pre-owned 
transactions. That dipped to a low of 49.2 
percent in 2008, the first and only time more 
sales were recorded outside the U.S. market 
than inside it. The gap has widened steadily 
since then, reaching a high of 66.6 percent 
in 2015—two-thirds of the total.

Observers point out that in the years 
when BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) 
dominated growth in the business aviation 
landscape, it was the large jets that took 
center stage. Buyers in those markets wanted 
to be able to go far and carry a lot of people. 
With austerity taking over in China and a 
combination of low oil prices and political 
sanctions taking a lot of wind out of the 
Russian market’s sails, the market for large 
jets is not what it was in its heyday. The 
existing market is still strong, particularly 
as residual values drop and long-range jets 
become more affordable. But the numbers in 
the Amstat report seem to indicate a shift in 
activity toward lighter aircraft.

That makes sense, in that business jet 
flying in North America is far more diverse 
than in most of the rest of the world. A 
light or medium jet could be valuable for a 
small business in a rural area, or a medium-
size operation getting from the crowded 
Northeast or the West Coast to smaller rural 
markets or satellite plants. Where American 
aviation grew up from small to large, in most 
other parts of the world it’s the opposite.

Maybe the latest numbers on improved 
activity in the light and midsize categories 
indicate an upward trend to come. Or 
maybe they just mean the market has 
stopped digging the hole it was in. Either 
way, there is cause for some optimism in 
these developments. o
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Compliance Countdown by Gordon Gilbert

Within 6 Months
u July 3, 2017
EASA Proposes to Require FDRs  
on Light Aircraft
So-called “lightweight, crash-resistant” flight 
data recorders (FDRs) would be required on 
certain light aircraft under a notice of proposed 
amendment from the European Aviation Safety 
Agency. If adopted, the rule would require 
FDRs on airplanes and helicopters that are 
commercially operated, manufactured starting 
three years after the effective date of the rule 
and have passenger seating for more than nine 
(for airplanes) or are turbine powered with an 
mtow of 6,500 pounds or more (for airplanes 
and helicopters). Comments on the proposal 
are due by July 3 this year.

u Aug. 12, 2017
Proposed Rules Published  
To Regulate Drones in Europe
The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) 
has proposed rulemaking to regulate the 
operation of small drones in Europe. Comments 
are due by August 12 this year. The proposed 
rule would require a system that ensures drones 
do not enter a prohibited zone. It addresses 
pilot qualifications and requires pilots to register 
before they operate drones heavier than nine 
ounces. The proposal provides alleviations 
for people flying model aircraft. At the end 
of this year, the EASA will submit a final 
recommendation to the European Commission.

u Aug. 15, 2017
New EASA CS-23 Goes Into Effect
A rewrite of the European Aviation Safety 
Agency’s CS-23 small airplane certification 
regulations goes into effect just 15 days before 
the FAA’s own comprehensive overhaul of Part 
23 small airplane certification rules. Similar 
to the FAA’s rewrite, the new CS-23 lays the 
foundations for a new performance-based, 
flexible approach to certifying small aircraft. 
According to EASA officials, the rules will 
“remove design limitations for manufacturers, 
opening the way for innovation.”

u Aug. 30, 2017
FAR Part 23 Rewrite Effective Date
The FAA’s rewrite of Part 23 small airplane 
certification rules goes into effect on August 
30 this year. The revised airworthiness 
standards will apply to airplanes in the normal, 
utility, acrobatic and commuter categories, 
and replace current “prescriptive design 
requirements with performance-based” 
airworthiness standards. These standards 
replace the current weight and propulsion 
divisions with “performance- and risk-based 
divisions of airplanes with a maximum seating 
capacity of 19 passengers or less and a mtow 
of 19,000 pounds or less.” The new rules enact 
additional airworthiness standards to address 
certification for flight in icing conditions, 
enhanced stall characteristics and minimum 
control speeds for multiengine airplanes. 
Additionally, revised rules will apply to Part 91, 
121 and 135 operations to correspond with the 
new airworthiness standards.

Within 12 Months

u Dec. 7, 2017 and Jan. 30, 2020 
Expansion of Datalink Com in North Atlantic
Phase 2 of the North Atlantic datalink 

mandate began with Phase 2a in February 
2015, at which time flights within the North 
Atlantic Tracks (NAT) between FL350 
and FL390 were required to be equipped 
with Fans 1/A controller-pilot datalink 
communications (CPDLC) and ADS-C. The 
program expands to these altitudes in the 
entire ICAO NAT region on December 7 this 
year, and to all flights in this region above 
FL290 on Jan. 30, 2020, a month sooner than 
the previous revised date. 

u Jan. 1, 2018
Deadline for European 8.33-kHz Spacing 
Starting January 1 next year, aircraft might not 
be able to operate in any EU member state’s 
controlled airspace unless they are equipped 
with communications systems that have 
8.33-kHz voice-channel spacing. Eurocontrol 
says extending 8.33 kHz below FL195 down 
to ground level is important, as “Europe has 
a known shortage of voice communication 
frequencies.” The 8.33-kHz requirement for 
higher altitudes in controlled airspace has 
been in effect for some time. According to 
Eurocontrol, the consequences should this 
shortage of com frequencies not be addressed 
are “significant: there will be more air traffic 
delays; it will be harder to implement safety 
improvements; and we will lose flexibility in 
introducing operational enhancements.”

Beyond 12 Months

u June 16, 2018 and Jan. 1, 2019
Upgraded CVRs and  
Underwater Locators Required 
New regulations from the European Aviation 
Safety Agency (EASA) will require upgraded 
CVRs and underwater locating devices (ULDs) 
to be installed. Starting June 16 next year, 
ULDs must be capable of transmitting for at 
least 90 days instead of 30 days. By Jan. 1, 
2019, airplanes with an mtow of at least 59,500 
pounds with more than 19 passenger seats 
and performing transoceanic flights must be 
retrofitted with an “additional ULD with very 
long detection range.” Also by Jan. 1, 2019, all 
CVRs with 30-minute recording duration must 
be replaced by units that can record for two 
hours. CVRs recording on magnetic tape must 
be replaced by solid-state units.

u Nov. 8, 2018
ICAO Adopts 15-min. Position Reporting
The International Civil Aviation Organization 
Council adopted a tracking standard for 
certain international flights that requires 
crews to report their aircraft’s position 
at least every 15 minutes. It will become 
applicable on November 8 next year. The 
new requirement will be made formal as 
Amendment 39 to Annex 6—Operation 
of Aircraft, Part I. The new standard is the 
outcome of recommendations stemming from 
the disappearance of the 777 operating as 
Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 while en route 
from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing, China, on March 
8, 2014. The search for the 777 was called off 
in January this year.

u Jan. 1, 2020
U.S. ADS-B out Mandate
ADS-B out equipment must be operational 
starting Jan. 1, 2020, in aircraft that fly in the U.S. 
under IFR and where transponders are currently 
required, namely class A, B and C airspace. 
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JetAviva named Tim White president. White, 
a managing partner, has previously served as 
senior v-p of sales for the Americas for Cess-
na and as a senior sales executive for Bom-
bardier. The company also promoted Rene 
Changtin to vice president, Latin America 
and Learjet markets. Changtin has 20 years 
of aviation industry experience, previously 
holding positions with Eclipse Aviation, Dia-
mond Aircraft and Bombardier Aerospace.

Harrods Aviation promoted Dawn Wyatt 
to head of Air Harrods. Wyatt has served 
with Harrods for 29 years, most recently as 
head of operations. She has held a number 
of roles with Westland Helicopters in Bat-
tersea over her aviation career.

Nordam has restructured its organiza-
tion, placing responsibility for the firm’s UK 
repair facility under the purview of Hast-
ings Siegfried and the repairs division in 
Tulsa, Okla., under Phil Marshall. In addi-
tion to overseeing the Welsh facility, Sieg-
fried remains vice chairman of the Nordam 
board of directors, COO of its transparency 
group and sales development leader for 
Asia-Pacific. Marshall, vice president and 
general manager of the Nordam Interiors 
& Structures Division, adds the responsi-
bility for the Tulsa unit that repairs a range 
of aerospace parts. The moves were made 
after Basil Barimo, former Nordam Repair 
Group executive v-p, announced plans to 
leave the company to pursue another op-
portunity with a non-competing company 
based in Florida.

AHS International, the Vertical Flight 
Technical Society, elected Dave Koopersmith 
chairman and Daniele Romiti president. 
Koopersmith, who was previously AHS presi-
dent, is vice president and general manager 
of Boeing Vertical Lift. Romiti, previously 
secretary/treasurer, is managing director 
of Leonardo Helicopters. Also elected was 
Glenn Isbell, who is executive v-p of Bell 
Helicopter Textron, as secretary/treasurer.

The Professional Aviation Maintenance 
Association named John Goglia chairman. 
Goglia, who was the first and only airframe 
and powerplant mechanic to serve on the 
National Transportation Safety Board, has 
40 years of aviation experience and is cur-
rently an industry consultant, adjunct pro-
fessor and AIN columnist.

Jet Aviation appointed David Best head 
of global business development. Best joins 
the company from Claymore Hill Advisory, 
and before that he held a number of roles 
with BBA, including president of BBA Avia-
tion Asia-Pacific and chief commercial of-
ficer of Signature Flight Support.

Christian Moreno was appointed chief of 
airport operations at Van Nuys Airport (VNY). 
Moreno, with 28 years in aviation, has held 
a number of senior roles with Los Angeles 
World Airports, including airport superinten-
dent of operations and terminal manager. He 
has also served with Portland International 
Airport and an international carrier.

Tom Myers, former director of global mar-
keting at Gogo Business Aviation, is founding 
a virtual marketing firm, Exponent Group. 
Myers, who will serve as chief strategist and 
managing director of the new entity, brings a 
long background in aerospace and aviation 
marketing, having previously worked on the 
Pilatus Business Aircraft, Embraer, FlightSafe-
ty International and Elliott Aviation brands, 

and serving with fd2s and Elliott Aviation. 
Joining Myers in the new venture is Scott 
Meyer as executive creative director. Meyer 
formerly served with the Chicago advertis-
ing agencies FCB (Foote, Cone and Belding) 
and Y&R (Young & Rubicam), as well as the 
Integer Group in Denver.

Global Jet Capital COO Dave Labrozzi 
was appointed to the board of the National 
Aircraft Finance Association (NAFA). Labrozzi 
joined Global Jet Capital in 2015 after spend-
ing nearly 35 years with GE, 15 of them as 
president of GE Capital, Corporate Aircraft.

Curt Castagna, president and CEO of the 
Aeroplex/Aerolease Group, was appointed 
to the Los Angeles County Airport Com-
mission, a 10-member organization that 
advises on the county’s five-airport system. 
Castagna manages business aviation centers 
located at Long Beach Airport (LGB) and 
Van Nuys Airport (VNY) and is president of 
both the LGB and VNY tenant associations.

Air BP named Irene Lores global general 
aviation sales and marketing manager. Lores 
has 17 years of experience with Air BP and 
parent company BP, most recently as West 
Mediterranean cluster general manager.

Traxxall Technologies added an office 
in Wichita that will be staffed by existing 
employees and Wichita residents Jeff Ri-
ans and Robert Peterson. Joining them will 
be James Carter, Christopher Mercer and 
Coby Smith. In addition, Elija Stepp joined 
the firm. Stepp will be based in Las Vegas.

John Langford, chairman, founder and 
CEO of Aurora Flight Sciences, was elect-
ed to a two-year term as president for the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and As-
tronautics. Langford, who has bachelor’s, 
master’s and doctoral degrees from the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, also co-
founded Athena Technologies, worked for 
the Institute for Defense Analyses, served 
with Lockheed and led a series of human-
powered aircraft projects that culminated in 
the world distance and endurance record-
setting Daedalus Project.

Dassault Falcon appointed Chris Han-
cock regional sales manager for metro-
politan New York and Robert Friedlander 
regional sales manager for New England, 
including upstate New York and Eastern 
Pennsylvania.

Dan Ryba joined the in-house aircraft in-
terior and paint design team at Duncan Avia-
tion’s facility in Lincoln, Neb. David Coleman 
has joined Duncan Aviation’s aircraft sales and 
acquisitions team.

Cutter Aviation appointed Kasey Dixon 
HondaJet Southwest customer support for 
the facility in San Antonio, Texas, and Neil 
Simon avionics manager for the facility at 
Phoenix Sky Harbor. Dixon, an airframe 
and powerplant mechanic, fixed-wing and 
remote pilot, has experience working on the 
AH-64D Apache Longbow attack helicopter 
for the U.S. Army and also has served with 
SynapseMX. Previously Simon was avionics 
technical sales and business development 
manager at Banyan Air Services.

Sasha Khounani was named marketing 
specialist for Guardian Jet. Khounani previ-
ously held international finance and sales 
and marketing positions at Boeing.

Western Aircraft promoted Rocky Bois-
vert to regional sales manager. Boisvert 
joined Western Aircraft in 2006 as a main-

tenance technician and most recently was 
Falcon job lead.

GlobalParts.aero appointed George Ca-
nale and Bill Vickers to rotorcraft sales and 
business development positions. 

Universal Weather and Aviation ap-
pointed Sarah Kalmeta Asia-Pacific regional 
operations director. Kalmeta, formerly head 
of flight services with Hongkong Jet, also 
joined the Board of Governors of the Asian 
Business Aviation Association (AsBAA).

Victoria Brown has joined Million Air 
Dallas as aircraft acquisitions and marketing 
associate. A former risk analyst for Black 
Knight Financial Services, Brown has a 
bachelor’s of science in aviation manage-
ment and master’s of business administra-
tion in finance.

Executive AirShare promoted Trevor Hall 
to assistant chief pilot. Hall joined Execu-
tive AirShare in 2013 as a Phenom 100 and 
300 pilot.

ExcelAire named Chris Curtin senior di-
rector of charter operations. Curtin previ-
ously served as a corporate account manag-
er (Northeast U.S.) for Jetex Flight Support, 
executive v-p for Talon Air and as a ground 
services coordinator for NetJets. o

Dawn Wyatt

Rene Changtin

Hastings Siegfried

David Best

Christian Moreno

Katie Gray, a technical supervisor at Vec-
tor Aerospace’s Component Services unit in 
Almondbank, Perth, in the UK, was named 
Technician of the Year at the 2017 Semta 
Skills Awards. Semta (the Science, Engineer-
ing and Manufacturing Technologies Alliance) 
is a nonprofit organization dedicated to fos-
tering engineering skills in the UK.

As a technical supervisor, Gray helped 
set up Vector’s repair and overhaul capabili-
ties for dynamic components on the Airbus 
Ecureuil series and has also been involved 
in the company’s continuous improvement 
initiatives. She is a member of Vector’s Ap-
prentice Support Group and has mentored 
numerous apprentices. Gray also volunteers 
at Stem events, to work with schoolchildren 
in engineering-related activities.

The Aeronautical Repair Station Associa-
tion (ARSA) named Margaret (Peggy) Gil-
ligan, who recently retired as FAA associate 
administrator for aviation safety, the recipient 
of the association’s 2017 Leo Weston Award. 
Gilligan began her career with the FAA as an 
attorney in the Eastern Regional Counsel’s of-
fice, served as chief of staff for four different 
administrators and spent 20 years in the Avia-
tion Safety organization. She was appointed 
associate administrator in January 2009, re-
sponsible for the oversight and enforcement 
of safety standards for the aviation industry.

“She has always been an honest, forth-
right broker unstintingly serving her country 
and the flying public through shifting political 
crosswinds,” said ARSA executive director 
Sarah MacLeod. “She earned the respect 
of the international aviation community and 
certainly has mine.”

The Weston award recognizes individuals 
who embody commitment to the aviation main-
tenance industry’s safety and success n

People in Aviation Compiled by Kerry Lynch

Awards & Honors
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JUNE
MODAERO AVIATION FESTIVAL AND AIR 
SHOW…June 2-4, Conroe-North Houston 
Regional Airport, Conroe, TX.  
Info: contact@modaero.net;  
https://modaero.net/festival/modaero-2017/.

CONNECT2CAR EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP 
FORUM…June 6-7, Dolce Hayes Mansion,  
San Jose, CA. Info: customerservice@sae.org;  
www.sae.org/events/c2c/.

SAE AVIATION TECHNOLOGY FORUM…June 
6-7, Crowne Plaza Century Park Shanghai, 
Shanghai, China. Info: CustomerService@sae.
org; www.sae.org/events/atf.

FLIGHT SAFETY FOUNDATION 5TH ANNUAL 
SAFETY FORUM…June 6-8, Eurocon-
trol Headquarters, Brussels, Belgium. Info: 
apparao@flightsafety.org; https://flightsafety.org/
event/2017-safety-forum/.

NATA AVIATION BUSINESS CONFERENCE…
June 6-8, Hyatt Regency Washington on Capi-
tol Hill, Washington, D.C. Info: kuko@nata.aero; 
http://nata.aero/Events/2017-Aviation-Business-
Conference.aspx.

OHIO BUSINESS AVIATION TRAINING STAND-
DOWN…June 8, Creekside Conference and 
Event Center, Gahanna, OH. Info: awood@
ejmjets.com; https://orbaa.wildapricot.org/
event-2467035.

FLIGHTSIMCON…June 10-11, Sheraton Hotel at 
Bradley Airport, Windsor Locks, CT. Info: info@
flightsimcon.com; http://flightsimcon.com/.

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS/TECHNICIANS  
CONFERENCE…June 12-15, Long Beach, CA. 
Info: www.nbaa.org/events/fa-ft/2017/.

2ND ANNUAL CARIBBEAN AVIATION MEETUP 
CONFERENCE…June 13-15, Saint Maarten. 
Info: cdrbud@caribavia.com; www.caribavia.com/.

MBAA AVIATION DAY SHOW…June 14,  
Rectrix Aviation, Concord, MA.  
Info: massbizav@gmail.com; www.massbizav.
org/events/mbaa-aviation-day-2/.

MEDITERRANEAN BUSINESS AVIATION… 
June 16, The Palace Hotel, Sliema, Malta.  
Info: mail@aeropodium.com;  
www.aeropodium.com/mba.html.

s l u PARIS AIR SHOW…June 19-25,  
Exhibition Center of Le Bourget, France.  
Info: visiteurs@siae.fr; www.siae.fr/.

CONKLIN & DE DECKER OPERATORS TAX 
SEMINAR…June 28, Scottsdale Plaza, 
Scottsdale, AZ. Info: (928) 443-8676;  
www.conklindd.com/p-304-cda-commercial-
operators-tax-seminar-cot.aspx.

BALTIC BUSINESS AVIATION…June 29,  
Tallinn, Estonia. Info: mail@aeropodium.com; 
www.aeropodium.com/bba.html.

JULY
ASA ANNUAL CONFERENCE…July 9-11,  
Hyatt Regency, Reston, VA.  
Info: www.aviationsuppliers.org/annual-conference.

FLIGHT SAFETY FOUNDATION NETWORKING 
DINNER AND SILENT AUCTION…July 20, National 
Press Club, Washington, D.C. Info: waddell@
flightsafety.org; https://flightsafety.org/event/5th-
annual-networking-dinner-and-silent-auction/.

s EAA AIRVENTURE…July 24-30, Oshkosh, 
WI. Info: www.eaa.org/en/airventure.

AUGUST
NATA ADVANCED LINE SERVICE REGIONAL 
WORKSHOP…August 1-2, Alliance Aviation 
Services, Fort Worth. Info: safety1st@nata.aero; 
http://nata.aero/2017-Advanced-Line-Service-
Workshops/ALS-Workshop-Ft-Worth-TX.aspx.

2017 SAE BATTELLE CYBERAUTO CHAL-
LENGE…August 6-11, Macomb Community 
College, Warren, MI. Info: CustomerService@
sae.org; www.sae.org/events/cyberauto/.

LATIN AMERICAN BUSINESS AVIATION CON-
FERENCE & EXHIBITION…August 15-17,  
Congonhas-São Paulo Airport, São Paulo, Brazil. 
Info: www.abag.org.br/labace2017.

22ND ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL AVIATION 
FORECAST SUMMIT…August 26-29,  
The Wynn Resort, Las Vegas, Nevada.  
Info: Sonia@AviationPlanning.com;  
http://aviationforecastsummit.com/.

SEPTEMBER
REGIONAL FORUM…September 7,  
Morristown Airport, Morristown, NJ.  
Info: www.nbaa.org/events/forums/2017MMU/.

JETEXPO MOSCOW 2017…September 7-9, 
Vnukovo-3 Business Aviation Center,  
Moscow, Russia. Info: info@jetexpo.ru;  
http://2017.jetexpo.ru/en/.

AOPA FLY-IN…September 8-9, University 
of Oklahoma Westheimer Airport, Norman, 
OK. Info: www.aopa.org/community/events/
aopa-fly-ins/2017-aopa-fly-ins.

ENGINE LEASING SEMINAR… 
September 12, Holiday Inn Kensington Forum, 
London, England. Info: events@evereste-
vents.co.uk; www.everestevents.co.uk/event/
engine-leasing-seminar-2017/.

NATA ADVANCED LINE SERVICE WORK-
SHOP…September 12-13, Duncan Aviation, 
Lincoln, NE. Info: safety1st@nata.aero; http://
nata.aero/2017-Advanced-Line-Service-Work-
shops/ALS-Workshop-Lincoln-NE.aspx.

SAE NEW ENERGY VEHICLE FORUM…Septem-
ber 12-13, Crowne Plaza Shanghai Anting Golf, 
Shanghai, China. Info: CustomerService@sae.
org; www.sae.org/events/nev/.

AIRCRAFT ASSET MANAGEMENT SEMINAR…
September 13, Holiday Inn Kensington Forum, 
London, England. Info: events@evereste-
vents.co.uk; www.everestevents.co.uk/event/
aircraft-asset-management-seminar-2017-2/.

SAE NORTH AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL 
POWERTRAIN CONFERENCE…September 
13-15, Fairmont Millennium Park Hotel, Chi-
cago, IL. Info: vanessa.reddick@sae.org; www.
sae.org/events/naipc/.

MBAA 6TH ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP GOLF 
TOURNAMENT…September 14, The Inter-
national, Bolton, MA. Info: massbizav@
gmail.com; www.massbizav.org/events/
mbaa-6th-annual-scholarship-golf-tournament/.

SAE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE ENGINEERING 
CONGRESS…September 18- 20, Crowne Plaza 
Chicago O’Hare Hotel, Rosemont, IL. Info: Cus-
tomerService@sae.org; www.sae.org/events/cve/.

35TH ANNUAL SAE BRAKE COLLOQUIUM & 
EXHIBITION…September 24- 27, JW Marriott 
Orlando Grande Lakes, Orlando, FL. Info: Cus-
tomerService@sae.org; www.sae.org/events/bce/.

SAE AEROTECH CONGRESS & EXHIBITION…
September 26-28, Fort Worth Convention Center, 
Fort Worth, TX. Info: CustomerService@sae.org; 
www.sae.org/events/atc/.

SAE ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS SYMPOSIUM…
September 26-28, Wyndham Anaheim Garden 
Grove, Garden Grove, CA. Info: CustomerSer-
vice@sae.org; http://www.sae.org/events/obd/.

OCTOBER
DRONE WORLD EXPO…October 3-4, San Jose 
Convention Center, San Jose, CA. Info:  
info@jdevents.com; www.droneworldexpo.com.

AOPA FLY-IN…October 6-7,  
Groton–New London Airport, Groton, CT.  
Info: www.aopa.org/community/events/
aopa-fly-ins/2017-aopa-fly-ins/.

NBAA TAX, REGULATORY & RISK MAN-
AGEMENT CONFERENCE…October 8-9, Las 
Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV. Info: 
sobrien@nbaa.org; www.nbaa.org/events/
taxes/2017/.

s l u NBAA BUSINESS AVIATION CONVEN-
TION & EXHIBITION…October 10-12,  
Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV.  
Info: (202) 783-9000; www.nbaa.org.

ENGINE LEASING SEMINAR…October 17, 
Crowne Plaza, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.  
Info: events@everestevents.co.uk; www.evereste-
vents.co.uk/event/engine-leasing-seminar-2016/.

INTERNATIONAL AIR SAFETY SUMMIT… 
October 23-25, Clayton Hotel, Burlington Road, 
Dublin, Ireland. Info: events@flightsafety.org; 
https://flightsafety.org/event/iass2017/.

AOPA FLY-IN…October 27-28,  
Peter O. Knight Airport, Tampa, FL. 
Info: www.aopa.org/community/events/
aopa-fly-ins/2017-aopa-fly-ins.

BOMBARDIER SAFETY STANDDOWN… 
October 31-November 2, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 
Wichita, KS. Info: (316) 946-7876;  
www.safetystanddown.com/.

NOVEMBER
s l u DUBAI AIRSHOW…November 12-16,  
Airport Expo, Dubai, UAE.  
Info: +97 1 4286 7755; www.dubaiairshow.aero.

NATA ADVANCED LINE SERVICE REGIONAL 
WORKSHOP…November 14-15, Base Oper-
ation at Page Field, Fort Myers, FL. Info: 
safety1st@nata.aero; http://nata.aero/2017-
Advanced-Line-Service-Workshops/ALS-Work-
shop-Ft-Myers-FL.aspx.

AIRCRAFT ECONOMIC LIFE SUM-
MIT…November 28, Gibson Hotel, Dub-
lin, Ireland. Info: events@everestevents.
co.uk; www.everestevents.co.uk/event/
aircraft-economic-life-summit-2017/.

u  Indicates events at which AIN will  
publish on-site issues or distribute  
special reports.

s  Indicates events for which AIN will provide 
special online coverage or e-newsletter.

l  Indicates events at which AIN will  produce 
AINtv.com videos.

Calendar See www.ainonline.com for a comprehensive long-range aviation events calendar. 
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THE PROVEN 900LX.
REIMAGINED FOR THE FUTURE.

Introducing the new Falcon 900LX. Everything the world has come to expect of this proven, exible platform. Its robustness, reliability, effi  ciency and
comfort. Now with upgrades from cockpit to cabin that make the 900LX smarter, more efficient and more comfortable than ever. And perfect for any
mission. The Falcon 900LX. Right for today. Ready for tomorrow. 

WWW.DASSAULTFALCON.COM  I   FRANCE: +33 1 47 11 88 68  I  USA: +1 201 541 4600
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